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Detecting Users from Website Sessions: A Simulation Study and Results on Multiple
Simulation Scenarios
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a click simulation model
capable of simulating users’ interactions with a search engine,
in particular in the presence of user censoring. We illustrate
the simulation model by applying it to the problem of detecting
unique users from the session data of a search engine. In real
click datasets, the user initiating the session may be censored, as
unique users are often determined by their cookies. Therefore,
analyzing this problem using a click simulation model, for which
we have an uncensored ground truth, allows for studying the
effect of cookie churn itself. Furthermore, it allows for studying
how well clustering algorithms perform in detecting clusters of
sessions that originate from a single user. To cluster sessions,
we present and compare various constrained DBSCAN*-type
clustering algorithms. From this comparison, we find that even
though the clusters found by the best DBSCAN*-type algorithm
did significantly outperform other benchmark clustering methods,
it performed considerably worse compared to using the observed
cookie clusters. This result remains under different simulation
scenarios, though the results do improve when strengthening the
user signal. While clustering algorithms may be useful to detect
similar users for purposes such as user clustering, cookie tracking
remains the preferred method for tracking individual users.
Keywords–Click models; Session clustering; HDBSCAN*

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper is an extension of our previous work on click
model simulation and (Internet) session clustering, presented in
[1]. In particular, we provide a more detailed description of the
click simulation model and (H)DBSCAN* clustering algorithm
with a maximum cluster size. Furthermore, we present the
performance of the session clustering algorithm on multiple
simulation scenarios. The latter was only briefly discussed in
our earlier work, presented at the 2020 DATA ANALYTICS
conference [1].
The current Internet environment heavily relies on cookies
for the enhancement of our Internet browsing experience.
These cookies are small pieces of data stored in the browser
after being received from a server, along with a requested web
page from that server. If the Internet user pushes subsequent
requests to the server, the cookie is send along, allowing the
server to recognize the user and adjust its response accordingly. Hence, as cookies allow identifying users over multiple
requests, they play a crucial role in session management, the
personalization of websites and ads, and user tracking.
However, the usage of multiple devices, multiple browsers,
and the focus on cookie management has made the problem of

identifying single users over multiple sessions more complex.
One study reports that so much as 20% of all Internet users
delete their cookies at least once a week, whereas this percentage increases to 30% when considering cookie churn on a
monthly basis [2]. Not being able to track Internet users may
lead to sub-optimal behavior of search engines and online ads,
as these have less information about previous search and click
behavior to infer the user’s preference for certain items from.
As cookie churn and the usage of multiple devices censor the
underlying user who is generating web traffic, we call this user
censoring.
Following the 2015 ICDM and 2016 CIKM machine learning challenges [3, 4], cross-device matching has in recent years
received considerable scientific attention. Cross-device matching refers to the problem of identifying individual Internet
users from a set of Internet logs, where Internet users may
have been using multiple devices, and are therefore tracked
as separate users. These studies, however, do have some
limitations. Most approaches mentioned in the literature are
limited to finding pairwise matches, i.e., pairs of sessions that
are likely to originate from the same user. Such inference is
insufficient if one is interested in identifying exclusive session
clusters consisting of more than two sessions.
Furthermore, there seems to be ambiguity in what exactly
is meant by cross-device matching, or by session clustering,
and to what extent successful methods applied to one problem
will also work well on other problems. The ICDM and CIKM
competitions consider the problem from the perspective of
an online advertiser, advertising on multiple websites. Other
approaches (e.g., [2, 5, 6]) consider the problem from the perspective of a single website. At this point, it is unclear whether
approaches that work well on a single website are likely to be
successful in the online advertisement case, and vice versa.
Apart from this multi versus single website perspective, most
datasets studied seem to originate from large advertisers or
search engines. This raises the question of how generalizable
these approaches are for websites or advertisers with less traffic
or less heterogeneous searches.
To allow for sensitivity analysis in session clustering, we
consider the single website perspective, and propose a single
query click simulation model that allows for cookie censoring.
Simulation has two main advantages: 1) by adjusting the
simulation parameters, we may study how session clustering
algorithms perform on websites with different user browsing
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characteristics. 2) It provides a ground truth, which, due
to user censoring, is only partially observed in real world
datasets. Apart from the ground truth being useful in evaluating
clustering algorithms, it also allows for studying the effects of
user censoring on typical website statistics, such as the number
of unique visitors on a website. Although several models have
been proposed in the literature that could be used to create a
simulation model, they only capture a specific part of search
behavior and/or censoring. To our knowledge, this paper is the
first to combine these models into one click simulation model
with censoring.
Besides introducing the simulation model, we compare
several clustering approaches on multiple simulated datasets,
where all clustering methods are based on the DBSCAN*
and HDBSCAN* algorithms. To measure their effectiveness,
we not only consider the error in terms of typical supervised
clustering error measures, such the Adjusted Rand Index, but
also in terms of the error in estimating overall web statistics.
These include the number of unique users, distribution of
the number of sessions per user, and the user conversion
distribution.
This paper has the following structure. Section II discusses
relevant literature related to session clustering. Section III
discusses the simulation model, adaptions of (H)DBSCAN*,
and experimental set-up. Section IV discusses the results,
whereas Section V discusses the implications and ideas for
further research.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Click simulation
Simulating click behavior is definitely not a new concept.
Chuklin et al. [7, pp. 75-77] suggests using pre-fitted click
models for this purpose, where the model is pre-fitted to
public click datasets. One risk of using pre-fitted models is
an availability bias: can the characteristics of public click
datasets, commonly provided by large search engines, easily
be generalized over all search engines? Also, these datasets do
not always provide the type of information one is interested
in, such as the device used to initiate a session.
Fleder and Hosanagar [8] provide a generative approach
for modeling user preferences, which we will discuss in more
depth in Section III-A. This model can be used as an alternative
to model users’ preferences for clicking on items. Using prefitted or generative models do have a trade-off in terms of
accuracy vs interpretability. E.g., the former may have an
accurate estimate of users’ item preferences, but it provides
little understanding of why this preference over different
products has a certain shape, whereas for the latter, we expect
this to be vice versa.
Several authors have studied how cookie censoring occurs.
E.g., [2, 9, 10] consider cookie churn, whereas [11] considers
specifically cross-device behavior. Results from these studies
can be used to model cookie churn dynamics in a simulation
model.
B. Identifying unique users from sessions
Identifying unique users from sessions can be seen as
a specific case of the entity/identity resolution problem [6].
Though, what makes this problem special is the nature of the
dataset. This often consists of a large number of sessions, of

which clicks and web page meta-data (such as the URL) are the
main sources of information. Because of these characteristics,
entity resolution algorithms that do not account for these
characteristics are likely to fail in their objective.
Session matching can be applied from an online advertiser’s perspective, as was the case during the 2015 ICDM
and 2016 CIKM machine learning challenges [12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], or from the perspective of a
single website [2, 5, 6]. What remains unclear is whether
these two problems can be considered the same. Although
in both cases the main motivation for cookie matching may
be the same, e.g., increasing the click-through rate by means
of personalization, the type of data is bound to be different.
When advertising on multiple websites, the data seems to
consist for a substantial part out of a large variety of visited
URLs. Hence, proposed approaches from the advertisement
perspective tend to rely heavily on natural language processing
techniques [15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22]. In case of a single website,
the URLs or web pages’ meta-data may be less diverse, and the
“unique fingerprints” [23] users create while browsing a single
website may therefore be less distinctive than on multiple
websites.
Most often, both the single and multiple website perspectives are modeled as a binary classification problem. Here,
a model is trained to identify whether two feature vectors
describing sessions a and b originate from the same user.
Striking is the success of tree-boosting methods for this task,
which also in both the 2015 ICDM and 2016 CIKM machine
learning competitions showed promising results. For a more
in-depth discussion of the different methods applied in crossdevice matching, modeled as a binary classification problem,
we refer to Karakaya et al. [22]. Also worth mentioning is
that many methods proposed to both the 2015 ICDM and 2016
CIKM competitions allow for overlapping user clusters. As the
objective is to find pairs of sessions likely to originate from the
same user, this may result in sessions a, b, c to be classified
as f (a, b) = 1 and f (a, c) = 1, but f (b, c) = 0, f being the
same user classifier. Such result may be undesirable in some
practical applications.
A slight generalization of the cross-device matching problem is the cookie matching problem. Here we are given a
set of sessions that are already partially clustered into users
via cookies, but only partially due to some form of user
censoring. I.e., cross-device matching and cookie matching
only seem to differ on whether one assumes that user censoring
only occurs because of cross-device usage, or also because
of cookie churn. However, many approaches proposed in the
literature can be applied to both problems. Hence, in these
formulations, this distinction seems irrelevant. Various authors
have considered the cookie matching problem, though under
different names such as: ‘user stitching’ [6], ‘visitor stitching’
[5], or ‘automatic identity linkage’ [24]. Like in cross-device
matching, these studies tend to allow for overlapping clusters.
One approach that does not allow for overlapping clusters is considered by [12], using classical bipartite matching
algorithms such as the Hungarian algorithm. However, it is
questionable to what extent these approaches are scalable, as
the paper works with relatively small datasets. Furthermore, as
users might have more than two cookies, bipartite matching
will only solve a part of the problem.
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Dasgupta et al. [2] also move beyond pairwise clustering.
The authors consider a combination of several similarity measures to determine whether two cookies originate from the
same user, and apply a greedy graph coloring algorithm to
cluster a session graph into user clusters. However, since multidevice usage as we observe on websites now was not that much
the case when the paper was published in 2012, the algorithm
strongly relies on the assumption that only one device is used
at a time. This allowed the authors to only consider nonoverlapping cookies in terms of time as candidates for cookie
matching, whereas in the multi-device case, such a constraint
would not be able to identify unique users simultaneously
using multiple devices.
In this paper, we will use the term session clustering to
relate to the problem of identifying unique users from session
data. We prefer this term, as our methods do not per se
require having partial session clusters from cookies, something
that would be the case in cookie matching. Furthermore, we
seek non-overlapping clusters, whereas ‘matching’ relates to
training a classifier to predict whether two sessions originate
from the same user. However, still many of the methods
discussed so far are applicable to this formulation of the
problem.
We take a similar approach as [19] towards session clustering. This approach first trains a classifier that predicts whether
sessions a and b originate from the same user (that is, share
the same cookie in the data). Next, each session forms pairs
with its K nearest neighbor (K-NN) sessions, after which each
nearest neighbor is re-evaluated using the classifier on whether
the session and neighbor indeed originate from the same user.
All sessions included in the remaining pairs are subsequently
clustered using a greedy clustering algorithm, from which all
sessions in a cluster are also added to the set of session pairs.
This method shows some similarity with DBSCAN [25],
where also K-NN is used to quickly identify similar data
points. However, DBSCAN computes a (possibly approximate)
minimum spanning tree (MST), from which a quick approximation can be made of the distances between points. Compared
to the greedy clustering approach by [19], this leads to a
considerable speed up. On the other hand, as DBSCAN misses
a constraint on the maximum cluster size, we will turn to
two of DBSCAN’s descendants: DBSCAN* and HDBSCAN*
[26, 27], which can quite easily be adjusted to incorporate a
maximum cluster constraint.
III. M ETHODS
A. Simulating click data with cookie-churn
We consider a simulation model that models how users
behave when interacting with a search engine. We choose to
simulate behavior on a search engine, and not behavior on
other types of websites, as there is extensive literature on
what type of parametric models are accurate for modeling
user behavior on search engines [7]. Furthermore, apart from
dedicated search engines, a search tool is also a common
feature on websites having other purposes [28]. Hence, we
believe it is likely that this behavior is also found elsewhere.
To avoid overcomplexifying the simulation model, we
only consider the case in which users push one or multiple
homogeneous queries to the search engine. I.e., the query itself
is the same over all users, and one user may repeat this query

a number of times. Users do have different item preferences
for the items the search engine may return. Furthermore, the
item order may be different in each Search Engine Result Page
(SERP). The simulation model consists of three parts. The first
part models how users navigate through the SERP, the second
part models how users’ utility function is determined, while the
third part models how the session generating user is censored
due to cookie churn or the usage of multiple devices. For
reference, Table VI provides an overview of the most important
variables in the simulation model.
1) Simulating SERP interactions: Two types of interactions
between a user and the search engine are considered. First,
users may push the (homogeneous) query to the server, and
receive the SERP in response. Second, users may click on
results in the SERP. At each interaction, the server checks
whether the user has an active cookie. If not, a new cookie
is send along with the server’s response (that is, either the
SERP, or the content page of a particular item in the SERP),
and stored in the user’s browser. We will discuss how cookie
churn is modeled in Section III-A2.
All interactions are stored by the server, which provides
a label for the cookie, device and query-session. This querysession is defined in terms of a set of interactions with one
SERP. Hence, where in practice a browser session is typically
defined by some period of interaction, we deliberately choose
to model a session as a set of interactions with one SERP,
irrespective of the time between two interactions with this
SERP.
To simulate clicks on a search engine, we employ the
Simplified Chapelle-Zhang Model (SCZM) [29]. Although this
model is known in the literature as the Simplified Dynamic
Bayesian Network model (SDBN), we renamed the model as
it is only a specific case of a Dynamic Bayesian Network. We
choose to use SCZM for two reasons: 1) the model, though
simple, seems to perform reasonably well in comparison with
other parametric click models when predicting clicks [7]. 2)
SCZM captures the ordering effect of items in the SERP. I.e.,
users may not always reflect their preferences correctly in their
clicks, as their behavior is also determined by how items are
ordered. Including this ‘cascade effect’ provides more realistic
results.
To describe the simulation model, the following notation
will be used. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be a query-session, which produces a SERP of unique items Si ⊆ V, with V = {1, . . . , V }
the set of all items, indexed by v. We assume all SERPs
1, . . . , n to have the same number of items T . Let ui ∈ U
denote the user initiating query-session i, with U = {1, . . . , U }
the set of all users. The user index u is used instead of ui in
case the precise query-session i is irrelevant. ri (t) denotes the
item at position t in query-session i. Likewise, ri−1 (v) gives
the position of item v in query-session i, and rimax denotes the
largest position of a clicked item in Si , where rimax = 0 if no
items were clicked during query-session i.
(i)

SCZM considers three latent variables: Rv denotes
whether user ui is attracted to item v during query-session
i. This variable is also known as the relevance of item v for
the user initiating session i. The probability of item v being
(R)
(i)
relevant to user u in session i is given by φu,v . Sv denotes
whether user ui is satisfied with item v after having clicked the
(S)
(i)
item, which happens with probability φu,v , and Et denotes
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whether user ui will evaluate the item in position t during
query-session i. Whether the item at position t in SERP i is
(i)
clicked is denoted by the binary variable yt .
The model follows the cascade hypothesis, that is, it
(i)
assumes a user always evaluates the first item (E1 = 1 for
all i = 1, . . . , n), after which the user decides to evaluate subsequent items in the list according to the perceived attraction
and satisfaction of the previous evaluated items in the list,
according to
(i)
E1 = 1;
(1)
 (R)
φui ,v if v ∈ Si ;
P(Rv(i) = 1) =
(2)
0
otherwise

  (S)
(i)
φui ,v if v ∈ Si ; (3)
P Sv(i) = 1 | yr−1 (v) = 1 =
0
otherwise
i
(i)

(i)

yt = 0 ⇒ Sri (t) = 0;
(i)

(i)

(4)

(i)

Et−1 = 1, Sri (t−1) = 0 ⇐⇒ Et = 1,
(i)

(i)

t > 1;

(i)

yt = 1 ⇐⇒ Et = 1, Rri (t) = 1.
(R)

(5)
(6)

(S)

To come up with reasonable values for φu,v and φu,v , we
used the same approachas in [8]. That
 is, users are represented
(u) (u)
(u)
by the vectors ηu = η1 , η2 , u ∈ U, where η1 and
(u)

η2 are drawn from two independent standard normal distributions.
 Likewise,all items can be represented by the vectors
(v)
(v)
(v)
(v)
ψv = ψ1 , ψ2 , where again ψ1 and ψ2 are drawn from
independent standard normal distributions. The probabilities
(S)
(R)
φu,v , and φu,v are then determined by the multinomial logits
(A)

eωu,v +ν
,
ωu,v0
(A)
+ eωu,v +ν
v 0 ∈V\{v} e

φ(R)
u,v = P

(7)

(S)

eωu,v +ν
,
ωu,v0
(S)
+ eωu,v +ν
v 0 ∈V\{v} e

φ(S)
u,v = P

(8)

with
ωu,v = −q log δ(ηu , ψv ).

(9)

Here δ is some distance function, in our case Euclidean
distance. q ∈ R+ is some constant value that models the users’
preferences towards nearby items, and ν (A) , ν (S) are salience
parameters for attraction and satisfaction respectively.
The order in which items are presented is determined as
follows. First, during a warm-up phase, we simulate clicks
for Uwarm-up users, while randomly ordering the items such
that all have equal probability of being positioned at positions
t = 1, . . . , T . Next, we estimate the overall probability of
each item being found attractive, and we use these probabilities
as weights to determine the item order for subsequent querysessions. More specifically, for each query-session i, we draw
itemsPSi from a multinomial distribution with parameters
φ̂v / v∈V φ̂v , v = 1, . . . , V ; without replacement. The estimate of overall attraction is given by [7, p. 26],
1 X (i)
yr−1 (v) ,
(10)
φ̂v =
|Iv |
i
i∈Iv

with


Iu = Si : v ∈ Si , ri−1 (v) ≤ rimax .

(11)

To avoid φ̂v to be (close to) zero, we impose a minimum
probability of 10−5 for all v ∈ V.
2) Cookie censoring: Cookie censoring is incorporated in
the simulation model in two ways: by incorporating time and
letting cookies churn after some random time 0T , and by
switching from device d to some other device d . First, we
cookie
consider the cookie lifetime Tu,o,d
for the o-th cookie of user
u on device d, and the user lifetime Tuuser . Whenever the cookie
lifetime of cookie o ends, but the current
user lifetime is strictly
0
smaller than Tuuser , a new cookie o is created, which lifetime
is drawn from the cookie lifetime distribution F cookie . For a
cookie
period of Tu,o
, all click behavior of user u on device d will
0
,d
0

now be registered under cookie o .
Second, after
each query-session a user may switch from
0
device d to d , which happens according to transition matrix
P . Whenever a user switches devices, we consider whether0
the user has used this device before. If not, a new cookie o
is created, and we draw a new cookie lifetime from F cookie .
cookie
However, the cookie lifetime Tu,o,d
does not end prematurely
0
when the user switches from device d to d . If later on the user
cookie
switches back to device d while the cookie lifetime Tu,o,d
has
not ended, the behavior of user u is again tracked via cookie
o until another device switch occurs or cookie o churns.
Putting this censoring into practise requires us to provide
five distributions: 1) a distribution F abs for the time between
query-sessions, which following [10] we will refer to as the
absence time, 2) a distribution for the cookie lifetime (F cookie ),
3) a distribution for the user lifetime (F user ), 4) the device
transition matrix P , and 5) the initial device probability F device .
For the absence time distribution, we use some results
from [10]. Although Dupret and Lalmas [10] fitted a Cox
survival model to user absence data in order to estimate user
lifetimes, we refitted the data mentioned in the paper with
a different model for two reasons. First, there is ambiguity
in the method used to model absence time. The authors fit a
Cox survival model with one covariate. As the (log-)likelihood
of a Cox survival model omits the estimation of the base
hazard, the method for estimating this base hazard should be
provided (e.g., the Breslow estimator). However, the paper
does not report which method was used to fit the baseline
hazard. Second, results from Dasgupta et al. [2] on cookie
churn suggests that, when taking into account longer periods
than 7 days, absence time has a fat-tailed distribution. We
found that a Pareto-I with scale parameter m = 1 and shape
α = 0.11 seems to fit the data from [10] approximately
well. This distribution was therefore used to model F abs . To
allow for absence times smaller than 1 (but still positive), we
subtracted one from all drawn lifetimes.
To model the cookie lifetime, we used the results from [2],
who find that a hyper-exponential distribution with one over
the rate being equal to 50 seconds (with probability .06), 25
minutes (with probability .07), 14 hours (with probability .07),
15 days (with probability .18), and 337 days (with probability
.62), fits reasonably well. Here, cookie lifetime is defined as
the time difference between the first and last observed action
from a single cookie. We consider time at a minute scale,
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and therefore rounded up the first phase (50 seconds) to one
minute.
The user lifetime is obtained by sampling from N cookie
lifetime distributions, where N itself is drawn from a geometric distribution with parameter ρ. As the cookie lifetime
distribution is modelled as a hyper-exponential, we will refer
to this distribution as a repeated hyper-exponential distribution.
Although we sample from the cookie life time distribution, the
user lifetime is independent from the cookie lifetimes: they
only share the underlying hyper-exponential distribution, not
the realizations of that distribution.
To model device transition matrix P , we use the results
from [11], who study device transitions between four devices:
a PC, tablet, smartphone and game console. We adopted the
transition probabilities found in this paper, where we dropped
the game console as the found transition probabilities from
and to this device were negligible. After dropping the game
console, the probabilities were normalized to obtain transition
matrix P . The initial device probability distribution F device is
also obtained using the results from [11], and is modeled as
a multinomial distribution with parameter π = (π1 , π2 , π3 );
π1 , π2 , π3 being the probability of the PC (Dev. 1), tablet (Dev.
2), and smartphone (Dev. 3) being the first device respectively.
The normalized initial and transition probabilities from [11] are
given by Table I.
TABLE I
I NITIAL DEVICE AND DEVICE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES ADOPTED
FROM [11]

Dev. 1
Dev. 2
Dev. 3

π
.64
.11
.25

Dev. 1
.9874
.00256
.029

Dev. 2
.0042
.9697
.0018

Dev 3
.0084
.0046
.9773

3) Summary of the simulation procedure: The entire simulation procedure is given in Algorithms 1 and 2 (see Appendix). The former describes how user preferences are obtained and how the overall popularity is determined, whereas
the latter describes how clicks and cookie churn are simulated
over a set of users.
For convenience, we have written the set of warm-up users
(i)
(i)
as Uwarm-up , φ̂ = (φ̂1 , . . . , φ̂V ), and yi = (y1 , . . . , yT ). The
location and scale parameter of the Pareto-I distribution are
written as m and α, whereas the rate and rate probability of
the hyper-exponential distribution are given by the vectors λ
and p. Last, let Id be a 3 × 3 matrix where the d-th column
contains all ones, whereas the rest of the matrix contains all
zeros.
The simulation iterates over all users, where for each user
new query-sessions are simulated until the user lifetime has
elapsed. For each user, first the initial device is drawn, along
with a cookie lifetime for that user on that device, and the
total user lifetime. Next, query-sessions are simulated for each
user in four steps. First, Si is (iteratively) drawn using the
overall item popularity φ̂, and we simulate clicks using the
SCZM model described in Section III-A1, which are stored in
dataset D. Second, we simulate the time until the next session.
Third, the device of the next session is determined. Fourth, we
check whether the last cookie on the new device has churned.

Algorithm 1: User simulation procedure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

(u)

(u)

(v)

(v)

Draw η1 , η2 , ψ1 , ψ2 i.i.d. from a standard
normal distribution for all v ∈ V and u ∈ U;
Compute similarities ωu,v according to (9);
Compute the probability of attraction and satisfaction,
using (7);
Set φ̂v ← 1 for all v ∈ V;
Dwarm-up ← SIMULATE CLICKS(Uwarm-up );
Recompute φ̂ according to (10);
D ← SIMULATE CLICKS(U \ Uwarm-up );
return D;

If so, a new cookie is created with a corresponding new cookie
lifetime.
Although Algorithm 2 assumes all users arrive at t = 0,
we shift all times after the simulation to obtain click behavior
spread out over time. Here we assume a Poisson arrival process
with rate γ. I.e., the first query-session of user u starts some
exponentially distributed time after the initial query-session of
user u−1. Note that these inter-first session times only depend
on the time of the first session of the previous user, not on any
other subsequent behavior of that user.
B. Session clustering
1) (H)DBSCAN*:
a) Hierarchical clustering using Minimum Spanning
Trees (MST): Before we discuss the adjustment made to the
HDBSCAN* and DBSCAN* algorithms, we will first briefly
describe the two algorithms. We first discuss the overlapping
part in both algorithms, after which we discuss their differences. Following the terminology by [26, 27] and [30], let
X = {X1 , . . . , Xn } be a set of data points, let κk (Xi ) be the
distance from point Xi to its k-th nearest neighbor (for some
given value of k ∈ N), and let δ(Xi , Xi0 ) be some distance
measure between points Xi and Xi0 . Based on this original
distance measure, DBSCAN* considers an alternative distance
measure, which is named the mutual reachability distance, and
is defined as follows:
δkmreach (Xi , Xi0 ) =

max{κk (Xi ), κk (Xi0 ), δ(Xi , Xi0 )}
0

Xi 6= Xi0
.
Xi = Xi0
(12)
Although DBSCAN* does not specify the exact distance measure δ, we will (like in Section III-A1) assume this is Euclidean
distance. The main motivation for introducing this mutual
reachability distance is to better identify different clusters with
high density of arbitrary shape, as the measure tends to push
different high density clusters further apart.
Given the mutual reachability distance, (H)DBSCAN* represents each data point as a node in a complete weighted
graph G, where the weights are simply the mutual reachability
distances between data pairs. Using G, the algorithm first
computes a minimum spanning tree (MST), which allows
for fast identification of clusters. The MST is also used to
approximate distances: the distance between two non-adjacent
points Xi and Xi0 in the MST can be approximated by the
path length Xi → Xi0 in the MST. At the same time, this
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distance is a lower bound on the actual distance: otherwise,
Xi → Xi0 would be adjacent in the MST.
From this MST, one can build a dendogram of the
data points in an agglomerative manner. First, (H)DBSCAN*
assigns each data point X1 , . . . , Xn to separate clusters
B10 , . . . , Bn0 . Here the superscript is used to indicate the hierarchy level of the cluster, which at this stage is zero. Second,
it iterates through the edges0 in G, increasing in terms of their
weights. For some edge (i, i ) having the smallest edge weight,
it finds the two clusters with the highest hierarchy levels hmax
i
0
, to which i and i are assigned to respectively. Next,
and hmax
i0
max{hmax
,hmax
}+1
0
i

i
it and creates a new cluster Bj
, which includes
all data points included
in
the
highest
hierarchy clusters to
0
which Xi and Xi were previously assigned to. If this process
is repeated for all edges in G, the last edge will create a cluster
containing all data, which occurs at level H.
b) DBSCAN*: The construction of the dendogram occurs both in DBSCAN* and HDBSCAN* in the same manner.
However, as both methods wish two find non-overlapping
clusters, the two methods split ways from there. In DBSCAN*,
one would take some value  ∈ R+ , and remove all cluster
merges in the dendogram that were merged with a weight
strictly greater than the chosen maximum distance . This
would lead to a set of disconnected binary trees T , and a set of
singleton points N . The singleton points are points for which
their k-th nearest neighbor is already at a further distance than
, and these points are consequently labeled as noise. All data
points in one tree τ ∈ T are labeled as one cluster.
c) HDBSCAN*: The underlying assumption of cutting
the dendogram at level , is that all clusters have (approximately) the same density. This density is in HDBSCAN*
approximated by θ = 1/, i.e., close points imply high
density. HDBSCAN* allows for different cut-off levels of , or
similarly of θ, where the optimal cut-off level for some cluster
is determined via the notion of relative excess of mass, which
we will introduce in a moment.
More precisely, let M be some given minimum cluster
size. To somewhat simplify notation, we let index j refer to
any cluster, irrespectively of hierarchy h, such that h can be
dropped. HDBSCAN* first creates a condensed tree from the
dendogram in the following way. It starts at the root of the
dendogram, having label j0 , and considers its children. These
were merged at some density θj,j 0 , merging two clusters with
0
labels j and j . It then considers three options: 1) if both
children have less than M points, all points in Bj and Bj 0 “fallout” of the cluster at density θj,j 0 , implying that for densities
greater than θj,j 0 all points in Bj and Bj 0 are labeled as noise.
2) If only one cluster Bj has less than M points, all points in
Bj fall-out at density θj,j 0 , while the parent cluster label (j0 )
is now continued for all observations in Bj 0 . I.e., we replace
0
label j by j0 , and as a result the exact cluster j0 now refers
to depends on whether we pick a density larger or smaller
than θj,j 0 . 3) If both children have more than M observations,
0
clusters Bj and Bj 0 keep their labels j and j . I.e., label j0 is
not continued, and clusters Bj and Bj 0 are considered separate
clusters for densities larger than θj,j 0 . After both children have
been relabeled, this process is repeated using these new labels
until all nodes have been relabeled.
The resulting condensed tree is essentially still the same

as the original dendogram, but with different labels. I.e., by
continuing the parent (option 2), some labels now may refer
to different clusters, dependent on density θ. Let {1, . . . , m}
be the resulting set of labels from relabeling. For each label
j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let Bj be the set of observations labeled j
at the minimum density for which j exists. Furthermore, let
θjmax (Xi ) and θjmin (Xi ) be the densities at which observation
Xi falls off cluster j and the density at which Xi first occurs in
cluster j respectively. Note that θjmin (Xi ) is either zero (when
j is the label continued from the root node), or the density
at which cluster j splits off from its parent, hence it has the
same value for all Xi ∈ Bj .
Clusters {B1 , . . . , Bm } may still be overlapping. To find
non-overlapping clusters, HDBSCAN* introduces the relative
excess of mass of cluster j as σ(j), which is defined by:
X 

θjmax (Xi ) − θjmin (Xi ) .
(13)
σ(j) =
Xi ∈Bj

The relative excess of mass has an intuitive argument for
clustering. Large values for σ(j) imply that when increasing
the density, the cluster remains more or less intact (apart from
some noise points splitting off at higher densities). As a result
θjmax (Xi ) − θjmin (Xi ) becomes large. I.e., the relative excess
of mass can be used as a measure of cluster quality. Hence,
HDBSCAN* optimizes the sum of relative excess of mass over
a subset of clusters {B1 , . . . , Bm } such that this subset is nonoverlapping.
2) Introducing maximum cluster sizes to HDBSCAN* and
DBSCAN*: To return to the problem at hand: identifying
small session clusters from the set of all sessions that may be
originating from the same user, HDBSCAN* and DBSCAN*
can obviously be used for this purpose. Apart from the earlier
discussed benefit of speed by clustering via MST, incorporating
noise points would also intuitively make sense in identifying
potential users from sessions: we would expect that quite a
large (though unknown) percentage of all sessions might still
be from users only initiating a single session.
By tweaking parameters k, (the k-th nearest neighbor in
nearest neighbor distance κk ),  (dendogram cut-off point in
case of DBSCAN*), and M (minimum number of points
before a cluster is considered noise in HDBSCAN*) one
can obtain session clusters that obey a maximum cluster size
β ∈ N. However, some early experiments with DBSCAN* and
HDBSCAN* showed that the resulting clusters tended to either
very large clusters, or labeled (almost) every point as noise.
For that reason, we chose to adjust both algorithms, in order
to obtain more small clusters having a size smaller than β.
To impose the clusters to be more fine grained, we
impose a restriction on the maximum cluster size of the
clusters found by (H)DBSCAN*. We do so in three different
ways: max-size DBSCAN* (MS-DBSCAN*) imposes this
restriction on DBSCAN*, whereas MS-HDBSCAN*− and
MS-HDBSCAN*+ are two ways to impose the restriction on
HDBSCAN*.
First we consider MS-DBSCAN*. This algorithm is only
a slight adaptation to the DBSCAN* algorithm described in
Section III-B1. Given the binary trees T , obtained by removing
all nodes and edges in the dendogram above distance , we
further remove all cluster nodes j for which |Bj | > β. Doing so
e and Te , again representing singleton
results in two new sets: N
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points that we assume to be noise, and all points in a tree
τ ∈ Te receive the same cluster.
Second are the adaptations of HDBSCAN*. The first steps
of these two adaptations are the same. First, all clusters
Bj ∈ {B1 , . . . , Bm } having |Bj | > β are removed from the
dendogram. This, like in DBSCAN*, gives two sets: noise
points N and trees T . Second, for each sub-tree τ ∈ T ,
we again optimize the the total relative excess of mass
subject to non-overlapping clusters. The difference between
MS-HDBSCAN*− and MS-HDBSCAN*+ arises when a
leaf node of the condensed tree (that is, a label that does
not split at some larger density into two new labels, though
noise points may split off) of some condensed sub-tree τ
is in the set of optimal non-overlapping clusters. In case
of MS-HDBSCAN*− , all observations in Bj are given the
same label, whereas in case of MS-HDBSCAN*+ , these are
considered noise.
3) Session cluster re-evaluation: As one might have noticed, so far we have not used any information from the
cookies. I.e., knowing which sessions have the same cookie
could provide valuable information about the underlying user.
In particular, we wish to train a model that can function as an
alternative to standard distance measures δ, such as Euclidean
or Manhattan distance, which we then again can plug into the
adapted (H)DBSCAN* algorithms described in Section III-B2.
Obtaining session clusters with re-evaluation is done as
follows. Assume we have a trained classifier fˆ(Xi , Xi0 ), which
returns the probability of Xi and Xi0 originating from the same
user. First, like in [19], we find for each point Xi the K nearest
neighbors, which gives us a set X of all nearest neighbor
session pairs. Second, we compute − log(fˆ(Xi , Xi0 )) for all
(Xi , Xi0 ) ∈ X , and fill this into a (sparse) n×n distance matrix
W . For all pairs (Xi , Xi0 ) ∈
/ X , we assume the distance is
some large value δmax , which allows us to store W efficiently,
and greatly speeds-up computations compared to evaluating
all pairwise same user probabilities. Distance matrix W can
subsequently be used as distance measure δ in the algorithms
discussed in Section III-B to obtain new session clusters.
To train classifier fˆ, we first cluster a training set according to one of the models discussed in Section III-B, using
Euclidean distance for δ. Second, for each cluster we add all
unique session pairs into some training set Xclust . Next, we
start using the observed cookies: we treat each cookie as a
cluster and determine all session pairs in these cookie clusters,
where this set of pairs is denoted by Xcookie . To determine
for each session pair (Xi , Xi0 ) the correct label, we use the
information from the observed cookie. If Xi and Xi0 have
the same observed cookie, we set the target variable to one,
whereas it equals zero otherwise. The final training set Xtrain
is obtained by undersampling from Xclust ∪ Xcookie .
Note that obtaining negative labeled training pairs from
a point its K nearest neighbors follows the assumption that
these are indeed more likely to be negatives than positives.
If this assumption holds, sampling negatives from the nearest
neighbors would intuitively help the classifier to learn more
subtle patterns. I.e., the K nearest neighbors are close in terms
of the common distance measure, but not according to the
classifier.
4) DBSCAN* with random clusters: To benchmark the
clustering approaches just discussed, we consider the following

benchmark. We first cluster the sessions using the ordinary
DBSCAN* algorithm, in which way we obtain initial clusters
0
B10 , . . . , Bm
. Next, for each cluster Bjh (h ∈ N, with initially
h = 0), if |Bjh | > β, we iteratively select min{sj,h , |Bjh |, β}
points uniformly at random from Bj to form a new cluster
e and update B h+1 ← B h \ B.
e Here, sj,h is drawn from a
B,
j
j
geometric distribution with p = 0.5. This process continues
until for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}: |Bjh | ≤ β for some h, at which
the remaining points in Bjh are labeled as one cluster.
Intuitively, we selected this benchmark as it captures the
higher level hierarchy clustering of DBSCAN*, but not the
low level clusters (as these clusters are picked at random).
Therefore, comparing the previous methods with this random
clustering approach allows us to assess whether the smaller
size clusters reveal more information than the larger ones.
C. Experimental setup
1) Simulation parameters: Our experimental design consist
of two steps. First, we consider a simulation base case on
which we evaluate the clustering approaches discussed in
Section III-B. In this base case, users’ first query arrival
follows a Poisson process with rate γ = 0.2 (minutes), after
which subsequent behavior over time of a particular user is
modeled according to F abs , F cookie , F user , F device , P , and π,
of which the parameters were already given in Section III-A2.
We used U = 20, 000 users with Uwarm-up = 2, 000 (10%).
Furthermore, we removed the first 250 sessions (not part of the
first Uwarm-up users, who were only used to estimate the overall
item popularity), as these would likely all be first sessions from
new arriving users, and therefore including them may lead
to a bias in the data. Likewise, we removed all observations
after 43, 200 minutes (30 days) to avoid the opposite bias: not
having any new users. Users could pick from V = 100 items,
and we choose as maximum list size T = 10.
For parameters that could not be adopted from the literature, we tried several parameter values and looked at
three characteristics. First, we considered whether the click
probability is decreasing in list position. Second, whether the
attraction/satisfaction is centered around 0.5, with a standard
deviation of approximately 0.1 to 0.2. Third, whether all
sessions are somewhat spread out over time. This lead us
to choosing users’ preference for nearby items q = 1, user
lifetime phases geometric parameter ρ = 0.5, and salience
parameters ν (A) = ν (S) = 5. Figure 1 shows the three base
case characteristics for the resulting simulated base case used
in further inference. In the second step of the experimental
design, we made adjustments to the latter parameters, that is,
those not adapted from the literature. These adjustments will
be discussed in Section IV-B.
2) Features and MS-(H)DBSCAN* hyper-parameter settings: The simulated dataset was split into a training and test
set according to a 70/30 split over the users. I.e., users always
are entirely in the training set, or entirely in the test set. For
each session, we used the session’s start time, observed session
count (as observed by the cookie), number of clicks, and
whether the session’s SERP has at least one click as features.
Furthermore, to obtain a vector representation of the items
and interactions with the SERP, we first computed a bin-count
table. This table contains per item the total number of clicks,
skips (no click), and the log-odds ratio between clicks and
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Figure 1. Summary of base case simulation.

skips over 30 percent of all sessions, which combined were
used as item vector representations.
Next, for each session i, we concatenated all item vectors
ψv , v ∈ Si , in order of their position, resulting in some
vector ai with 3T elements. Additionally, we created four
more session vectors. The first of these vectors is obtained by
multiplying ai with a vector containing ones at those positions
where a click occurred, whereas for the second vector, ai is
multiplied with a vector containing ones at positions where
the item was skipped (=not clicked). The third vector is
obtained by multiplying ai with a vector containing ones at
the last clicked position. To obtain the fourth vector, ai is
multiplied with a vector of list positions for each item. In all
cases, the vector multiplication is element-wise. Next, all five
session vectors were concatenated to obtain one session vector
representation.
The resulting concatenated session vector was further
treated by computing all second order polynomial features,
after which we normalized and applied the Yeo-Johnson [31]
power scaler to make the distribution of each feature more
Gaussian-like. We reduced the vector’s dimension using a principle component analysis using seven principle components,
the latter was chosen using the elbow method.
For each method, we experimented with k ∈ {1, 3, 5} (here
k as in κk , the distance to the k-th nearest neighbor). For
DBSCAN*-like algorithms, we tried
n

o
`/N
∈
qmax (qmin /qmax )
` ∈ {1, . . . , N } ,
(14)
with N = 9 and qmin , qmax the minimum and maximum
Euclidean distance, obtained by computing all pair-wise distances over 1,000 sampled session vectors. For HDBSCAN*type algorithms, we set minimum cluster size M = 2.
For re-evaluation models, we took the approach already
explained in Section III-B3. To train classifier fˆ(ai , ai0 ), we
first run MS-DBSCAN* with the best found values for k and
 from earlier validation of MS-DBSCAN* on the training
set to, together with the cookie clusters, obtain Xtrain . Next,
we computed the Manhattan,
Euclidean, and infinity norm
0
between ai and ai0 , (i, i ) ∈ Xtrain that were used as feature
vector to train a logistic regression model. Although also
other classifiers could be used, we considered that using a
logistic regression model on a compressed input (the three

distance measures) would be a proper trade-off between model
complexity and accuracy.
We selected for each point the K = 1, 000 nearest
neighbors to evaluate classifier fˆ on. All non-evaluated
pairs

received distance δmax = − log 10−6 . Next, the MS(H)DBSCAN algorithms were evaluated using the new distance matrix W , where we experimented again with k ∈
{1, 3, 5}, and


`(qmax − qmin )
` ∈ {1, . . . , Nre-eval } , (15)
 ∈ qmin +
Nre-eval
where Nre-eval = 5.
All algorithms excluding HDBSCAN* (i.e., including DBSCAN*) were trained using the sklearn package in Python
[32] (version 0.22.1). sklearn was also used to compute error scores (see Section III-C3). We used the hdbscan package
[33] (version 0.8.26) to obtain the dendogram and condensed
tree, based on which we could impose the maximum cluster
size in the way described in Section III-B2. For both packages,
the default parameters were used unless indicated otherwise.
3) Error metrics: We considered error metrics from two
perspectives. First, we consider error measures with respect to
overall website performance. More precisely, given some final
final
clustering {B1final , . . . , Bm
}, the following error measures are
computed. 1) We compute the APE (absolute percentage error)
between the real and estimated number of unique users (the
latter being equal to m), 2) the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KL-divergence) between the real and estimated user session
count distribution (the latter being equal to the cluster size
distribution), and 3) the KL-divergence between the real and
estimated user conversion distribution. Here, user conversion
is defined as the fraction of items clicked per user over all
shown (but not necessarily evaluated) items.
The second perspective is on the level of the clusters
themselves, where we consider two error measures. To determine the quality of the clusters, we computed the adjusted
Rand index (ARI) [34] between computed and real session
clusters. Besides ARI, we also measure how well the model
distinguishes whether each new session originates from an
existing or already observed user, which is measured using
the accuracy score.
Since ARI measures the overlap between the computed and
real session clusters, we consider ARI to be our main error
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IV. R ESULTS
A. Results on base simulation case
Table II shows how the different models perform in terms
of several error measures on both the training and test set. For
each method, the shown results are the best results obtained
under the different hyper parameters tried for that method
under that dataset. I.e., in theory the hyper parameters might be
slightly different between training and test, though in practice
we found this was rarely the case.
The OBS model in the table are the scores one would
obtain if the observed cookies would be used as clusters.
Models using the classifier as distance measure are indicated
using subscript p. What immediately becomes apparent is that
compared to these observed cookie clusters, all methods perform considerably worse. Hence, in the scenario
weconsider:

(u) (u)
a single query where the true location η1 , η2
is only
revealed by clicked and skipped item locations, our approaches
do not come near what one would obtain if one would simply
take the observed cookies.
However, the scores do reveal some interesting patterns.
First, approaches using a probabilistic distance measure seem
to overfit the data: they perform relatively well (compared to
the other approaches) on various measures on the training
set, but on the test set these results are mitigated. Here,
MS-DBSCAN* seems to work best when considering multiple error measures. Looking at the results from different hyperparameter settings for MS-DBSCAN* (Table III), we observe
that selecting k = 1 performed best. Furthermore, due to our
maximum size constraint the clusters did not alter for ` ≥ 4
( ≥ 6.33).
Furthermore, methods without a probabilistic distance measure do outperform the DBSCAN*-RAND method on most
measures. I.e., they perform better at picking sessions originating from the same user from a given cluster Bj produced by
DBSCAN*, than if we would pick session pairs at random.
Although it is difficult to draw a firm conclusion, these findings
might be an indication that the same user signal we try to infer
from the click data is somewhat weak: if our methods would
not pick up a signal at all, we would expect them to have the
same result as the DBSCAN*-RAND method.
B. Results on multiple simulation scenarios
In order to judge the sensitivity of our findings on the
parameter settings of the simulation model, we permuted the
simulation settings to see if this would alter our results.
In particular, we considered user distance sensitivity q ∈
{1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50} (denoted by USER DIST SENS [q]), number of items V ∈ {10, 100} (denoted by ITEM COUNT [V ]),
lifetime phases ρ ∈ {.15, .29, .43, .5, .57, .71, .85} (denoted by
0
LIFETIME PHASES [ρ]), and salience (φ, φ ) ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10}2
(denoted by
0
SALIENCE [φ] [φ ]). Whenever one parameter was permuted, the rest of the parameters was left at its value in the
base case.
As re-running all models on all simulation settings would
be computationally rather expensive, we only re-evaluated the
best performing models on the simulation cases. Since in

our base case we found

 that the parameters k = 1,  =
2/3
qmax (qmin /qmax )
worked reasonably well, these parameters were used for MS-DBSCAN* and DBSCAN*-RAND.
The maximum cluster size remained the same as in the base
case.
Figure 2 shows how the models perform over the different simulation settings in terms of ARI, which is our main
response variable of interest. The figure suggests that all cluster models do stochastically dominate DBSCAN*-RAND.
Furthermore, MS-DBSCAN* seems to outperform the other
clustering methods in terms of ARI. As assumptions like
homogeneity of variance or normality do not hold in this
case, we used a Kruskall-Wallis test, which rejects in this
case that all median ARI scores over the different methods
are the same (using significance level α = .01, p < 10−4 ).
Pairwise (between MS-DBSCAN* and all other methods)
one-sided pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank tests also indicate
MS-DBSCAN* performed significantly better than the other
methods (all p-values are smaller than 10−4 ).
Table IV shows how MS-DBSCAN* performs on the
various simulation cases. The rows in boldface have ARI ≥
0.0025. The results suggest that when strengthening the signal,
that is increasing click probabilities, leads to some improvement in ARI. The most obvious way to do so is by decreasing
the number of items (which, as we use bin counting, ensures
each item has sufficient data for bin counting). However, these
improvements remain small.
Table V shows how the different error measures correlate,
using the error scores from all clustering algorithms on the
various simulation cases. ARI seems to be weakly correlated
with most other error measures, with the sign being in the
desired direction (i.e., decrease in KL-divergence for both
session count and conversion, but an increase in the new user
accuracy). However, both ARI and the new user accuracy show
a positive correlation with the percentage error in the number
of unique users.

MS-HDBSCAN*+

Model

measure, using the other error measures to study possible sideeffects when optimizing for ARI.

MS-HDBSCAN*−

MS-DBSCAN*

DBSCAN*-RAND
0.000

0.001

0.002

0.003

ARI

Figure 2. Scores over all simulations.

V. C ONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a homogeneous query click
simulation model, and illustrated its usage to the problem
of uncovering users from their web sessions. The simulation
model is composed of several models from which previous
literature suggests that these models work well in explaining
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TABLE II
R ESULTS ON THE BASE CASE .
Dataset
Model
MS-DBSCAN*
MS-DBSCAN*p
DBSCAN*-RAND
MS-HDBSCAN*+
MS-HDBSCAN*−
MS-HDBSCAN*+
p
MS-HDBSCAN*−
p
OBS
MS-DBSCAN*
MS-DBSCAN*p
DBSCAN*-RAND
MS-HDBSCAN*+
MS-HDBSCAN*−
MS-HDBSCAN*+
p
MS-HDBSCAN*−
p
OBS

train
train
train
train
train
train
train
train
test
test
test
test
test
test
test
test

ARI
0.0012
0.14
0.0002
0.0007
0.0007
0.092
0.1
0.91
0.0022
0.0015
0.0004
0.002
0.002
0.0015
0.0015
0.91

KL-div.
session count
0.55
0.74
1
0.75
0.75
0.9
0.9
0.017
0.11
1.4
0.32
0.16
0.16
1.4
1.4
0.1

TABLE III
ARI OF MS-DBSCAN* ON THE TRAINING SET OF THE BASE CASE .

`
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9


0.013
3.44
4.84
6.33
8.20
10.76
14.57
20.94
30.45

k
1
< 10−4
0.0008
0.0011
0.0013
0.0013
0.0013
0.0013
0.0013
0.0013

3
< 10−4
0.0004
0.0005
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006

5
< 10−4
0.0001
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004

typical patterns observed in click data, while remaining relatively simple. Such patterns include the position bias, cookie
censoring, and users’ utility over multiple products. Furthermore, we illustrated the simulation model on the problem
of (partially observed) session clustering, that is, identifying
unique users from their query-sessions. To solve the latter
problem, we tested several mutations of (H)DBSCAN*, where
these mutations differ from HDBSCAN*, or DBSCAN*, as
they allow for incorporating a maximum cluster size. Furthermore, we consider both a Euclidean and probabilistic distance
measure to determine whether a pair of sessions originated
from the same user. The probabilistic distance measure was
obtained using a pre-trained classification model.
Given a simulated dataset, we considered solving the
problem of uncovering users from their web sessions by
using (H)DSCAN*-type clustering algorithms. Comparing
(H)DSCAN*-type algorithms with clusters one would obtain
by using cookies, we found the accuracy of using cookies
largely outperformed that of not using or partially using cookie
data. This considerable difference seems to be due to two
reasons. 1) The simulated censored cookies turned out to
be rather accurate, implying that, assuming the parameters
used for cookie censoring adapted from previous literature are
accurate, censoring in cookie data does not impose that much
of a problem in accurately measuring the metrics studied in
this paper. These metrics being the number of unique users,
user sessions count distribution, user conversion distribution,

KL-div
conversion
0.13
0.092
0.096
0.15
0.15
0.11
0.11
0.0032
0.0026
0.13
0.015
0.0042
0.0042
0.13
0.13
0.0076

APE unique
user
15
77
0.011
10
10
0.011
0.011
15
60
6.8
40
53
53
7.2
7.2
51

New user
accuracy
0.56
0.5
0.42
0.52
0.52
0.46
0.46
0.95
0.56
0.4
0.5
0.55
0.55
0.4
0.4
0.95

the quality of session clusters (in terms of adjusted Rand index
(ARI)), and estimating whether the next session originates
from a new or existing user. 2) As we only consider a homogeneous query, the users’ preferences are only revealed from the
items users clicked, a signal the various (H)DBSCAN*-type
algorithms find difficult to detect. Strengthening this signal,
e.g., by increasing the number of clicks, leads to a small but
significant improvement in ARI.
Other interesting observations include the difference between using Euclidean distance and a probability distance
measure in the (H)DBSCAN*-type algorithms, the latter being
obtained from training a classifier on detecting whether session
pairs originate from the same user. The results show that the
probabilistic classifier tends to overfit. Where some methods
using probabilistic distance measures performed reasonable on
the training set, they were outperformed by methods using
Euclidean distance on the test set.
By studying the correlations between the various error
metrics considered in this paper, we observe that some error
measures show contradictory correlations. In particular, the
positive correlation between cluster ARI and average percentage error in the number of unique users (.38), and between
the accuracy in estimating whether the next session originates
from a new user and the new user average percentage error
(.95), indicate that optimizing for one of these error measures
may lead to decreased performance in the other.
Although our findings suggest that the practicality of
session clustering from single query click data is limited,
the usage of the simulation model did allow for studying
the sensitivity of the clustering algorithms on different click
behavior, something that would not easily have been possible
with real click data. It also allowed us to study the effects of
user censoring caused by cookie churn or the usage of multiple
devices. This showed that if we adopt models for cookie churn
behavior found in the literature, this censoring only has a small
effect on the accuracy of the website metrics discussed in this
paper, with an exception for estimating the number of unique
users.
Given our findings, a number of questions remain. First, it
would be interesting to extend the simulation model to allow
for multiple queries. As the solutions to the (multi-query)
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TABLE IV
R ESULTS MS-DBSCAN* ON OTHER SIMULATION CASES .
Simulation case

base case
item count 10
item count 100
lifetime phases .15
lifetime phases .29
lifetime phases .43
lifetime phases .5
lifetime phases .57
lifetime phases .71
lifetime phases .85
salience 1 1
salience 1 2
salience 1 5
salience 1 10
salience 2 1
salience 2 2
salience 2 5
salience 2 10
salience 5 1
salience 5 2
salience 5 5
salience 5 10
salience 10 1
salience 10 2
salience 10 5
salience 10 10
user dist sense 1
user dist sens 2
user dist sens 5
user dist sens 10
user dist sens 25
user dist sens 50

ARI

0.0021
0.0025
0.0015
0.0014
0.0016
0.0021
0.0021
0.0019
0.0019
0.0028
0.0012
0.0022
0.0014
0.0026
0.0011
0.002
0.0027
0.0018
< 10−4
< 10−4
0.0021
0.002
0.0016
0.0014
0.0018
0.0012
0.0021
0.0029
0.0033
0.0026
0.0024
0.0032

KL-div.
conversion

KL-div.
session count

0.0044
0.0006
0.0053
0.014
0.0076
0.008
0.0044
0.0049
0.0054
0.005
0.0018
0.0019
0.0015
< 10−4
0.0026
0.0033
0.0005
< 10−4
0.011
0.021
0.0044
< 10−4
0.0049
0.0034
0.0045
0.0001
0.0044
0.012
0.0092
0.002
< 10−4
0.0002

0.095
0.049
0.098
0.14
0.1
0.11
0.095
0.11
0.084
0.092
0.07
0.059
0.085
0.084
0.15
0.19
0.12
0.094
0.25
0.2
0.095
0.079
0.051
0.065
0.1
0.042
0.095
0.17
0.15
0.12
0.13
0.09

APE
unique
user
62
67
59
56
59
58
62
61
60
61
64
65
62
62
53
51
56
60
44
51
62
62
64
66
60
71
62
49
49
57
59
64

New user
accuracy
0.53
0.57
0.54
0.56
0.55
0.56
0.53
0.55
0.56
0.53
0.58
0.57
0.59
0.58
0.55
0.55
0.57
0.58
0.52
0.53
0.53
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.56
0.63
0.53
0.54
0.53
0.56
0.57
0.56

TABLE V
C ORRELATION MATRIX ERROR MEASURES .
ARI
ARI
KL-div.
conversion
KL-div.
session count
APE
unique user
New user
accuracy

KL-div.
conversion

KL-div
session count

APE unique
user

1.00
-0.15

1.00

-0.16

0.60

1.00

0.38

-0.52

-0.92

1.00

0.39

-0.59

-0.85

0.95

CIKM 2016 and ICDM 2015 cross-device matching competitions were quite successful, a logical hypothesis would be
that incorporating multiple queries into the simulation model
would improve the results obtained from (H)DBSCAN*-type
algorithms. On the other hand, more diversity also causes
clicks to be more spread across items that may lead to
decreasing clustering performance.
Second, in this study, we only used a logistic regression
model to approximate the probability of two sessions originating from the same user. Given the limited success of this
approach so far, it would be interesting to consider other
approaches. As the limited results seem to be due to overfitting,
including regularization or using bagging could lead to better
results.
Third, there is still limited knowledge on how cookie
censoring occurs. Currently, multiple models exists in the
literature, but most models only consider a specific type of
censoring (e.g., only censoring by cross-device usage or cookie

New user
accuracy

1.00

churn), from which one cannot infer how these different types
of censoring interact. Also, as discussed in Section III-A2,
literature providing parametric models for cookie churn, user
lifetime and absence time (the time between two sessions)
seems to be contradictory in terms of tail probabilities. Hence,
click simulation models that incorporate cookie censoring
would benefit from studies taking a more holistic view on
cookie censoring.
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A PPENDIX
TABLE VI
L IST OF NOTATION .
Variable
{1, . . . , n}
Si = {1, . . . , T }
V = {1, . . . , V }
U = {1, . . . , U }
ri (t)
ri−1 (v)
rimax
(i)
Rv
;

(R)
φu,v

Sv(i) ; φ(S)
u,v
(i)

Et
(i)
yt
ηu
ψv

ν (A) , ν (S)
q
ωu,v
φ̂v
F cookie
cookie
Tu,o,d
∼ F cookie

F abs
abs
Ti,u
∼ F abs

F user
Tuuser ∼ F user
P, π

Description
Set of query-sessions, indexed by i
Set of items in SERP of session i, indexed by t
Set of all items, indexed by v
Set of all users, indexed by u
Item v ∈ V at position t in the SERP of query-session i
Position of item v in the SERP of query-session i, zero if
v∈
/ Si
Largest position of a clicked item v ∈ Si , zero if no
items were clicked
Attraction of user i for item v, with
(i)
P(Rv
= 1) = φ(R)
u,v given v ∈ Si
Satisfaction of user i for item v, with
P(Sv(i) = 1) = φ(S)
u,v given v ∈ Si
Whether item at position t in SERP i was evaluated
Whether item at position t in SERP i was clicked
Vector denoting the position of an user u in the user-item
space
Vector denoting the position of an item v in the user-item
space
Salience parameters for attraction and satisfaction
Users’ preference for nearby items
Distance between user u and item v in the user-item space
Overall estimated popularity of item v ∈ V
Cookie lifetime distribution (hyper-exponential) with
parameters λ and p
R.v. denoting the cookie lifetime for the o-th cookie of
user u on device d
User absence distribution (Pareto-I) with parameters α
(shape) and m (scale)
R.v. denoting the time between the i-th and i + 1-th
session of user u
User lifetime distribution (sum of Nu hyper-exponentials)
with parameters λ, p and ρ (geometric parameter for Nu )
R.v. denoting the user lifetime of user u
Device transition matrix and initial device probabilities

Algorithm 2: S IMULATE CLICKS
1
2

3
4
5

Simulate clicks (U )
for u ∈ U do
/* Draw initial device and cookie
lifetime, and draw the user’s
lifetime
D ← dic(); i ← 1; o ← 1; t ← 0;
Draw device d from M ULTINOM(π); D[d] ← o;
cookie from H YPER E XP (λ, p); T user from
Draw Tu,o,d
u
R EP H YPER E XP(ρ, λ, p);

*/

6

7
8

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

/* Simulate new query-sessions while the
user’s lifetime has not elapsed
*/
while t ≤ Tuuser do
/* 1) Simulate clicks
*/
Draw Si in its respective order by repetitively
drawing from
P
M ULTINOM(φ̂v / v0 ∈V φ̂v0 ; v ∈ V \ Si );
(i)

(i)

(R)

Draw Rv , Sv from B ERNOULLI(φu,v ) and
(S)
B ERNOULLI(φu,v ) resp. for all v ∈ Si ;
(i) (i)
(i)
Compute Et , yt , and recompute Sv according
to Equations (1) to (6);
Append (i, u, o, Si , yi ) to D;
/* 2) Draw the time until the next
session and update t accordingly
*/
abs from PARETO -I(m, α);
Draw Ti,u
abs ; i ← i + 1;
t ← t + Ti,u
/* 3) Update the device for the next
session
*/
0
Draw d from M ULTI N OM(Id P );
0
if d 6= d then
if not D.exists(d) then
o ← o + 1;
cookie from H YPER E XP (λ, p);
Draw Tu,o,d
cookie ← T cookie + t;
Tu,o,d
u,o,d
else
0
o ← D[d ];
0

d←d ;

22

23
24
25
26
27

28

/* 4) Simulate cookie churn
cookie then
if t > Tu,o,d
o ← o + 1;
cookie from H YPER E XP (λ, p);
Draw Tu,o,d
cookie ← T cookie + t;
Tu,o,d
u,o,d
D[d] ← o;
return D
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Abstract—At the federal level, a partnership composed of the
Department of Defense (DoD), the Department of Agriculture
(USDA), and colleges and universities throughout the United
States of America work toward serving military families. Through
this partnership, cooperative agreements are executed to support the needs of service members and their families. One
such cooperative agreement between DoD, USDA, and Auburn
University is Military REACH. This project aims to bridge the
gap between military family research and practice by mobilizing
peer-reviewed family science research into practical applications
for military families and those who work on behalf of military
families. At Auburn University, this project is an interdisciplinary
collaboration between the Department of Human Development
and Family Science, the Department of Computer Science, and
the academic libraries. This paper aims to present the Military
REACH website, the new searching functionalities added to the
project to increase the number of active users, and a newly
launched mobile application that is positioned to promote access
to resources and assess the usefulness of the project’s research
summaries. In this paper, we present the functionality and
qualitative data analysis of this additional aspect of the research.
Keywords–Military Families; Applications; Resources.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For the past four years, the Auburn University Libraries and
Computer Science Department have supported the University’s
research enterprise in a new way: by adopting a new collaborative model and serving as a high-level Information Technology
(IT) and data-management consultants to faculty researchers
who are pursuing external funding [1]. A practical example
of this model in action is the Military REACH project at
Auburn University funded by the Departments of Agriculture
and Defense (USDA/NIFA Award No. 2017-48710-27339; PI,
Dr. Mallory Lucier-Greer). The purpose of Military REACH is
to make research accessible to policy makers, helping professionals, and military families in a manner that is inviting, easily
understood, and meaningful for their everyday context [2]. Our

team works to critically evaluate empirical research related to
military families and translate it into useful tools. These tools
are actively disseminated to policy makers and military helping
professionals to inform their decisions and practices as they
work to support and enhance the lives of service members and
their families. Specifically, the objective of this project is to
provide high-quality resources to the Department of Defense
(DoD) in the form of research and professional development
tools across the spectrum of family support, resilience, and
readiness. This work is primarily supported by the DoD’s
Office of Military Community and Family Policy. The purpose
of this project is achieved through three primary deliverables,
including:
•
•

•

Provide timely, high-quality research reports at the
request of DoD.
Re-engineer, grow, and promote an online library of
current research and its implications related to the
well-being of military families.
Design and market professional development opportunities, tools, and resources for youth development
professionals.

The Military REACH Project is now in its fifth year and
continuing at Auburn University for the foreseeable future;
indeed, it has highlighted the library’s value as an IT partner
and led to research partnerships and collaborative funding
proposals with other units on campus. This paper describes the
related functions that are designed and implemented for each
operator. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
provide pertinent background information about the project.
Section III introduces our efforts to serve military families and
covers the design and implementation of the website. Section
IV demonstrates evaluation methods using Google Analytics.
Section V provides evaluation results of the website. Section
VI presents our mobile app as an important step forward.
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Section VII presents the conclusion with suggestions for future
directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Military REACH started by evaluating existing research
in the context of Research Infrastructures (RI) and Digital
Libraries (DL). Recent reviews of digital preservation [3] and
projects that promote research and awareness in the areas
of digital preservation include Curl Exemplars for Digital
Archives (CEDARS) [4].
Two decades of research have worked to improve awareness of the digital preservation challenge and encouraged
some organizations to improve the longevity of their digital
resources. One of the most significant streams of research has
been within cultural institutions, sometimes in collaboration
with industry partners, to develop solutions to operational
problems in these institutions [5]. National, regional, and University archives and libraries in Australia, Canada, Belgium,
Denmark France, Germany, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
Sweden, Switzerland, the U.K., the U.S., and elsewhere have
investigated the implementation of institutional repositories,
preservation, and strategies for Web archiving.
III.

C OLLABORATIVE E FFORTS TO S ERVE M ILITARY
FAMILIES
Working closely with the Military REACH team in the
Department of Human Development and Family Science, the
library’s IT department contributed to the original funding proposal and has guided network architecture, Web development,
IT tools and solutions, sustainability, data management, accessibility, usage statistics, and automated methods for identifying
recently published research.
A. Design and Implementation
The REACH Web application has an architecture that can
be implemented in three layers, as shown in Figure 1.

•

•

1) Introduction to the Cascade Content Management Systems: To make the website easy to control and manage,
Military REACH uses CMS. Cascade CMS is used in the
Web application to manage site content, allowing multiple
contributors to create, edit, and publish new entries. Content
created in a Cascade CMS is stored in Cascade as an XML file
and displayed in a presentation layer based on a set of templates. Programming languages such as Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations (XSLT), and Velocity [6] are used
to transform the Extensible Markup Language (XML) file into
HTML/JSP pages.
Fundamental features of Cascade CMS are:
•
•
•

•

Figure 1. REACH System Architecture.

•

Web-based app: This layer is the front-end of the
application, where we mainly use Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS),
and JavaScript in Java Server Pages (JSP). Also, the
Cascade Content Management System (CMS) used in
this project, to manage the JSP, falls under this layer.

Application Programming Interface (API) Wrapper:
This layer is the back-end layer, where we use JAVA
programs to write classes and methods that handle
various functionalities of the website such as search,
filter, sort, and many more functionalities.
DSpace: DSpace is an open-source repository software
package mostly used to create open access repositories for the scholarly and published digital content.
DSpace is the central database of the application. All
Military REACH related research articles are stored in
this layer. DSpace uses Apache SOLR based search
for metadata and full-text contents, all of which are
stored in a relational database and supports the use
of PostgreSQL. Also, DSpace is used to manage and
preserve all the formats of digital content (PDF, Word,
JPEG, MPEG, TIFF files). Likewise, it also allows
a group-based access to control the setting of levelbased permission to individual files.

Content creation (allows users to easily create and
format content),
Content storage (stores content in one place, in a
consistent fashion),
Workflow management (assigns privileges and responsibilities based on roles such as authors, editors, and
administrators), and
Publishing (organizes and pushes content live).

2) Cascade Content Management Systems Advantages:
What makes Cascade particularly beneficial to a Web application, such as the Military REACH website, is the ease
of updating resources and predefined pages. The “What You
See Is What You Get” (WYSIWYG) editors included in the
platform allow users to enter text and upload images with less
basic knowledge of HTML or CSS (front end languages to
make the website look appealing).
The other advantage of Cascade CMS is its collaborative
nature. Multiple users can log on and contribute, schedule, or
edit content to be published. Since the interface is browserbased; therefore, Cascade can be accessed from anywhere
by multiple users. Similarly, Cascade CMS has an efficient,
reliable way of sending frequent alerts to the users and site
administrators of pages that have not been updated for a certain
duration of time.
The use of in-built features such as the daily content report,
task manager, and content review dates help collaborative
teams stay updated on current tasks. Lastly, Cascade has a
community of over 100,000 active users that are frequently
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using the platform and are readily available to voice their
experiences with using features and capabilities of Cascade.
3) Use of Cascade Content Management System in Military
REACH:
•

•

•

Two pages of the website, the Team members and
Community Connections pages, are entirely made in
the Cascade CMS. These pages can be easily updated
by members of the team who may not necessarily have
the technical knowledge of creating and updating web
pages.
Other pages, such as Home page, Family Focus page,
and Contact Us page, are hybrid pages, where all of
the texts displayed in the pages can be edited from
Cascade. Other major functionalities within the hybrid
pages are handled in the back-end JAVA classes.
Therefore, having Cascade pages and hybrid pages
simultaneously provides us with more flexibility for
both the technical and non-technical team members to
be involved in the organization.

IV. E VALUATION M ETHODS
Our evaluation methods are listed in this section.
A. Google Analytics
Military REACH has been using Google Analytics to
access the user data since March 1, 2019 until present. Google
Analytics data do not include any personally identifiable information. They are presented to stakeholders as aggregate data,
making it a practical tool used in research settings without
ethical concerns [7] [8]. The Web development team installed
Google Analytics by adding a tracking tag for Military REACH
to monitor the usability of the website. The tracking tags
are a combination of JavaScript and computer programming
language used to develop the website. The tracking tag code
allows developers to receive data related to the users’ behavior
on the website. The data can proceed from diverse avenues.
For example, the URL of the page and the device used to
access the site. Tracking codes primarily collect data on the
nature of the visit, such as the contents viewed, length of the
session, average time on each page, location, and so on. This
information is in a real-time, interactive dashboard format that
can be viewed by logging in to Google Analytics.
B. User Engagement
This project focuses on several indicators from Google
Analytics to evaluate the level of engagement. These indicators
contain the number of returning users (n), bounce rate, number
of pages accessed per session (n), mean session, and time spent
on each page (minutes, seconds). The number of returning
users reflects the number of sessions visited through the same
client IP. A high number of returning users indicates a strong
level of engagement with the Web-based platform [7][9]. The
bounce rate is a percentage of single-page sessions in which
there was no interaction with the page. A high bounce rate
means minimal interaction with the page; however, it could
also mean that users exit the page after finding what they were
looking for right away. A low bounce rate can refer to a high
overall engagement, especially for a multi-component platform
like Military REACH. For example, there are not many available resources that would provide mental health support on

the platform’s home page. Therefore, users will often need to
interact with various searching tools and Web pages to access
the required information. The number of pages per session
indicates the number of Web pages that the user viewed in a
single session. The mean session duration (minutes, seconds)
provides information on the average duration of the time users
spend on the website. There are different interpretations of
measuring user engagement. For example, many pages per
session could occur from a high level of engagement, while
it could also cause a superficial exploration of several pages.
Additionally, a long session duration can result from increased
attention, but it could also be because the user keeps the Web
page open while engaging in the other irrelevant activities.
C. Platform Improvement
Military REACH considers multiple indicators from
Google Analytics to inform the improvement of the platform.
These indicators include page views, mean duration of visit,
and bounce rate when accessing resources provided on the
website (e.g., Family Focus page, TRIP reports page). The
most visited pages were observed in terms of their overall
average time spent on the page to understand which tools or
pages were most beneficial or viewed.
The entrance rate illustrates a proportion of sessions starting from a given page. In comparison, the exit rate results from
a ratio of sessions ending from a given page. The information
regarding the entrance rate may explain which Web page serves
as the first impression for the users. The exit rate may indicate
when users felt disengaged or had consumed adequate data
needed for the session. Google Analytics provides information
on the type of devices users are using to access the website.
Such data can allow us to consider if implementing a mobile
app for Military REACH would be practical or not. The three
primary devices of interest to the current investigation are
desktops, tablets, and mobile phones (counted here as mobile
devices).
D. Marketing Strategy
Military REACH aims to reach as many users as possible.
Therefore, we use a multi-pronged approach to inform our
marketing strategy. The team connects with various militaryconnected organizations, especially around the United States.
Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn accounts were also created
to distribute awareness about the platform. To improve the
marketing strategy, we also review Google Analytics to examine how the website is used and where the website it
used. The methods include a direct link (i.e., typing the
Web URL directly into a browser); organic search (i.e., entry
through a search engine); and referrals via another website via
social media via email. Understanding which ways are most
accessible for users can help to improve the marketing strategy.
Military REACH also examines the locations of users from
different countries around the world and their proximity to
military installations.
V. E VALUATION R ESULTS
The first version of the website was based on a single
page application (March 2019 - November 2019). However,
to better access our users’ data, we switched to a multiple
page application using Java Server Pages (JSP) and Servlets
(November 2019 - present). The following are the results from
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Google Analytics, which show the positive impact of this
change in user engagement and platform functionalities.
A. User Engagement
We recorded a total of 1,806 users from on the initial
iteration of the website platform between March 1, 2019 November 2, 2019 (shown in Figure 2), then a total of 3,131
users between November 2, 2019 and June 11, 2020, after we
switched to a multiple page application (shown in Figure 3).
The last year of operation for the Military REACH platform
served 9,059 users from June 11, 2020 - September 12, 2021;
this is a meaningful boost compared to the total of 4,824 users
from March 1, 2019 - June 10, 2020 (shown in Figure 4).
This improvement may be attributed to two fundamental
functionalities focused on increasing user engagement. The
first was implementing Android and iOS mobile apps to
promote outreach (discussed in the next section). The second
was adding an opportunity for researchers to share their
own publications; researchers whose publications relate to
military families have an opportunity to request their article
be shared on the Military REACH website. This functionality
has provided provide Military REACH’s active users to be
more involved in the project.

Figure 2. REACH overview presented in Google Analytics (March 1, 2019 November 2, 2019).

Figure 4. REACH overview presented in Google Analytics (June 11, 2020 September 12, 2021 Compare to: March 1, 2019 - June 10, 2020).

social media or email. Table II is a representation of pages
view compared in two period of times 2019-2020 and 20202021.
A list of devices used by Military REACH users to access
the site is presented in Table III, indicating that the platform was accessed mostly via desktops (2,112/3,130, 67.43%)
during July 2019 to June 2020. However, last year after
implementing REACH mobile apps, users were more engaged
using their cell phones. Table IV, represent the analysis of
devices used by users two period of times 2019-2020 and
2020-2021. Further- more, sessions completed via desktops
had a higher average session duration than those completed
via other devices.
C. Marketing Strategy
Approximately 89.58% (2,804/3,129) of the users accessed
the website from the United States. Table V shows that the
users accessed the platform from around the world (Figure 5).
Google Analytics was a helpful tool to process the evaluation of the open-access, Web-based Military REACH platform.
The process evaluation provided information about the
ways to keep users engaged, marketing strategies, and the
aspects of the platform that required improvement.

Figure 3. REACH overview presented in Google Analytics (November 2,
2019 - June 11, 2020).

The results show that user engagement is increasing because of social media marketing, conferences, and overall
better efficiency and effectiveness of the website.
B. Platform Improvement
Table 1 presents details of the top ten most viewed pages.
In March 2019 to November 2019; the Military REACH home
page, which acts as the landing page, accounted for 51.41%
(7,782/15,136) of all entries when the website was still a single
page application using Angular and Typescript. However, after
transforming to multiple page applications, users can access
the resources they are looking for, using shared links on our

VI. M ILITARY REACH E FFICACY S TUDY
To advance the work of the project and examine the usefulness of the research summaries created by Military REACH,
our team created a mobile application that provides helping
professionals (e.g., therapists, social workers) access updated
research on military families. Our team has also tracked
analytics for the app to better understand user engagement.
Recently mobile applications have become more reliant on
big data. Machine learning, big data, database, and deep
learning concepts have been utilized not only in almost all the
engineering fields, but also in other fields such as economics. It
is a difficult task for Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS) to manage the unstructured data. Firebase is a new
technology to assist handling large amount of unstructured data
[10]. Compared to RDBMS, Firebase is more efficient and
faster. In this section we focus on the application of Firebase
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TABLE III. D EVICES USED TO ACCESS M ILITARY REACH
TABLE I. REACH MOST VIEWED PAGES .

TABLE IV. D EVICES USED TO ACCESS M ILITARY REACH

TABLE II. REACH MOST VIEWED PAGES .

Figure 5. Map overlay about locations of users from Google Analytics.
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TABLE V. L OCATIONS OF USERS FROM G OOGLE A NALYTICS 2019-2020.

save data and store assets.
Military REACH uses Firebase to build and monitor data
from the participants engaged with the app. In this study, our
goal is to assess the usability of our articles.
A. Firebase
Firebase is a remarkable web application platform to help
app developers build high-quality apps. It stores the data in
JSON format which does not use query for inserting, updating,
deleting, or adding data to it. It is the backend of a system that
is used as a database for storing data [10].
Firebase available services are:
1) Firebase Analytics: It provides insight into app usage,
similar to Google Analytics. It is a paid app measurement solution that helps in providing user engagement data. This main
feature allows the application developer to understand how
users are using the application. The Software Development
Kit (SDK) has the feature of capturing events and properties
on its own and also allows getting custom data.
Figure 6 represents Military REACH user engagement data
including 205 active users and 34 minutes average engagement
time. As presented in Figure 7, most of the participants were
from United States.

TABLE VI. L OCATIONS OF USERS FROM G OOGLE A NALYTICS
2020-2021.

Figure 6. Acquisition overview, June 1 - September 13

with Military REACH Android and iOS mobile apps. The
paper also tries to demonstrate some of the features of Firebase
for developing an Android app.

Figure 7. Location overview, June 1 - September 13

Firebase uses JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files for
storing data. The other servers use a table (rows and columns)
format for storing data. There are a few cloud based servers,
same as Firebase, such as AWS Mobile Hub. It is an integrated
console that helps to create, build, test, and monitor the mobile
apps that leverages AWS services. There is another framework
called Cloud Kit- It, which is an Apple framework helping to

2) Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM): FCM is a paid
service which is a cross-platform solution for messages and
notifications for Android, Web Applications, and IOS. Military
REACH uses FCM to notify users whenever a new article is
available to them to review.
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3) Firebase Authentication: Firebase Authentication supports social login provider like Facebook, Google GitHub,
and Twitter. It is a service that can authenticate users using
only client-side code and it is a paid service. It also includes
a user management system whereby developers can enable
user authentication with email and password login stored with
Firebase [10].
4) Real-time Database: Firebase provides services like a
real-time database and backend. An API is provided to the
application developer allowing application data to be synchronized across clients and stored on Firebase’s cloud. The
client libraries are provided by the company which enables
integration with Android, IOS, and JavaScript applications.
5) Firebase Storage: It facilitates a secure file transfer
regardless of network quality for the Firebase apps. It is
integrated with Google Cloud Storage which is cost-effective
object storage service. The developer can use it to store a
variety of data types such as images, PDFs, and videos.
6) Firebase Notifications: It enables targeted user notifications for mobile app developers and the services are freely
available.

Figure 9. Military REACH App Home page

Figure 8. Military REACH App Category Selection

VII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The Google Analytics results helped Military REACH to
analyze their website’s usage to better serve military families.
It shows that after adding more features to the search functions,
users are interacting with the website in practical ways and
spending more time on the website. Compared to the first two
years, website usage almost tripled last year.
According to the Google Analytics results, 31% of users
have access to the website through their phone. In response, to
facilitate the accessibility of Military REACH resources, the
team created a mobile application (app).

Figure 10. Military REACH Articles Format
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E. A. Song, “A process evaluation of a web-based mental health portal
(walkalong) using google analytics,” JMIR mental health, vol. 5, no. 3,
Jul. 2018, p. e50.
[8] D. J. Clark, D. Nicholas, and H. R. Jamali, “Evaluating information
seeking and use in the changing virtual world: the emerging role of
google analytics,” Learned publishing, vol. 27, no. 3, 2014, pp. 185–
194.
[9] E. A. Vona, “A web-based platform to support an evidence-based
mental health intervention: lessons from the cbits web site,” Psychiatric
Services, vol. 65, no. 11, Jan. 2014, pp. 1381–1384.
[10] C. Khawas and P. Shah, “Application of firebase in android app
development-a study,” International Journal of Computer Applications,
vol. 179, no. 46, 2018, pp. 49–53.

Figure 11. Military REACH App Surveys

In the future, Military REACH plans to conduct a pilot
test of a newly developed mobile app that will be used
for the dissemination of REACH reports, mainly Translating
Research Into Practice (TRIP) reports. The team will conduct
an efficacy study to examine the impact of our mobile app
and TRIP reports specifically for helping professionals who
directly serve military families. Survey data will be collected
from participants (i.e., primary data collection) using Qualtrics
(a survey software used at Auburn University), a secure online
data collection tool. This data will help us understand the
users’ military family knowledge better, their confidence in
serving military families, their satisfaction and reaction to
the app, and make the military family research accessible to
everyone.
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Abstract— Fracture Robots (FracBots) technology is a gamechanging technology that has, been developed to revolutionize
upstream operations. FracBots are magnetic induction (MI)based wireless sensor nodes that have the inter-node wireless
communication, sensing and localization estimation capabilities.
FracBots are miniature devices that can operate as wireless
underground sensor networks (WUSNs) inside hydraulic
fractures to collect and communicate important data and
generate real-time mapping. A large number of FracBots is
deployed to establish FracBot-to-FracBot connectivity, making
the technology the first IoT (Internet of Things) to generate and
exchange data inside the reservoir without human intervention.
In addition, a novel artificial intelligence (AI) framework is
designed for the real-time sensor selection for subsurface
pressure and temperature monitoring, as well as reservoir
evaluation. The framework encompasses a deep learning
technique for sensor data uncertainty estimation, which is then
integrated into an integer-programming framework for the
optimal selection of sensors to monitor the reservoir formation.
The results are rather promising, showing that a relatively small
numbers of sensors can be utilized to properly monitor the
fractured reservoir structure.
Keywords- Wireless underground sensor network; magnetic
induction communication; FracBot network; 4IR; artificial
intelligence; formation evaluation; robotics; reservoir mapping.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sensing deep in the reservoir has always been a major
objective to enhance reservoir formation understanding and
optimize the recovery from the reservoir. In the early days of
the oil and gas industry, determination of reservoir formation
properties was based on assumed geological formations and
structures encountered on the surface [1]. Furthermore,
retrieved rock cuttings assisted in getting a better
understanding of the reservoir formation, however, this
information is limited to a small area and may not be
representative of the reservoir formation as a whole or taking
into account the heterogeneity in the reservoir. Another
challenge for mature reservoirs is to determine the sweep
efficiency in the reservoir, where besides production
information and some surface reservoir monitoring, such as
seismic or electromagnetics, there is no overall in-situ
reservoir monitoring system available [2, 3]. As the
reservoirs are dynamic, permanent monitoring of the
reservoir is crucial to determine the saturation flow and the
fracture channels. Hence, an in-situ monitoring of the
reservoir becomes quintessential in order to overcome the

existing challenges of limited information away from the
wellbores.
The 4th industrial revolution (4IR) has become a major
transformer of the upstream petroleum industry. Major
advances were already achieved in enhancing production,
performing real-time monitoring of wells and reservoirs and
also forecast potential reservoir risks and workover
requirements [4, 5, 6]. Several advances were also achieved
in performing maintenance and installation operations
remotely via the help of 4IR technology [7]. The main
objective is to improve productivity and cost-effectiveness of
the operations, as well as enhance safety. This allows to
conduct maintenance in a much shorter time period and also
allows to conduct the operations around the clock.
Enhancing production from and monitoring reservoirs
are critical components for ensuring the effectiveness of oil
and gas operations and maintain its sustainability. For this,
sensing is an essential area that allows to monitor the
reservoir in real-time and investigate its evolution.
Continuous sensing further allows monitor the behavior of a
reservoir over time and forecast its future production
potential. Conventional surface sensing covers an extensive
area of the reservoir. However, the resolution and challenge
connected to the multiple solutions of the inverse problem
represent a significant problem. The challenge arises
primarily from the lack of direct measurements and
observations in the reservoir. Furthermore, challenges arising
from placing large measurement equipment downhole for an
extensive period of time may render this approach. While
surface sensing enables to cover an extensive area and deduce
easier the correlations between different measurements, as
well as the causes and effects, subsurface sensing operations
are significantly more challenging. This is due to the lack of
direct measurements and observations of the reservoir
structure and formation, as well as challenge to place
measurement equipment downhole [8,9]. In order to
overcome this challenge related to the lack of direct
measurements, a more direct approach to sensing in the form
of subsurface reservoir sensors is essential.
Miniaturized downhole sensors have been developed in
recent years, allowing to achieve permanent downhole
sensing that is both robust and efficient [9, 10]. Reference
[11] presented a temperature insensitive pressure sensor
based on fiber-optics that has a size of only 125 micrometers.
The authors demonstrated the ability to measure pressure
levels over a significant range with minimal temperature
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effects, which may make these sensors applicable for
downhole sensing. Similarly, reference [12] presented a
fiber-optic FabryPerot gas refractive index sensor for high
temperature applications. The miniaturized sensor allows to
measure up to 800 degrees Celsius, outlining the feasibility
of high temperature permanent downhole monitoring with
low power consumption.
In general, microseismic and tiltmeter surveys are ones
of many technologies available to characterize reservoir
hydraulic fractures but they are expensive, approximate, and
time consuming. Moreover, they are conceptual approaches
that do not unfortunately provide useful information
about the inner workings of hydraulic fractures. However,
reference [10] presented innovative wireless sensors for the
mapping of hydraulic fractures in subsurface reservoirs. The
results outline the ability to accurately map fractures with a
hybrid solution of electromagnetic and magnetic conduction
wireless communication in order to overcome excessive path
losses within the reservoir environment. Communication
losses between the sensors represent a major challenge in
addition to the power requirements of the sensors, requiring
that there is sufficient proximity between the wireless sensors
such that the data is adequately transmitted. These
advancements lead to the feasibility of downhole sensing in
the reservoir with data transmission being conducted
wirelessly [6]. Powering these downhole sensors for long
period to maximize the sensing duration in the downhole
environment is a major challenge. All sensors do not require
to operate at the same time due to the connectedness of the
reservoir and partial redundancy of the downhole sensors.
This operational feature helps to achieve the objective of
maximizing data acquisition while minimizing overall power
consumption. However, this objective leads to the problem of
selecting the minimal number of sensors while achieving the
target objective of the most accurate downhole sensing.
These selection schemes can typically be classified in
coverage schemes, target tracking and localization schemes,
single mission assignment schemes and multiple missions
assignment schemes [7]. Coverage schemes are selection
schemes that ensure the sensing coverage of the location or
the targets of interest, while target tracking and localization
schemes focus on the selection of sensors for target tracking
and localization purposes. The mission assignment schemes
focus on the selection of sensors for a single or multiple
mission that have to be accomplished.
In this work, we review the FacBot technology and
demonstrate a novel intelligent sensor selection framework
for the optimization of sensor selection in real-time for flow
and fracture monitoring. We generated a platform for FracBot
development including software and hardware elements. To
this end, we have contributed in five areas as follows: first,
we developed a novel cross-layer communication framework
for MI-based FracBot networks in dynamically changing
underground environments, and thoroughly modeled the
efficiency and performance of the network. Second, we
developed a novel magnetic induction (MI)-based

localization framework that exploits the unique properties of
the MI field to determine the locations of the randomly
deployed FracBot nodes in hydraulic fractures. Third, we
developed an accurate energy model framework of a linear
FracBot network topology that gives feasible FracBot
transmission rates while respecting the constraints of a
realistic energy harvesting paradigm. All together, these
elements demonstrate that important new capabilities
including 3D mapping of a hydraulic fracture and on-going
measurement of reservoir parameters in-situ are possible
using wireless underground sensor networks (WUSNs).
Fourth, we designed, developed, and fabricated MI-based
FracBot nodes. To validate the performance of our solutions
in our produced prototype of FracBot nodes, we developed a
physical MI-based WUSN testbed. Finally, we develop a
novel intelligent sensor selection framework for the
optimization of sensor selection in real-time for flow and
fracture monitoring. The objective of the framework is to
maximize longevity of the operations while maintaining
measurement accuracy and flow detection ability.
II.

FRACBOTS SYSTEM

A typical oil reservoir environment with a hydraulic
fractures has been described in Figure 1 displaying the
tentative placement of the FracBots. The research challenges
of current wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are addressed to
position wireless underground sensor nodes (FracBots) in
cracks during the hydraulic fracturing procedure in order to be
capable to work efficiently in underground settings. A short
system lifetime, trouble in launching wireless signals, and
high path loss are included in these challenges [13]
The structure design of the MI-based FracBot network has
been illustrated in Figure 1, which has two layers:
• FracBot (sensor nodes): They are small nodes placed
into the fracture throughout the hydraulic cracking
process. The nodes positions are roughly uniform
and linear inside the fracture because the fracture is
extremely narrow. The FracBots are wireless nodes
that have powerless source, but they are charged
from EM radiation transferred wirelessly from the
base station located at the wellbore.
• The base station: It is made up of a big dipole antenna
at the wellbore, is linked to an above-ground
connection.

Figure 1. The structure of the FracBots network.
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A. FracBot Architecture
FracBots are active micro-wireless sensors injected inside
the hydraulic fracture during the hydraulic fracturing process.
The FracBot node is furnished with a processor, a transceiver,
an antenna, a sensing unit and a harvesting unit. It harvests
energy transmitted from the base station, which permits it to
execute sensing tasks and to wirelessly communicate
collected data back to the base station using MI-based
communication.
B. Network Architecture
Fractures dimensions are nominally millimeters wide and
some meters high, can reach up to 100 m long. The FacBots
are assumed for current purposes to be almost static and
uniform in the fractures. Therefore, a static network scheme
for the FracBot system in the fracture is envisioned as
described in Figure 2. This indicates that energy is transmitted
and collected in a single-hop energy method while sensed data
is communicated in a multi-hop mode. We suggest a threestage operational arrangement based on the structure design
described earlier.
1) A single-hop emitted energy phase: The base station
releases energy through a crack and communicates with the
FracBot sensors. The base station is situated at the wellbore
and provided with high power communication antenna which
permits the use of low frequency RF to emit EM waves and
transmit the energy via the fracture environment to the MIbased FracBots spread out in the hydraulic fracture.
2) A multi-hop MI-based transmission phase: The
FracBots gather essential energy through harvesting, sense
related reservoir parameters, and use the MI communication
technique to communicate quantities to the nearby neighbor
sensor, and by successive repeating, the uplink with the
multi-hop communication path is utilized to communicate the
information to the base station.
3) A backbone communications phase: In this phase, the
base station collects the sensing information from the
FracBots in the fracture and then sends the information via an
aboveground gateway.

Figure 2. The FracBots network.

III.

WIRELESS FRACBOT NETWORKS ENERGY

A wireless channel model in hydraulic fracture is
described for both MI communications and energy
transmission. The suggested FracBot network comprises of
two types of channels described as follows:

A. Downlink Wireless Channel Model
To radiate energy and communicate information to the
FracBots in the fracture, the base station antenna emits EM
waves at low MHz frequency. The EM waves are affected by
harsh environment, and numerous fluids including oil/gas and
water in the fracture. The key ingredients surrounding the
fracture are reservoir rocks, as displayed in Figure 1. Thus, the
fluids and substances influence the downlink path loss as in
Eq. (1) [14].
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Where θ is the angle of the coil positions, N is the coil
number turns, Rc is the resistance of the coil antenna, and r is
the radius of the coil. k1, k2 are the wavenumbers inside and
outside the fracture, l is the length of the base station antenna,
δ is the skin depth inside the fracture, Ri is the input resistance
of the base station antenna, µ2 is the reservoir and rocks
effective permeability, w is the angular frequency, and d is the
distance between the base station and the FracBot. We use the
following values throughout this paper. The reservoir rock has
similar to that of air (i.e., µ2 = µ0 = 4 × 107 [H/m]). As
explained later using magnetic permeability, the permeability
µ1 inside the fracture, if occupied with magnetic proppants, is
assessed in Eq. (3). We used the following parameters to
calculate the permeability. The ratio of ppara and pferro are
30% and 10%, respectively, the proportionality constant ĉ is
0.993, and the magnetic susceptibilities χferro is χFe3O4 ≈ 5
× 10−4 for temperatures under 853[K]. The material
employed to yield the high-µ proppants can regulate this
effective permeability. The effective permittivity inside the
fracture is set to be ε1 = 3.5ε0 (crude oil) while the permittivity
of the matrix / reservoir and rock is set to be ε2 = 2ε0 (sand
and clay mixture). If we primarily suppose absolute oil
production, the conductivity outside the fracture is set to be σ2
= 0.001 S/m, while the effective conductivity in the fracture is
low, on the order of σ1 = 10−4 S/m. A base station
transmitting power of 50 watts with 20 m dipole antenna are
used. Ri = 75Ω is the input resistance. The operating
frequency is 10 MHz for the antennas (the dipole and the
coils), 5 mm radius and 10 as the number of turns of the coils.
The coil resistance is Rc = 0.2 Ω. The minimum received
power is Pr = −100 dBm and the converting rate of the energy
at the FracBot sensor is η = 80%.
Figure 3 illustrates the power received at FracBots as a
function of the distance between the base station and the
FracBots in the hydraulic fracture. The energy transfer
framework displays the received power by the FracBots. It
indicates that the energy model can overcome the hydraulic
fracture environment restrictions. For instance, at a distance
of 30 m from the base station, the received power is about -50
dBm, it is adequate to power the very low power wireless
FracBots.
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𝑅 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑁𝑅^ i𝛼kl (𝑇 − 𝑇^) m

(4)

Where, µ0 is the air permeability, R is the coil resistance,
χ and χferro are the magnetic susceptibilities of the medium
and ferromagnetic contents, respectively. ĉ is a constant,
pferro and ppara are the ratio of ferromagnetic and
paramagnetic composites, respectively, T [K] is the actual
hydraulic fracture temperature, T0[◦K] is the room
temperature, αCu = 3.9 × 10−3 [K] is the copper coil’s
temperature coefficient and R0 [Ω/m] is the resistance of a
unit length of coil at room temperature. Stokes theorem is used
to obtain the self and mutual inductance is analytically.
𝑀(𝑇, 𝜎) =
Figure 3. Power received by FracBots from the base station.

B. Uplink MI Channel Model
To send and transmit collected data by the FracBot sensors
to the base station in the multi-hop mode, the uplink channel
between two adjacent FracBots is employed as presented in
Figure 2. The MI technique, to propagate signals and
accomplish constant channel settings through the small size of
the coils, utilize the near magnetic field of coils. MI
communication is extremely appropriate for underground
environments. The distinctive MI-based channel formed in the
fracture medium is covered by the uplink channel capacity.
Reference [15] attains this capacity:
𝐶N# = 𝑓N 𝑙𝑜𝑔G P1 +
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Where fL is the lower frequency of the channel bandwidth,
fU is the upper frequency of the channel bandwidth, Nnoise is
the noise power, and Pt is the transmission power. This uplink
channel capacity demonstrates the impacts of the hydraulic
fracture environment to calculate a feasible data rate via the
MI-communication link among the FracBot nodes.
Through the intermediate FracBot nodes, a multi-hop route
forms between the FracBot nodes transmitter and the base
station. A magnetic field is created between the transmitter
and receiver coils, as proposed in [16]. The quality of the MI
communication is impacted by the magnetic permeability of
the medium which is the key environmental element. The
resistance of copper coil will alter with respect to the variable
temperatures in hydraulic fracture, particularly, while the
permeability of matrix and water is similar to that of air (i.e.,
µ0 = 4 × 107 [H/m]) at room temperature. Depending on the
composites of the underground magnetic content, the medium
permeability also behaves differently. The effects of medium
permeability and temperature are governed as [16]:
𝑐̂
𝜇 = 𝜇^ (1 + 𝑥) = 𝜇^ +1 + 𝑝ab1b J + 𝑝fZ11Y 𝑥fZ11Y
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Where, δ(·,·) is attenuation caused by the skin depth effect
and σ [S/m] is the medium conductivity. Between the two MI
transceivers, the path loss of MI communication can be
described as
𝐿N# (𝑑, 𝑓^ , 𝜃, 𝑇, 𝜎) =

2(2𝑅G + 𝜔^G 𝑀G )
𝜔^G 𝑀G

(6)

Thus, the estimated uplink channel bandwidth is achieved
by
𝐵N# (𝑇, 𝜎) =

𝑅|√2 − 1~
𝜇𝜋 G 𝑟𝑁 G

(7)

The lowest transmitting power amount needed to facilitate
inter-communication among FracBots over the MI-based
channel in hydraulic fracture is displayed in Figure 4. The
required transmission power rises dramatically as the distance
between the two FracBot nodes rises, as a result of the
complex transmission medium. To assure the MI-link quality,
this distance must be optimized. The path loss and the
frequency response of MI channels at different temperatures
in the hydraulic fracture environment is exhibited in Figure 5.
The path loss rises, when the operating temperature and the
transmission range rise, resulting in degradation of the quality
of the communication link.

Figure 4. Required power to transmit data from FracBot to neighbor
FracBot.
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Figure 5. Path loss of magnetic induction at different hydraulic fracture
temperatures.

C. Energy Consumption and Energy Harvesting Model
To charge the whole FracBot network, the downlink
energy charging functions in one-hope fashion. The size of
FracBot nodes is very minor which restrict the battery
capacity due to the very narrow fracture. Hence, the very low
size battery is not able to keep sufficient power for the
FracBots to operate the communication and conduct sensing
tasks. Due to this limitation, to store the harvested energy for
the FracBot operations, the battery is replaced by ultracapacitor. Accordingly, as the size of sensed information
transmitted by FracBots is determined by the collected energy,
it is essential to acquire precise energy model for charging and
consumption process. To model the energy harvesting from
the base station installed in the oil well, the recent results for
an energy transfer model were implemented [16]. As a
function of the distance from the Base station to a particular
FracBot, the equivalent path loss can be calculated for the
downlink channel by [14]:
6
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Figure 6 shows the collected energy over the distance
between the base stations and the FracBots in the hydraulic
fracture in a one-hour charging time. The power received by
the FracBot nodes overcoming the hydraulic fracture
conductivity constraints is revealed by the wireless energy
charging model. For example, the harvested energy is around
-10 dBmJ at a 25 m distance from the base station that is
sufficient to charge the very low power MI-FracBots.

Figure 6. Harvested energy in FracBots network.

IV.
FRACBOT FUNCTIONALITIES
The basic functions have been developed. First, we have
developed an innovative cross layer communication model for
Magnetic Induction networks in altering underground
environments, coupled with selections of coding, modulation
and power control and a geographic forwarding structure.
Second, we have developed an innovative MI-based
localization framework to capture the locations of the
randomly deployed FracBot nodes by exploiting the
exceptional properties of the MI-field.
A. Environment-Aware Cross-layer Communication
Protocol
We present a distributed cross-layer framework for MIbased WUSNs [18]. A cross-layer framework is
recommended for WUSNs in oil reservoirs as an alternative
of taking the classical layered protocol method which is the 7layer Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI Model). To
improve MI communication in WUSNs, it is executed in a
distributed manner to jointly enhance the communication
functionalities of different layers. Our solution attains optimal
energy consumption and high throughput efficiency with low
computational complication, and also fulfills the quality of
service (QoS) requirements of diverse applications. These
properties qualify our solution as a valuable for practical
applications. The cross-layer solution framework includes the
following:
1) Evaluation for the major environment facts of
underground reservoir affecting the transmission
qualities of MI-based communication.
2) Three-layer protocol stack for WUSNs in oil reservoir.
3) Cross-layer framework to conjointly enhance
communication functionalities of various layers.
4) Distributed Environment-Aware Protocol (DEAP)
proposal to realize the projected cross-layer
framework.
Figure 7 demonstrates the protocol stack for environmentaware cross-layer protocol design and its key contributions.
Firstly, the distributed cross-layer framework accounts for
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environment information of oil reservoirs that influences the
MI-based communications qualities. MI channel models are
established to consider the effects of the physical layer
functionalities. The effects of temperature, electrical
conductivity, magnetic permeability, and coil resistance are
studied. This is to capture their effects on the MIcommunication parameters, such as the path loss, the
bandwidth, and the interference. Second, the protocol stack
consists of three-layer stacks: a data link layer, a network layer
and a physical layer. The communication functionalities for
each layer of a protocol stack are recognized, for example,
medium access control (MAC), routing algorithms,
modulation and forward error coding, and the statistical
quality of service (QoS) comprising of transmission reliability
and packet delay. These parameters are analyzed to find out
their effects on MI-based communications. Third, the
proposed cross-layer framework addresses all functionalities
of each protocol layer. To optimize MI communication in
WUSNs, it is executed in a distributed manner to jointly
optimize the communication functionalities of various layers.
Finally, DEAP is recommended to comprehend the crosslayer framework and solve its optimization problem in a
disseminated manner. The DEAP process comprises a
distributed power control, an evaluation of a multiple access
scheme for a data link layer and a two-phase decision process
for executing a routing algorithm for the network layer.

B. FracBots Localization Framework
We introduce a MI-based localization for FracBots in the
hydraulic fracture [19]. We suggest an innovative MI-based
localization solution, which uses the spinoff of magnetic
induction communication (received magnetic field strength
(RMFS)) and the promising features of MI channel. By using
RMFS, it guarantees the accuracy, simplicity, and ease of the
localization scheme. MI-based communication is very
appropriate for oil reservoirs due to its distinctive multi-path
and fading-free propagation features. Unknown sensor
locations are provided by the MI-based localization in
randomly-deployed wireless sensor systems in underground
environments. By capitalizing on the unique features of the
magnetic induction communication including fading-free and
multi-path propagation features, it generates approximate
distances, between two neighboring nodes and between nodes
and base stations, with very accurate RMFS measurements.
Our solution develops an MI-based localization framework to
integrate Weighted Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(WMLE) and Semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation
techniques to generate very accurate localization in
underground environments. It mutually applies both fast
initial positioning and fine-grained positioning to attain high
positioning precision in WUSNs to provide a rapid and precise
positioning in different noise systems (low and high) while
sustaining high computational efficiency under various
underground environment situations. Our localization
framework is summarized as follows:
1) RMFS measurements for designing localization in
hydraulic fracture.
2) Localization framework for WSNs in hydraulic
fracture.
3) Quick early positioning by varying Direction
Augmented Lagrangian Method (ADM).
4) High resolution positioning from Conjugate
Gradient Algorithm (CGA).

Figure 7. Protocol stack of environment-aware cross-layer protocol design.

Thus, the DEAP achieves both optimal energy savings and
throughput gain concurrently for practical application and
provides statistical QoS guarantee. Evaluation findings
indicate that cross-layer framework outclasses the layered
protocol solutions with 6 dB throughput gain and 50% energy
savings. Furthermore, the distributed framework comprises of
two-rounds per node decisions that involves single-hop
neighbor data and has uncomplicated computation process. As
a result, consistent and effective communication is recognized
by the distributed cross-layer design for MI communication in
the challenging underground environments.

Localization Framework Positioning Methodology

MI-based Localization

4

Conjugate Gradient
Algorithm (CGA)

3

Alternating Direction Augmented
Lagrangian Method (ADM)

Semidefinite Programming
(SDP) with Relaxation
2

1

Weighted Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (WMLE)

RMFSs
MI-based Communication

Figure 8. MI-based localization system.
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Figure 8 displays the structure of MI-based localization
system. The first step is to attain the approximate distance
from received magnetic field strengths (RMFSs) via the
developed channel models. Next, the localization framework
is formulated as the problem creation of combined WMLE
and SDP reduction for precise FracBot positioning from noisy
distance estimations. Third, an efficient initial positioning is
gained from a fast algorithm, called ADM, to provide
approximate but useful location results. According to the
initial results, a fine-grained positioning obtained from the
powerful Algorithm (CGA) is finally fed to improve
localization accurateness in a time-efficient way.
V.

FRACBOT NODES AND TESTBED

The key component of WUSN is the sensor node; mainly
in reservoirs monitoring and hydraulic fracture mapping.
Thus, we develop a miniaturized FracBot node to validate the
feasibility and capability of using MI-based communication in
underground environments. Particularly, we design and
realize a FracBot node that can be used to gather useful data
about hydraulic fracture such as temperature, pressure,
chemistry composition and other variables. The FracBot is
designed based on major electronic components including
Microcontroller (MCU) and RFID/NFC chip. This chip
launches the communications among the FracBots using Near
Field/MI-based technique. The key design concepts are:
1) Low energy requirements (feasibility and
implementation in aggressive environments).
2) MI communication (RFID/NFC technology with
passive/active sensors).
3) Multi-purpose FracBots (support several sensing
applications).
4) Hardware miniaturization (hardware is designed in
small footprint).
To implement these key design concepts, we create a
design roadmap to proficiently develop the FracBot node in
terms of hardware and software as described in Figure 9.

node and associated software. Prototype design is first
achieved in a schematic diagram and then as a printed circuit
board. Then, the firmware and software are executed. After
this stage, a completed circuit has been prepared to the final
step which is testing and verification.
Restricted characteristics are essential for designing an
effective node that withstands operations in severe
environments with high temperature, and pressure, high path
loss and limited energy. Moreover, to improve every
component based on their requirements, the very small size is
needed as it can protect development time, board space, and
cost. The key features of our proposal are a long operating
time, ultra-low power, an efficient communication layer, a
processing function, and sensing capabilities and energyharvesting. The concurrent employment of all five
characteristics allows the node to operate in a perpetual
powered status. The FracBot node will encompass mainly a
microcontroller, a temperature sensor, an energy harvesting
unit and a transceiver. The feasibility of energy harvesting will
be exhibited using this FracBot node.
A. FracBot node design and development
The design and development of FracBot node are based on
near field communication (NFC) for a physical layer coupled
with an energy collecting feature and very low power
requirements [20]. Two types of FracBots are created: a
FracBot active node and a FracBot passive node. Figure 10
demonstrates the active FracBot prototype, which entails of a
microcontroller, an energy management unit (EMU), USB
communication, a temperature sensor, a NFC transceiver
(passive and active), and a super-capacitor.

Figure 9. Roadmap of the FracBot design.

The roadmap skeletons the steps of design after
determining the idea and requirements. Component selection
is a broad process, requiring picks from a wide-range of
available products, and it directives how the remaining phases
proceed. Prototyping and software development is extremely
constrained, encompassing the development of a model sensor

Figure 10. Block diagram and prototype of the FracBot active node.

The FracBot active node has sophisticated functions and
consumes minimal energy since the FRAM technology has
been exploited. The microcontroller features used in the active
node are very low energy, a high processing speed, and several
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interfaces. In addition, Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the
active node featuring the interconnection block of the node,
which comprises of the microcontroller, the JTAG interface,
the energy harvesting circuit, USB communication, the
temperature and the MI transceiver. The JTAG interface
permits us to program and access all variables of the code and
stop the code from running at a pre-defined point
(breakpoints).
The FracBot passive node is a passive node that does not
have a transceiver but a transmitter only relaying the data to
the active node. Its prototype and diagram are shown in Figure
11. It comprises of the microcontroller, the temperature
sensor, the USB interface, and the NFC active tag. The NFC
transceiver of the active node can access, through the
established link, the NFC tag memory, change the
configurations of the nodes and generate energy by harvesting
energy output. As shown in the block diagram, the node is
capable to launch a bidirectional communication with
RFID/NFC transceiver.

Figure 11. Block diagram and prototype of the FracBot passive node.

B. FracBot Node Software/ Firmware
Firmware is a special type of computer software used to
control components hardware of electronic devices at lowlevel. Low power firmware is categorized by the capability to
switch between active and low-power modes with the
guarantee of the functionalities and operation continuation.
This feature contributes in significant energy reduction on
microcontroller unit (MCU). The software is optimized
according to the advanced control of MCU and all peripherals.
The most advanced microcontroller considers efficient power
control, instant wakeup, intelligent autonomous peripherals
and interrupts in its operation. Inefficient firmware codes are
not preferred since they slow the function and require a lot of
energy. There are many examples of inefficient firmware
properties such as software delay loop, uninitialized ports and
data format conversions. Other example is math operation set
as division and floating-point operations which could cause
critical operation issues. To avoid such issues, the MCU pins

requisite to be configured with correct function to moderate
the energy waste. To avoid software delay loop, a timer is
required in interval mode configuration to enable the MCU to
enter the sleep mode during the interval time. This help the
MCU to not run at maximum power during the interval time.
Division and floating-point operations require large
computational efforts which consume a lot of the processing
time and big part of the memory. To avoid that, the math
operations can be configured at fixed point [21]. The design
of the FracBot nodes incorporates advanced energy strategies
to optimize the energy consumption based on the energy
availability. It also employs very low energy profile to balance
between the hardware and the software/firmware in all
components operation. Furthermore, using ULP tools and
energy tracer permit the development of efficient codes [21].
C. FracBots Performance Evaluation
After thorough studies have been theoretically conducted,
little work has been devoted to evaluate a sensor node
(FracBot) in underground-like environments to validate the
theoretical results. Toward this end, we design and implement
an experimental testbed simulating a reservoir environment
that comprises of numerous media such as air, sand, water,
and stone with few FracBot nodes as demonstrated in Figure
12. One of the crucial outcomes is that the performance of the
FracBot is influenced by sand and stone media. They reduce
the energy transfer, and eventually harm MI signal
propagation. Hence, the evaluation of hardware enables the
designers to apprehend the challenges, enhance the electronic
desgin and minimize essential assets to reduce the hardware
size.
1) FracBot Propagation Evaluation:
The FracBot MI propagation is evaluated at the operating
frequency of 13.56 MHz. The investigations are done
according to the received power measured using a signal
analyzer. We also examine the MI field produced by the
transceiver with and without modulation. In addition, we
examine magnetic induction signal propagations in the air. We
measure and study the effect of the antenna alignment on the
received power. Figure 13 shows the schematic of the
experimental arrangement and the real setup in the laboratory.
In this scenario, MI interaction is measured at distances
between 0 and 25 cm and angles of 0, 30º, 60º and 90º,
respectively.

Figure 12. A model of physical testbed in hydraulic fracture.
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similar to underground environment comprising of a plastic
container containing water, sand, and stone, demonstrated in
Figure 15. The system involves several underground settings,
comprising dry soil, wet soil, stone and dry soil with stone.
The testbed setting permits to position the FracBots at
different depths until 14 cm with a adjustable distance
between the nodes. This flexibility enable changes of the
experimental setup to easily evaluate the FracBot nodes
performance. Using the spectrum analyzer, we measure the
MI circuits characteristics such as MI propagation and
antenna tuning.
Figure 13. FracBot experimental setup.

2) Angular Analysis: The direction and the alignment
of the transceiver and the receiver of the FracBots is one of
the complications in MI-based communication. In the angular
study, we perform measurements at 0, 30º, 60º and 90º angles.
The results of distances between 6 and 25 cm, compared to
those under 6 cm reveal minor variants. Figure 14 displays
the power analyses of the angular variations. At distances of
6 cm and beyond, the angle between antennas (the transceiver
and the receiver) affects the received power slightly, less than
- 2 dBm.

Figure 14. Angular plots of received power (air, sand/stone).

The angular study shows that the MI field radiated at
13.56 MHz is omni-directional. It enabls the Base station to
assess the location of each sensor and produce a fracture map,
when this characteristic is incorporated with the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurement. The FracBot
MCU needs 50 ms to complete all reading tasks and then
stock them in the NFC transponder. This task consumes
33µW of the energy available in the storage system. Based
on the angular analysis, the node can function constantly by
harvesting energy of the MI field if the receiver is positioned
at 23 cm or nearer to the succeeding FracBot node. As an
outcome, the received power in the area of 6-25 cm is
approximately -50 dBm that delivers adequate energy to the
node each hour and allows it to transmit information in a 50
ms time frame. After 25 cm, the received power is less than 50 dBm, that is not enough to power the node each hour. As
a result, the node require to collect the necessitated energy
and transmit information within a time frame of 50 ms every
2 hours at minimum. It is worth to mention that the FracBot
can operate in an intermittent status if the MI signal strength
is lower than -50 dBm.
3) FracBot Underground Testbed: To measure the
FracBot nodes performance, we design and develop a testbed

Figure 15. Underground testbed of the FracBot.

To assess the transmission link, we wirelessly link the
NFC tag of first FracBot to the transceiver of second FracBot.
The FracBots conduct one communication task every 3
minutes and one temperature reading per minute in the
laboratory. For experimental purposes, the data transmission
of long interval can be simulated by the adjustable interval
time in a short time. The nodes utilize NFC technique, but as
they are intended to operate in air, a consistent reference test
and data analysis in air is essential. The node is examined to
transmit in air and with a sand obstacle.
Table 1 displays the experimental performance for OOK
and ASK modulations with data rates of 26 and 1.6 kbit/s. In
an underground environment, the modulation OOK at data
rate of 1.6kbit/s, compared with that at 26 kbit/s, lowers the
transmission error. However, in stone, ASK modulation does
not work for both rates due to high attention. On the other
hand, OOK modulation works but at a higher transmission
error than that in sand for both rates. Former study in
underground field claims 10 MHz as an optimum frequency
with data rate of 1 kbit/s [15]. To estimate the transmission
link among FracBots, the nodes are located at 5 cm distant
from each other, as shown in Figure 15 because of the
restriction posed by the sensitivity of the off-the-shelf
transponder chip limited to -50 dBm. At 5 cm, the signal
strength is -50 dBm. Beyond 5 cm, the signal quality will
degrade as well as the communication becomes impossible.
Table 1. Experimental performance of the ASK and OOK modulation.

Environment

Modulation

Air
Air

ASK
OOK

Date rate
(kbit/s)
26
26
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Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Stone
Stone
VI.

ASK
OOK
ASK
OOK
OOK
OOK

26
26
1.6
1.6
26
1.6

70
78
40
32
87
58

REAL-TIME INTELLIGENT SENSOR SELECTION

In order to efficiently and long-term deploy subsurface
sensors, it is crucial to optimize the sensor capability to sense
as well as extend the lifetime of each sensor as long as
possible. An essential part of optimizing the sensor capability
to sense in the reservoir formation is to optimally select the
best number of sensors. There are several trade-offs that have
to be taken into account such as the battery utilization of
sensors as well as need to have multiple close sensors being
in operation during the same time. Specifically, one aims to
reduce the number of sensors being in operation at the same
time, while maintaining sufficient sensing reach. The
resulting problem can then be transformed into a sensor
selection problem. The sensor selection problem is
mathematically defined as given a set of sensors 𝑆 =
{𝑆A , … , 𝑆6 }, then we need to select the best subset with k
sensors that satisfy one or multiple missions. The challenge
that arises from this problem is in most instances NPcomplete, which implies that there is no polynomial-time
algorithm for solving the problem. This represents a major
challenge for real-time data interpretation and the
optimization of the sensors as in order to be able to have a
recommendation available within an acceptable timeframe, an
approximate solution is only feasible [22]. We will
demonstrate a novel intelligent sensor selection framework for
the optimization of sensor selection in real-time for flow and
fracture monitoring. The objective of the framework is to
maximize longevity of the operations while maintaining
measurement accuracy and flow detection ability.
A. Method
We have developed an innovative real-time sensor
utilization optimization framework that incorporates a deep
learning driven optimization framework connected to a
subsurface fracture network model. This forms then a crucial
part of the sensor selection optimization problem that aims to
optimize in real-time to minimize the number of sensors
required in order to maintain sufficient data quality. This
challenge is equivalent to maximize the longevity of the
sensors deployed while maintaining sufficient reservoir
coverage in order to limit the uncertainty in the multi-data
interpretation.
The framework incorporates a deep learning approach
for the sensor measurements combined with a fast iterative
solver for real-time optimization of the sensor selection. The
framework is outlined in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Framework representation with the fracture network structure and
the uncertainty estimates.

First, a fracture-flow reservoir model is established using
a connectivity and sensing data quality determination
approach. The assumption is that the flow between injecting
and producing wells is primarily within the fractures with
only limited flow in the matrix structures. This is in line with
conventional assumptions when utilizing discrete fracture
network models, as well as observations on fractured
carbonate reservoir rocks, where the flow is primarily in the
fractures. The network flow model is then integrated into a
deep learning framework for the sensor data estimation and
the uncertainty in the estimates. The deep learning framework
utilizes a feedforward network structure for determining from
the sensor derived flow measurement data based on multiple
potential scenarios in terms of the reservoir formation
condition. The estimations relate to whether the sensors are
close to the matrix or in the fracture, and what the water
saturation in the vicinity of the sensor is. The main objective
of the deep learning framework is to have a data-driven
approach to the estimation of the fracture and water saturation
in the vicinity of the sensor based on pressure and
temperature measurements. The sensor selection problem is
then posed as an integer optimization problem as outlined
below:
min 𝑓 — z
𝑠. 𝑡. 𝐶œ > 0
(9)
𝑈œ ≤ 𝑏l , ∀5 ∈ 𝑁
The integer optimization problem is solved in real-time
where the vector 𝑓 is the cost function dependent power
consumption over time of the sensors. For each update time
step, the cost function is updated from the previous, implying
that if the sensor i is operational, then 𝑓5 is gradually
increasing, while for the inactive sensors, 𝑓5 may remain
constant or is reduced in case the sensors can be recharged.
The constraint 𝐶𝑧 > 0 ensures that there is for each reservoir
area at least one sensor that covers this area. The matrix 𝐶 is
the connectivity matrix between the sensors and the area,
implying that 𝐶5Š = 1 if the j-th sensor covers the i-th area.
This ensures that each area is covered, and that the sensor can
connect and transfer data between each other. Data
transmission is a crucial
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The constraint 𝑈𝑧 ≤ 𝑏l implies that the data sensing
reliability for each node is maintained, implying that the
sensing uncertainty must be below a threshold value. The
matrix or vector 𝑈 is the sensing reliability matrix, and 𝑏l is
the reliability threshold. The last constraint is a binary
constraint, indicating whether the sensor is active (𝑧5 = 1) or
inactive ( 𝑧5 = 0) . For solving the integer optimization
problem, we utilized a fast and efficient branch and bound
method, via utilizing a feedback approach incorporating the
solutions of previous optimizations. The framework is easily
scalable to larger flow network models, allowing in near realtime to optimize the selection of sensors and maintain
longevity of the sensor deployments.
B. Results
We examined the framework on a complex fracture
network structure in 2D in order to outline the performance
of the framework. The 2D model is a graph-based model
consisting of 500 nodes and 1000 different network structure
realizations. We have displayed in Figure 17 two examples
of the different network realizations and connection between
the fracture network nodes. The realizations illustrate the
considerable difference between the connectedness of the
fracture network which reflects the general challenge of
monitoring and determining the fracture network structure
and connectedness between the fractures. We then utilized a
deep learning approach to estimate the uncertainty of the data
based on the network structure. The data set was divided
75/15/15 into a training, validation and test dataset, and a
fully connected feedforward neural network structure was
used.

for lower uncertainties only marginally affecting the
estimation quality for higher uncertainties.

Figure 18 a. Comparison of the neural network estimation of the
data uncertainty.

Figure 18 b. Comparison of the neural network estimation of the
data uncertainty.

Figure 17 Different realizations of the fracture network structure.

For the optimization, we used a scaled conjugate
gradient approach given the substantial size of the problem.
The sensors record pressure and temperature data at each
location, and for each of the sensors an interpreted
uncertainty parameter is computed. The uncertainty
parameter varies from 0 to 1.5, where a higher uncertainty
parameter indicates stronger uncertainty in the measured
data. The uncertainty measurement parameters are derived
from multiple repeat measurements of the sensors that are
then classified in terms of their accuracy and variation. The
training, validation and testing results of the deep neural
network are displayed in Figure 18. The estimation results are
rather strong, outlining overall accurate estimation of the
sensor data uncertainty, with the larger number of data points

Figure 18 c. Comparison of the neural network estimation of the
data uncertainty.
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Figure 18 d. Comparison of the neural network estimation of the
data uncertainty.

Utilizing the deep learning network model, we then
solved the sensor selection problem in real-time under
uncertainty. The uncertainty matrix 𝑈 is updated in each
simulation step to reflect the changing reservoir conditions as
well as sensing parameters. The cost vector 𝑓 for the sensors
is increased in each step for the active sensor components,
reflecting the power utilization of sensor and to penalize
excessive usage of an individual sensor. In case the sensor is
not anymore operational 𝑓5 (e.g., lack of power), then 𝑓5 was
set to positive infinity. The timeframe for the sensor
optimization was from April 1st, 2019 until January 11th,
2020, where the sensors were optimized every 15 days. The
optimization results are displayed in Figure 19 outlining the
active sensors in green and the inactive in black.

Figure 19 b. Overview of the selected sensors for different time steps.

Figure 19 c. Overview of the selected sensors for different time steps.

Figure 19 a. Overview of the selected sensors for different time
steps.

Figure 19 d. Overview of the selected sensors for different time steps.

As observed there are certain sensor clusters that are
active for longer durations indicating that these sensors are
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placed in crucial fracture intersection points as well as exhibit
a low degree of measurement uncertainty. This is confirmed
via a sensor utilization analysis for the 500 sensors in Figure
20 and Figure 21. The indication is that most sensor are rarely
active, or solely active for a short period of time, while there
are a few sensors that are heavily utilized and operational for
more than 250 days out of 285 days .

Figure 20. Sensor utilization histogram.

developed novel prototypes of wireless FracBots for potential
use as a platform for a new generation of WUSNs for
monitoring hydraulic fractures and unconventional reservoirs,
and measuring other wellbore parameters. We developed the
hardware of the MI-based wireless FracBots for short-range
communication using near-field communication (NFC) as a
physical layer combined with an energy-harvesting capability
and ultra-low power requirements. Finally, to examine the
functionalities of FracBot nodes in air, sand, and stone media,
a physical MI-based WUSN test bed was implemented.
Experiments indicated that the constructed FracBots can form
a transmission link and transfer data over ASK modulation
using a data rate of 1.6 Kbit/s and a minimum receiver
sensitivity of -70 dBm. The hardware development and the
testbed analyses allow us to better understand the environment
challenges, improve the electronic sensitivity and optimize the
minimum resources that are necessary to miniaturize the
FracBot hardware.
In addition, we presented a novel AI driven sensor
selection framework for the optimal selection of subsurface
pressure and temperature sensors in a fractured reservoir. The
framework presents the ability to optimize the selection of
sensors for subsurface sensing in real-time, thereby
maximizing the overall coverage of the sensors for efficient
waterfront tracking. The results outline the ability to
efficiently and long term perform reservoir sensing if the
sensors are optimally selected and utilized.
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Figure 21. Sensor utilization in days.
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Abstract— This research explores the design and development
of a framework for the detection of Dark Patterns, which are a
series of user interface tricks that manipulate users into actions
that they do not intend to do, for example, share more data
than they want to, or spend more money than they plan to. The
interface does this using either deception or other
psychological nudges. User Interface experts have categorized
a number of these tricks that are commonly used and have
called them Dark Patterns. They are typically varied in their
form and what they do, and the goal of this research is to
explore existing research into these patterns, and to design and
develop a framework for automated detection of potential
instances of web-based dark patterns. To achieve this, we
explore each of the many canonical dark patterns and identify
whether or not it is technically possible to automatically detect
that particular pattern. Some patterns are easier to detect than
others, and there are others that are impossible to detect in an
automated fashion. For example, some patterns are
straightforward and use confusing terminology to flummox the
users, e.g. “Click here if you do not wish to opt out of our
mailing list”, and these are reasonably simple to detect,
whereas others, for example, sites that prevent users from
doing a price comparison with similar products might not be
readily detectable. This paper presents a framework to
automatically detect dark patterns. We present and analyze
known dark patterns in terms of whether they can be either:
(1) detected in an automated way (it can be partially or fully),
(2) detected in a manual way (it can be partially or fully) and
(3) cannot be detected at all. We present the results of our
analysis and outline a proposed software tool to detect dark
patterns on websites, social media platforms and mobile
applications.
Keywords-Dark Patterns; User Experience; Digital Ethics;
Privacy.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Computers and technological applications are now
central to many aspects of life and society, from industry and
commerce, government, research, education, medicine,
communication, and entertainment systems. Computer
scientists and professionals from related disciplines who
design and develop computer applications have a significant
responsibility, as the systems they develop can have wide
ranging impacts on society where those impacts can be
beneficial but may also at times be negative, thus it cannot be
argued that modern technology is value-neutral, as it is clear
that it can have both planned and unplanned negative
consequences on users.

In this, and previous research [1], we outline and explore
the ethical limits of a technology design phenomenon known
as "dark patterns”. Dark patterns are user interfaces that
benefit an online service by leading users into making
decisions they might not otherwise make. At best, dark
patterns annoy and frustrate users. At worst, they can
mislead and deceive users, e.g., by causing financial loss,
tricking users into giving up vast amounts of personal data or
inducing compulsive and addictive behavior in adults and
children. They are an increasingly common occurrence on
digital platforms including social media sites, shopping
websites, mobile apps, and video games. Although they are
gaining more mainstream awareness in the research
community, dark patterns are the result of three decades-long
trends: one from the world of retail (deceptive practices), one
from research and public policy (nudging), and the third
from the design community (growth hacking) [2].
The aim of our work is the development of a framework
for classifying web-based dark patterns as to which are
readily detectable, and which are not. The framework forms
the basis of a software tool that can automatically alert users
to the presence of dark patterns on websites, social media
platforms and mobile applications. In developing the
framework we analysed common documented types of data
patterns. We present these dark patterns to the reader and
classify each dark pattern using the following taxonomy: (1)
A pattern that can be detected in an automated way (either
partially or fully); (2) A pattern that can be detected in a
manual way (either partially or fully); and (3) A pattern that
cannot be detected. In this paper we outline the features and
functionality of the proposed tool. This research is part of a
larger research project (called Ethics4EU) whose goal is
develop a repository of teaching and assessment resources to
support the teaching of ethics in computer science courses,
supported by the Erasmus+ programme [3].
In Section 2, a review of some of the key literature
focusing on what dark patterns are, and why they are so
successful. Section 3 looks at the specific collection of dark
patterns that will be explored in this research. Section 4
presents the initial framework for the detect of dark patterns,
looking at which patterns can be detected automatically,
which manually, and which cannot be detected at all. Section
5 outlines some other dark patterns that should also be
looked at, and finally, Section 6 presents some conclusions
and future work about this research.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Since the early 1980s computer programmers have used
the concept of patterns in software engineering as a useful
way of categorizing different types of computer programs.
The term dark patterns has been used since 2010 to refer to
interface design solutions that intend to deceive users into
carrying out undesirable actions [4]. Gray et al. [5] defined
dark patterns as “instances where designers use their
knowledge of human behavior (e.g., psychology) and the
desires of end users to implement deceptive functionality that
is not in the user’s best interest”.
There has been significant research done on dark patterns
from the fields of Cognitive Psychology, Usability,
Marketing, Behavioural Economics, Design and Digital
Media. All this research has led to the abandonment of the
rational choice theories for explaining decision making,
particularly for matters of privacy [6] and has prompted new
examinations that attribute the effectiveness of dark patterns
on human cognitive limitations. However, there is still not a
universal theoretical explanation of the ‘whys’ and ‘hows’ of
the effectiveness of dark patterns. For example, Maier [7]
argues that manipulation is closely linked to decision making
and the latter can be easily influenced through one’s
emotions and mood leading to decisions lacking rational
thought [8].
What is more, according to Kahneman [9] humans are
more intuitive than rational thinkers and most of their daily
reasoning is performed by their intuition. Below are the main
human psychological mechanisms being targeted or
exploited by Dark Patterns [10]:
• Nudging, which is based on soft paternalism, positive
reinforcement and compliance [11]. Nudging can be and
has been used with good intentions in mind and has been
proved effective [12][13]. However, because of its
proven efficiency, nudging is one of the most common
digital manipulation strategies used to mislead users into
bad decisions privacy-wise.
• Persuasion techniques built on what Cialdini [14]
identifies as the “six basic tendencies of human
behaviour” (p. 76). These tendencies namely are:
reciprocation, consistency, social validation, liking,
authority and scarcity.
• Cognitive biases that fundamentally are information
processing limitations of the human mind and are rooted
in cognitive heuristic systems [9]. According to
Waldman [15] the five most pervasive are: anchoring
[16], framing [17], hyperbolic discounting [18][19][20],
overchoice [21][22][23] and metacognitive processes
such as cognitive scarcity [24] and cognitive absorption
[25].
• Cognitive dissonance, an uncomfortable state of mind
where one’s beliefs and actions are contradictory. Bösch
et al. [10] (p. 247) mention “[i]n terms of privacy dark
patterns, this process can be exploited by
inconspicuously providing justification arguments for
sugar-coating user decisions that have negatively
affected their privacy”.

Although, so far, it appears that the cognitive and
psychological factors play a significantly important role on
users’ failure to protect their privacy when dealing with
Dark Patterns, some researchers argue that contextual and
social factors are important too. For example, Acquisti et al.
[6] claim that incomplete or asymmetric access to
information between two agents in a transaction can
significantly disadvantage one party leading to problematic
decisions. Furthermore, users are not always certain of what
they are agreeing to share as the collection of personal data
is not always apparent and therefore people remain unaware
of what information is collected about them by both private
and public organisations [26]. This is usually the norm in
digital environments where the user has no control over the
design and information processing they are being shown.
On the other hand, research has shown that users, care
about their privacy [27], however, the contextual, social and
cognitive aspects mentioned earlier lead users to a set of
behaviours that are inconsistent to their attitudes towards
privacy [15]. Norberg et al. [28] have called this the
‘privacy paradox’.
In today’s digital environment most digital platforms’
provide services seemingly for free. In order for these
services to generate revenue they have become dependent on
accumulating and processing users’ data, oftentimes personal
data [29]. According to Zuboff [30] user data is the raw
material that produces, what she calls, ‘behavioural surplus’
which has become a valuable commodity for companies.
Behavioural surplus is a powerful tool for predicting user
behaviour and many companies use it to influence users into
providing more data which leads into a vicious cycle of user
data, influence, prediction and so on [31].
Mathur et al. [32] did a meta-analysis of 11,286 shopping
websites, and created a taxonomy to try to explain how dark
patterns affects user decision-making by exploiting cognitive
biases. Their taxonomy has the following characteristics:
Asymmetric, Covert, Deceptive, Hides Information, and
Restrictive. They found that 11.1% (1254 websites) of the
sites had dark patterns, and recommend the development of
plug-ins for browsers to help detect these patterns.
Nouwens et al. [33] discuss the growth of Consent
Management Platforms (CMPs) which are software systems
that manage the interaction between users and the website(s)
of an organization, recording (and updating) their privacy
preferences, and getting consent for recording interactions
with cookies. Crucially these CMPs are compliant with
GDPR (the General Data Protection Regulation) however it
is still possible for a website to employ Dark Patterns to
circumvent GDPR, and almost 90% of the sites with CMPs
surveyed were in some way themselves breaching GDPR.
Chromik et al. [34] explore how there is potential for
dark patterns to be used in Intelligent Systems. An
intelligent system is computer system with an embedded
artificial intelligence that can work to solve well-defined
tasks, e.g. object recognition, medical diagnosis, language
translation. As a consequence of GDPR, these systems must
be able to provide some explanation as to how they came to
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specific decisions. Some intelligent systems incorporate
explanation facilities to support users in understanding
decisions. However, this paper discusses the possibility of
Intelligent Systems using Dark Patterns in conveying these
explanations to get further data from the users. For example,
the system could use a Dark Pattern to collect valuable user
data under the pretext of explanation. So, the user might be
forced to provide additional personal information (e.g.,
social connections) before receiving personalized
explanations. Otherwise, the user would be left off with a
generic high-level explanation.
Di Geronimo et al. [35] explore the use of Dark Patterns
in mobile apps. They looked at 240 popular mobile apps and
explored whether or not these apps included any dark
patterns. Their analysis showed that 95% of the apps they
reviewed included one or more Dark Patterns, with an
average of 7.4 malicious designs per app, with a standard
deviation of 5. Almost 10% of the apps included 0, 1, or 2
Dark Patterns (N=33), 37% of the apps contained between 3
to 6 Dark Patterns (N=89), while the remaining 49%
included 7 or more (N=118). They also conducted an online
experiment with 589 users on how they perceive Dark
Patterns in such apps. Overall, the majority of our users did
not spot malicious designs in the app containing Dark
Patterns (55%), some were unsure (20%), and the remaining
found a malicious design in the app (25%). But they found
that most users did perform better in recognizing malicious
designs if informed on the issue.
Grassl et al. [36] looked at cookie consent requests in the
context of Dark Patterns to explore whether or not they
undermine principles of EU privacy law. They undertook
two online experiments where they investigated the effects
of common design nudges on users’ consent decisions and
their perception of control over their personal data in these
situations. In the first experiment (n = 228) they explored
the effects of dark patterns to encourage the participants to
select the privacy-unfriendly option, and the experiment
revealed that most people agreed to all consent requests
regardless of dark patterns. The research indicated that the
dark patterns made no difference to the participants’
behaviour. The first experiment, also showed that despite
generally low levels of perceived control, obstructing the
privacy-friendly option led to more rather than less
perceived control for the participants. In the second
experiment (n = 255) the participants we presented with
patterns to select the privacy-friendly option (bright
patterns). The bright pattern did succeed in swaying people
effectively towards the privacy-friendly option. The second
experiment also looked at the perceived control of the
participants, and it found that it stayed the same compared
to Experiment 1. Overall, the researchers concluded about
Experiment 1 that whether the participants were presented
with a dark pattern or not, they have been conditioned by
years of practice to consent, and therefore they concluded
that the EU’s consent requirement for tracking cookies does
not work as intended.

Dark patterns are only just beginning to emerge as a topic
in the software development literature. In 2021 Kollnig et al.
[37] reported in the development of a functional prototype
that allows users to disable dark patterns in apps selectively.
This differs from our approach where we are developing a
comprehensive framework for identifying dark patterns
across a range of platforms, from apps to websites.
Chugh and Jain [38] looked at dark patterns from the
perspective of consumer protection as well as their impact on
democratic political processes. The researchers distinguish
between dark patterns and persuasive advertisements,
classifying dark patterns as being manipulative, whereas
persuasive advertisements merely attempt to influence
people to revise their preferences. They see two major issues
with dark patterns, (1) users are typically unaware that they
are interacting with dark patterns, and are, therefore, unable
to safeguard themselves against the effects of these patterns,
and (2) market forces and market competition don't seem to
be penalizing organizations for using these patterns.
Therefore, they recommend that legislation and regulations
are necessary to combat these patterns.
Bongard-Blanchy et al. [39] explored the impact of dark
patterns on end-users by surveying 406 individuals. They
found that although the participants were aware of the type
of manipulative techniques that online services use to impact
their online behaviour, they are nonetheless unable to combat
their impact. The researchers advocate a multi-faceted
approach to addressing these issues, including raising
awareness and educating people about the different patterns
and how they work, concomitant with this approach, the
researchers propose that the users are presented positive
information that will encourage them to avoid engaging with
new patterns and to cease engaging with existing patterns,
e.g. the user could be made aware of how much time they
spend engaging with infinite scrolling systems, and they
could be reminded that they could be using that time for
more enjoyable activities. They also advocate targeting the
educational initiatives about patterns based on age-groups
and other demographics, and finally they suggest that a
combination of strong legal penalties and regulations are
needed, as well as new software tools to help detect and
highlight the existence of these patterns. However, they do
note that some pattens may be more readily detectable in an
automated fashion than others.
III. PATTERN DESCRIPTIONS
A vital step in developing the web-based Dark Patterns
Framework is to clearly define each pattern and to categorize
the patterns into themes. In the research literature previously
discussed there is some variance as to the exact meaning of
each pattern, therefore below we present definitions that
attempt to be as inclusive as possible to the range of
definitions for each pattern, but always prioritizing the
original canonical definitions developed by the pioneer of
dark patterns - user experience designer Harry Brignull [4].
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A. Sneaking
• Sneak into Basket: When purchasing a product, an
additional item is added into the basket, usually the new
product is added in because of an obscured opt-out
button or checkbox on a previous page. Detection of this
pattern is challenging since there may be legitimate
reasons for a site to add new items into a shopping
basket (e.g. taxes), therefore, automated detection may
not be possible, but nonetheless it would still be possible
to manually highlight changes in cost, and let the
shopper decide if the additional items are valid.
•

Hidden Costs: When reaching the last step of the
checkout process, some unexpected charges have
appeared in the basket, e.g. delivery charges, etc.
Detection of this pattern is challenging since there may
be legitimate reasons for a site to add new items into a
shopping basket (e.g. taxes), therefore, automated
detection may not be possible, but nonetheless it would
still be possible to manually highlight changes in cost,
and let the shopper decide if the additional items are
valid.

the purpose of the button, and then to look at whether it
links internally, or to an external site.
C. Obstruction
•

Roach Motel: When users find it easy to subscribe to a
service (for example, a premium service), and find it is
hard to get out of it, like trying to cancel a shopping
account. Detection of this pattern is possible because it
is possible to search for “activate” or “subscribe” links
or buttons, that have no reciprocal “deactivate” or
“unsubscribe” links or buttons.

D. Forced Action
•

Forced Continuity: When a user gets a free trial with a
service comes to an end and their credit card silently
starts getting charged without any warning, and there
isn't an easy way to cancel the automatic renewal.
Detection of this pattern is extremely challenging as
there is such a significant variation in how the pattern is
implemented on different sites.

B. Misdiretion

E. Variegations

•

•

Privacy Zuckering: Tricking users into sharing more
information than they intended to, for example,
Facebook privacy settings were historically difficult to
control. Detection of this pattern is extremely
challenging as there is such a significant variation in
how the pattern is implemented on different sites.

•

Price Comparison Prevention: The retailer makes it
hard for you to compare the price of an item with
another item, so you cannot make an informed decision.
Retailers typically achieve this by creating different
bundles where it is not easy to work out the unit price of
the items within the bundles. Detection of this pattern is
challenging since it may not be obvious (or clearly
labelled) if the products are in different bundles, but it
will be possible to manually highlight packaging types,
and let the shopper decide if there are any issues.

•

Trick Questions: Often found when registering for a
new service. Typically, a series of checkboxes are
shown, and the meaning of checkboxes is alternated so
that ticking the first one means "opt out" and the second
means "opt in". Detection of this pattern is possible at
least partially because it is possible to detect pre-ticked
checkboxes, and to search for phrases like "opt out" and
"opt in".
Misdirection: When the design purposefully focuses
users’ attention on one thing in order to distract their
attention from another, for example, a website may have
already undertaken a function and added a cost to it, and
the opt out button is small. Detection of this pattern is
extremely challenging as there is such a significant
variation in how the pattern is implemented on different
sites.

•

Confirmshaming: This involves guilting the user into
opting into something. The option to decline is worded
in such a way as to shame the user into compliance, for
example, “No thanks, I don’t want to have unlimited
free deliveries”. Detection of this pattern is extremely
challenging as there is such a significant variation in
how the pattern is implemented on different sites.

•

Disguised Ads: Advertisements that are disguised as
other kinds of content or navigation, in order to get you
to click on them, for example, advertisements that look
like a “download” button or a “Next >” button.
Detection of this pattern is possible at least partially
because it is possible to detect buttons on a webpage.
And by using either the ALT tags or OCR to determine

•
•

•

Bait and Switch: The user sets out to do one thing, but
a different, undesirable thing happens instead, for
example, Microsoft’s strategy to get users to upgrade
their computers to Windows 10. Detection of this
pattern is extremely challenging as there is such a
significant variation in how the pattern is implemented
on different sites.
Friend Spam: The product asks for users for their email
or social media permissions to spam all their contacts.
Detection of this pattern is possible since the HTML in
the website can be analyzed to determine if the site
asked for email or social media permissions.
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F. Beyond Brignull
UX researcher Reed Steiner [40] added six patterns:
• Fake Activity: On a commercial website, when the
page says “three other people are viewing this item
right now” this may not be a fully truthful claim.
Detection of this pattern is possible at least partially
because it is possible to search for phrases such as
“other people are viewing this item now” and warn the
shopper of this pattern.
•

Fake Reviews: Research shows that several reviews
and testimonials are fake, and exact matches with
different customer names can be found on several sites.
Detection of this pattern is challenging, but it may be
possible to take reviews from the current site, and
manually search for them on other similar sites.

•

Fake Countdown: Some online purchases include
countdown timers, in most cases countdown timers only
add urgency to a sale. Detection of this pattern is
possible at least partially because it is possible to search
for phrases such as “offer ends in” or “countdown” and
warn the shopper of this pattern.

•

Ambiguous Deadlines: Some online purchases
indicate that a product is only on sale for a limited
amount of time, but don’t mention a specific deadline.
Detection of this pattern is possible at least partially
because it is possible to search for phrases such as “for
a limited amount of time” and warn the shopper.

•

•

Low Stock Messages: Sometimes sites claim that they
are low on a particular item. Detection of this pattern is
possible at least partially because it is possible to search
for phrases such as “only” and “units left” and warn the
shopper of this pattern.
Deceptive High Demand: This is similar to the low
stock messages. Detection of this pattern is possible at
least partially because it is possible to search for phrases
such as “in demand” and “in high demand” and warn the
shopper of this pattern.
IV.

DEVELOPING THE FRAMEWORK

With these definitions established, it becomes possible
to categorize the patterns into one of three classifications:
(1) A suspected pattern that can be detected in an
automated way (partially or fully) based on the text,
images or HTML in a webpage or website.
(2) A suspected pattern that can be detected in a manual
way (partially or fully) based on the text, images or
HTML in a webpage or website.

(3) A suspected pattern that cannot be detected, based on
the fact that there is so much variation in either how the
pattern is defined or in how the pattern is implemented.
As all of the researchers involved in this project are
teaching on an MSc in Data Science, they have knowledge
of a wide range of detection techniques, therefore, a
Morphological Matrix approach [41] was undertaken,
whereby a table was created listing all of the pattern types
on the Y-axis, and listing a range of detection techniques on
the X-axis (HTML Parsing, Computational Linguistics,
Image Processing, Machine Learning, Data Mining,
Compiler Design, Regular Expressions) and a series of three
online brainstorming sessions were held to identify which
patterns might be detectable using which techniques (if
any). To help reach a shared understanding of the patterns,
not only were definitions of each pattern shared and
discussed, but also images from over 100 websites with dark
patterns from the Mathur et al. [32] dataset were presented
and discussed. Of all patterns discussed, there was general
consesus as to which aspects of patterns could be detected,
and to what extent that detection was possible. The full
framework is presented below in Table 1 where each pattern
presented in Section III is classified as to how it can be
detected, as well as some detail as to how such a pattern can
be detected (if it can) as shown in the Rationale column.
Patterns that can be detected automatically will typically
have terms in them such as “opt-in”, “activate”, or
“subscribe”. These, and other indicators such as the
placement or configuration of images, or in the formulation
of the HTML tags, allow for the automated detection of dark
patterns. In contrast, there are some web-based activities or
transactions that cannot, in and of themselves, be
automatically detected, but are sufficiently indicative to
suggest the presence of a dark pattern. In these cases the
framework proposes the development of an ancillary (or
appurtenant) window to highlight to the users that there may
be something suspicious occurring in the transaction that
they are undertaking. Finally, it is worth noting that, there
are some patterns that cannot readily be detected, but may
be reported using the reporting feature of the system.
The patterns beyond Brignull canon is the only one
where it may be possible to do some form of automated
detection on all of the patterns (Fake Activity, Fake
Reviews, Fake Countdown, Ambiguous Deadlines, Low
Stock Messages, Deceptive High Demand). This may be
because these patterns focus almost exclusively on textbased enticements to encourage users to purchase content,
and because they use text, it is possible to do searches for
specific phrases, for example, “offer ends in”, “for a limited
amount of time” or “in high demand”. The one pattern that
is slightly different from the others is the Fake Reviews,
where instead of searching for a particular phrase on the
webpage, we use the entire review to search for that exact
same review (or a similar review) on other sites.
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TABLE I.

Category

Pattern
Sneak into Basket

Sneaking
Hidden Costs
Trick Questions
Misdirection
Misdirection
Confirmshaming
Disguised Ads
Obstruction

Roach Motel

Forced
Action

Forced
Continuity
Privacy
Zuckering
Price Comparison
Prevention

Variegations

Bait and Switch
Friend Spam
Fake Activity
Fake Reviews
Beyond
Brignull

Fake Countdown
Ambiguous
Deadlines
Low Stock
Messages
Deceptive High
Demand

Detection
Manual
(fully)
Manual
(fully)
Automated
(partially)
Cannot be
detected
Cannot be
detected
Automated
(partially)
Automated
(fully)
Cannot be
detected
Cannot be
detected
Manual
(fully)
Cannot be
detected
Automated
(partially)
Automated
(partially)
Manual
(partial)
Automated
(partially)
Automated
(partially)
Automated
(partially)
Automated
(partially)

DARK PATTERNS DETECTION FRAMEWORK

Rationale
Highlight changes in cost
Highlight changes in cost
Look for phrases like “opt-in” and “opt-out”, as well as pre-ticked
checkboxes
There is too much variation in how this pattern is implemented.
There is too much variation in how this pattern is implemented.
Look for buttons (noting colour and size) and see which ones link to
external sites.
Look for sites with “activate” or “subscribe” links or buttons but with no
“deactivate” or “unsubscribe”
There is too much variation in how this pattern is implemented.
There is too much variation in how this pattern is implemented.
Highlight if products are displayed with different units of the product
There is too much variation in how this pattern is implemented.
Check if the site asks for email or social media permissions, and notify
users.
Look for phrases like “other people are viewing this item now”.
Select the review and search for it on other sites.
Look for phrases like “offer ends in” or “countdown”
Look for phrases like “for a limited amount of time”
Look for phrases like “only” and “units left”
Look for phrases like “in demand” and “in high demand”

Some patterns will have words or images that make
them easy to identify (“opt in”, “offer ends soon”, “in
demand”, etc.) and therefore we can say that they are
automatically detectable (either partially or fully). And, in
contrast, some patterns are implemented in such a range of
different ways depending on the particular interface (and the
definitions of some patterns vary in different research
literature), that they are impossible to consistently detect, so
we classify these as “Cannot be detected”. Other patterns
require human judgement, such as determining if using preticked checkboxes is being deceptive, or if the site is asking
for security permissions, and so we classify these as being
detectable manually (either partially or fully). To help
recognise the patterns that can potentially be manually
detected, the proposed system will allow the user to display
an ancillary window that will help highlight some potential
issues of concern on a given webpage or website. The new
window can display things like:

•

•
•
•
•
•

The percentage of the webpage that is visible in the
browser window, to ensure the user is aware that there
may be instructions or options that are not visible on
the current page, but are elsewhere on the page.
The total number of checkboxes on the page, and the
number that are pre-ticked.
The total number of radio buttons on the page, and the
number that are pre-ticked.
The shopping basket total, that will be zero if there are
no items.
A “fake review detection” tool that allows a user to
select the text of a review, and to automatically search
for that text elsewhere on the web.
Highlight the number of links on the page, noting
which are from text and which from images (to help
detect potential Disguised Ads).
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•
•

Highlight which tick boxes or radio buttons are
concerned with privacy issues, looking for words such
as “privacy” or “GDPR”.
Indicate if the current webpage or website has already
been reported as having a dark pattern.

Further, to help users locate suspected dark patterns on a
webpage, the system will provide two modes of operation:
(1) where the system highlights all of the areas on that
webpage to show suspected patterns on the page with
suitable pointers, and
(2) if the user clicks on a particular type of issue on the
auxiliary window, only those areas on the page will be
highlighted, for example, if the user selects the “Radio
Buttons” section of the panel, then all of the radio
buttons on the webpage will be highlighted with
pointers.

Figure 1. Appurtenant Window with Page Details

Two additional elements of the proposed system are
the Reporting and Educational features:
• The Reporting Feature is designed to compensate for
the fact that some patterns are difficult (or impossible)
to detect, and it will allow users to record and report
websites and webpages that they suspect have dark
patterns. For example, if a user feels that they have
been a victim of Forced Continuity, they can report the
webpage or website, and indicate which pattern they
feel is present.
• The Educational Feature which is designed to educate
the users on each of the main dark patterns, as well as
the variation among different researchers. This feature
will help the users appreciate why they are being

warned about a particular feature on a website as well
as giving them sufficient information to allow them to
accurately categorize patterns that they encounter if
they wish to report them. It is envisioned that a central
part of this feature will consist of a series of videoed
micro-lessons.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION AND LIMITATIONS

The goal of this research is to define a collection of dark
patterns, and to explore whether or not it is possible to
develop a framework to detect these dark patterns - in an
automated way, a manual way, or not at all. The detection
process not only categorizes whether each pattern is
detectable, but it also describes to what extend it is
detectable, and suggests some ways it might be detected.
The development process of framework was as a result of
the brainstorming sessions, and these crucially categorized
the patterns into three groupings:
1. Automated Detection ("Disguised Ads", "Friend
Spam", "Roach Motel" and "Trick Questions")
2. Manual Detection ("Hidden Costs", "Price
Comparison Prevention", "Sneak into Basket")
3. Cannot be Detected ("Bait and Switch",
"Confirmshaming",
"Forced
Continuity",
"Misdirection", "Privacy Zuckering")
To help confirm the analysis process, an initial prototype
system has been developed using the Python programming
language which provides ample software libraries for web
crawling and web scraping, specifically the HTMLparser
and URLopen libraries were used in this case. The system
was developed as a plug-in for the Google Chrome browser
and was able to detect four patterns were selected to be
implemented, “Trick Questions”, “Roach Motel”, “Friend
Spam”, and “Low Stock Messages” were chosen as they are
the most straightforward to implement, since that have been
classified as “Automated (partial)” and “Automated (fully)”
in the above table. These four were implemented, and were
tested using over 60 of the dark patterns from the Mathur et
al. [28] dataset, and the prototype was able to successfully
detect all three of these patterns, each with significant
variation. Three key takeaways from the prototype
development process were as follows:
1. When testing the prototype system with some users
it became evident that the terminology itself was
proving to be a barrier to understanding the
purpose of the system. Although the participants
had experienced the phenomena of being pressured
into purchasing goods online, the term “Dark
Patterns” was unfamiliar to them, and two of the
names of the patterns: “Roach Motel” and “Friend
Spam” were equally opaque to the users, proving to
be moreso confusing that enlightening. Future
development will change some of the terms to
more descriptive one, including changing “Dark
Patterns Detector” to “Online Shopping Tricks
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2.

3.

Detector”, changing “Roach Motel” to “Hard to
Unsubscribe”, and changing “Friend Spam” to
“May use your addressbook”.
A rudimentary Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) system was developed to read text off the
images on webpages to determine if they have
messages that could be considered to be Dark
Patterns, for example, text saying “Only a Limited
Amount of Stock Left”. The implementation
proved to be highly effective in terms of reading
text from the images, but slowed down the overall
detection process significantly, and particularly for
websites that had a lot of images on them, it
delayed the detection process from being almost
instantaneous into taking almost 10 minutes to
complete the process.
Perhaps one of the most interesting outcomes of
the prototyping process was that it allowed the
researchers to interrogate their fundamental
understanding of the notion of a Dark Pattern. Most
websites include some forms advertising, which are
not the same as dark patterns, for example, some of
the test sites included phrases such as “Customers
who bought this product also bought …” which
were classified as Dark Patterns by the system, as
they are similar to a “Fake Activity” which might
say something like “Other Customers are looking
at this product”. After much discussion it became
clear that this is just advertising, and in particular,
it is persuasive advertising, which is similar to
Dark Patterns, but they differ in that they do not
rely on pressuring or confusing the customers.

In terms of the limitations of this research, perhaps the
most serious one is the fact that five of the patterns
(“Misdirection”, “Confirmshaming”, “Forced Continuity”,
“Privacy Zuckering”, and “Bait and Switch”) have been
classified as “Cannot be detected”. If these cannot be
detected, it significantly limits the efficacy of the final tool,
therefore a thorough exploration of the Mathur et al. [32]
dataset is planned to determine if there are any implicit
characteristics associated with these five patterns that can be
used to detect them (either automatically or manually), as
well as a number of further brainstorming sessions.
It is also worth noting that that the full implementation
of this framework will result in some additional challenges,
for example, some sites have a special file called Robots.txt
that prohibits the use of web scraping, and it is also the case
that some sites use technologies that make them more
difficult to parse, for example, frames or webpages
implemented in Javascript or CSS.
Finally, another consideration is that many shoppers use
mobile applications instead of websites to purchase products
and services, and the techniques outlined so far would be
ineffective on these applications.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTRE WORK

This paper presented a framework for the detection of
web-based dark patterns and an accompanying proposed
software tool. It begins with a review of some of the key
literature in this field, which highlights some of the reasons
for the success of dark patterns, as well as their ubiquity. It
follows this with an explanation of some of the key dark
patterns, and a categorization of the patterns as being in one
of the following three classifications:
1. A suspected pattern that can be detected in an
automated way (partially or fully), in other words there
is some characteristic either in the text, images or
HTML of a webpage or website that indicates that it is
a dark pattern.
2. A suspected pattern that can be detected in a manual
way (partially or fully), in other words there is some
characteristic either in the text, images or HTML of a
webpage or website that indicates that there is potential
for dark pattern on this page or site, but because it
cannot be detected definitively, the potential pattern is
highlighted to the user.
3. A suspected pattern that cannot be detected, in other
words there is so much variation in either how the
pattern is defined or in how the pattern is implemented,
there is no direct way of detecting it just using web
crawling and web scraping techniques.
This classification, in turn, leads to the design of a
proposed software tool with the ability to detect patterns
from category 1, and to highlight potential instances of
patterns from category 2. For those patterns in category 3,
even if there is no obvious way to identify them,
nonetheless, it is important to deal with them in some way,
therefore additional features are required for the system, a
Reporting feature to address instances of patterns for
category 3, as well as an Educational feature to create
awareness about dark patterns in general.
Future work will focus on full implementation of the
software tool and the inclusion of the Reporting and
Education features. The Reporting features of the system are
envisioned to work either in stand-alone mode, or shared
mode. In stand-alone mode the reporting process is recorded
locally on the user’s own computer as a series of XML files,
whereas in shared mode, the user can share their suspicions
about potential dark patterns with other users also using the
system, and they can also label and add a description to the
suspected pattern.
The Educational features will consist of a series of
micro-lessons describing the range of dark patterns. Also, a
series of pop-up windows will be developed with simple
explanations (and links to examples) of a specific pattern
will be developed, to remind the users about the key
characteristics of each specific pattern.
Finally, the framework provides a way forward to deal
with dark patterns in a comprehensive and comprehensible
manner. This has become more and more important as the
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number of services that have become available online
continues to grow, and in many cases these services are
available only exclusively online. It, therefore, becomes a
matter of necessity that as many people as possible are
aware of these deceitful patterns, and incumbent on IT
practitioners to spread the word about these patterns.
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Abstract— For many In-Vehicle-Network (IVN) and
Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) applications in the latest vehicle,
the higher Quality of Service (QoS) and more deterministic
networking are mandatory requirements. The paper proposes
an architecture to support latency sensitive communication that
is based on New IP technology. The new architecture and
technologies can provide the End-to-End (E2E) Latency
Guaranteed Service (LGS) and Bandwidth Guaranteed Service
(BGS) for any granularity of IP flow(s). It can be used for IVN
and V2X communication combined with 5G for future Internet.
This paper will use IVN as an example to prove that the New IP
can replace other legacy protocols and is able to provide
satisfactory service in terms of the critical QoS metrics
(Bandwidth, Latency, Jitter and Packet loss). The paper will
analyze the challenge of latency requirements for IVN, it focuses
on the design of new IVN control plane and data plane especially
queuing and scheduling. The theoretical latency analysis,
estimation and experimental verification are provided.
Keywords- IVN; V2X; TCP; IP; UDP; QoS; New IP;
Deterministic Networking; In-band signaling; Guaranteed
Service; Class Based Queueing, Priority Scheduling; Cyclic
Queueing, End-to-End; Traffic Shaping; Congestion; Packet loss;
Bandwidth; Latency; Jitter; eMBB; mMTC; uRLLC

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of [1], which
investigates the latency requirements for IVN, proposes a
New IP based IVN architecture, and presents a detailed study
and emulations. The paper will provide more details about the
New IP based V2X architecture, the algorithms, and
experimental results.
Recently, a trend in vehicle industry is that electrical or
hybrid motors are gradually replacing the combustion engine
and power transmission. The major components of Electrical
Vehicle (EV) are battery and electrical motors. They are
simpler, more modular, and easier to be manufactured with
standard and thus lower the manufacturing threshold and cost.
This results in tougher competitions in other areas, such as
Tele-driving, Self-driving, Infotainment System, etc. All
those advanced futures are computing driven and require
advanced networking technologies in following two areas:
• In-Vehicle-Network (IVN): this is the network inside
vehicle to connect different electronic devices, such as
Sensors, Actuators, Electrical controller unit (ECU), GPS,
Camera, Radar, LiDAR, Embedded computer, etc.
• Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X): This is a technology that
allows moving vehicle to communicate with other moving
vehicles, the traffic control system along roads, and
everything in Internet, such as Cloud, home, environment,

people, etc. The traditional V2X term only represents the
wireless technologies DSRC defined in IEEE802.11p [2],
and C-V2X defined in 3GPP [3]. DSRC is a modification
of Wi-Fi and allows wireless devices communicate
directly without intermediate device. C-V2X supports two
modes: Direct C-V2X (Devices communicate directly)
and Indirect C-V2X (Device communicate via wireless
network). In this paper, V2X is defined as a general term
that is End-to-End communication between any
applications within a car and another application running
outside of that car, that application could be running in
another car, in a cell phone, in cloud or in Internet.
There are different types of applications using IVN or
V2X. Based on the requirements for network, traffic can be
categorized as three types:
• The time sensitive: For this type of communication, the
latency requirement is stringent, but the data amount is
limited. This includes the communication for sensor data,
control data, such as the control for powertrain system,
braking system, security system, etc. The data rate is up to
Mbps per flow. This type of traffic normally could be
within a car on top of In-Vehicle-Network (example a), it
could also be between applications in a car and remote
applications on device outside the car using V2X (example
b):
a.

For Self-driving car, some critical sensor data and
control data are very time sensitive, the IVN must
provide the guaranteed service for shortest E2E
latency and zero packet loss.
b. Tele-driving system will control a car remotely by
human being, or by an automatic AI system in cloud.
The feedback data from a car and associated control
signal from remote site must experience the shortest
latency.
• The bandwidth sensitive: For this type of communication,
the latency requirement is not stringent, but the data
amount is higher. It includes GPS display, Radar, LiDAR
data feeding. The data rate could be up to tens of Mbps per
flow. Like the 1st type traffic, some of this type of traffic
is within a car, but some is between a car and a remote
application.
• Best-Effort: This is the traditional IP traffic that is not
belonging to above two types. Network will deliver the
traffic to destination without any guarantee.
For above three types of traffic, the 1st one is the most
challenging to support by the current technologies for V2X
and Internet. This is because the current V2X only addresses
the wireless technologies by DSRC or C-V2X but does not
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consider other wired network segments. From the perspective
of E2E effects for V2X, the latency, jitter and packet loss
happened in the segments of wired network are not negligible.
Since the IP network can only provide the Best-Effort service,
the queuing latency and packet loss due to congestion in IP
network is very normal.
The paper proposes to use New IP technology for new
architecture of IVN and V2X. New V2X architecture will
integrated 5G and New IP to obtain the true E2E guaranteed
service in terms of bandwidth, latency, jitter, and packet loss.
The remained paper has three parts:
• 1st part discusses the basics of New IP. Section II
introduces the New IP. Section III will talk about New IP
based V2X architecture.
• 2nd part focus on the new IP based IVN details that
includes Sections IV to IX. Section IV reviews the current
technologies for IVN. Sections V, VI and VII will discuss
the basics, architecture for control plane, and data plane
respectively. Section VIII addresses the latency analysis
and estimation. Section IX describes the network
modeling and experiments.
• 3rd part is in Section X that will describe the conclusions.
II.

NEW IP INTRODUCTION

New IP is a broad technology set dedicated to solving
requirements from future Internet, it is still in research stage
and not mature. It was first proposed in ITU [4], and some
research papers were published [5][6][7].
Compared with the existing IPv4 and IPv6, New IP has
many forward-looking visions and will support some new
features, such as
• Free Choice Addressing. Different size of IP address can
be used for different use case. For the scenario that packet
header overhead is a concern, such as in IOT network, a
shorter than IPv4 or IPv6 address can be selected. For the
extreme secured environment, invisible source address or
longer than 128-bit randomized address can be used. This
paper will not discuss this feature in detail. We still assume
to use IPv4 for IVN. For IVN experiment in Sections VIII
to IX, 32-bit IPv4 address is used for simulation.
• Deterministic E2E IP service. It can provide the
guaranteed service to satisfy the pre-negotiated Service
Level Agreement (SLA). New IP can be used for IVN and
E2E V2X since both have very strict QoS requirements
especially in bandwidth, latency, jitter, and packet loss that
the current IP technology cannot meet.
New IP can coexist with other technologies in Internet, the
traditional IP packets can still be processed and delivered in
New IP networks. The interworking between New IP and IP
networks can be easily provided by a proper gateway device
between different networks. Migration to New IP network can
take step by step gradually, we only need to upgrade the

network required to support new services that traditional IP
network cannot support, so, the cost is limited.
As a summary, New IP is for Future Internet to provide
services that the current Internet cannot provide. It is like the
New Radio (NR) for 5G [8] in objectives, solutions, and
technologies, see TABLE I for comparison.
TABLE I.

Purpose and
Requirements

Solutions

Technologies

5G NR for 5G and New IP for Future Internet

5G
• eMBB [9]
• mMTC [9]
• uRLLC [9]

Future Internet
• Ultra-high through put
• All things connected
• High Precision
Communication

• New Radio (5G NR)
• Service Based
Architecture (SBA) [10]
• New spectrum
• MIMO [8]
• New protocol stack at UE
• 5G NR QoS [8]
• Grant Free Dynamic
Scheduling

• New IP

• Flexible addressing
• Network Layer
Multiple path
• New protocol stack at
host and UE
• In-band signaling
• New queuing and
scheduling

There could be different technologies developed for New
IP for different use cases. The paper [7] has proposed key New
IP technologies to realize the E2E guaranteed service for
Internet, details are as following:
• In-band signaling. This is a control mechanism to provide
a scalable control protocol for flow level guaranteed
service. The key part of In-band signaling is that the
control messages are embedded into the user data packets.
With such binding, when the user data packets travel
through a network, the control messages can be fetched by
each network device on the path and control the behaviors
of expected devices accordingly. Since all QoS metrics
(bandwidth, latency, jitter, packet loss) are majorly
determined by each network device on how user data
packets are processed, accurately control network devices
on path is the best way to achieve the best service a
network can provide to applications. In traditional way,
such controls are provided by separate protocols
(sometimes called out-of-band signaling), the complexity
is high and the scalability are limited. Through in-band
signaling, the QoS path setup, SLA negotiation, Resource
Reservation, QoS forwarding state report and control are
accomplished without running extra control protocol like
RSVP [11] for IP, or Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP)
[12] for TSN [13]. The details of In-band signaling is
described in [7].
• Class based queuing and scheduling. It uses the concept of
Class as defined in Differentiated Service (DiffServ) [14]
to identify different types of traffic. Different class of
traffic is queued into different queues for differentiated
service. Priority Queuing (PQ) combined with Deficit
Weighted Round Robin (DWRR) or any other Weighted
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Faired Queuing (WFQ) are used. Compared with other
algorithms, this is the simplest to be implemented in highspeed hardware, and can achieve very satisfactory QoS in
bandwidth, latency, jitter, and packet loss ratio. It also
solves the scalability issue in Integrated Service (IntServ)
[15] where the per-flow queueing was used.
• New TCP/UDP transport stack for end devices. The
current TCP/UDP transport protocol stack was designed
based on the best-effort service from IP. Enhanced
protocol stacks are expected to obtain the benefits if the
network can provide guaranteed service while keep the
backward compatibility.
Above technologies set can be used by different
combinations for IVN and V2X. For V2X, all technologies
could be used. But for IVN, control methods (such as SDN
controller) other than In-band signaling can also be used.
III. NEW IP BASED V2X ARCHITECTURE
5G has defined that the End-to-End latency (uRLLC) is
the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of IP packets transmitted from
User End Device (UE) to the N6 interface in the 5G network
[16]. The N6 interface is the reference point between UPF and
Data Network (DN). It is obvious that uRLLC does not
include the latency occurred in UE and DN.
The latency in UE is that when IP packet left application,
it takes some time before the scheduler will send the packet to
outgoing physical interface, this delay is significant when the
UE has multiple applications running since different IP flow
will compete the resource to get service from Operating
System.

The paper proposes to combine New IP technologies with
5G wireless technologies for the new architecture of future
V2X communication.
To minimize the latency in UE, a new IP protocol stack is
needed for UE. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate these stacks in wired
and wireless device. The major changes for the new protocol
stack are new socket or API. It is introduced for applications
that require new service which is different with the traditional
best-effort service using traditional socket. The new socket
will pass application’s service expectation to the network. The
different flow with different service expectation will be
queued to different queues, Latency Guaranteed Service
(LGS) queue, Bandwidth Guaranteed Service (BGS) queue,
or Best-Effort (BE) queue. System scheduler will serve
different queue based on the priority and resource. Signaling
Process module is to process the setup and forwarding state
for in-band signaling. M-path control is for the multi-path
support, it could split one flow into different network path, or
replicate one flow couple of times to send to multiple network
path. Multi-path feature can either increase the total
bandwidth for application or compensate the packet loss due
to the physical failure on one path. For a wireless device, an
extra module will provide the interworking between New IP
and New Radio (Figure 2). This module will coordinate the
mapping between L3 multi-path and multiple Bearer
introduced in 5G NR.

The latency for Data Network is the time spent for IP
packets traveling from N6 interface to the IP (IPv4 or IPv6)
destination. The destination can be any IP address in Internet,
for example, a server inside a cloud. Normally, this latency is
significant and is much bigger than inside a 5G network.
Same behaviors will apply to other QoS characters. The
insufficient bandwidth, waiting for resource, and resulted
jitter and packet loss happened in DN is normal and
significant.
The root cause of above QoS degradation in data network
for IP is because all IP packets are treated equally on the path
the packet is traveling. Every IP packet is competing for the
network resource, this will result in unexpected congestion,
queue built up and even packet loss when queue is full. Even
there are many technologies to mitigate or fix the problem,
such as different congestion avoidance algorithms studied for
long time [17], TSN [13], L4S [18], MPLS traffic engineering
[19], etc. All these solutions are only working in a specific
network but cannot be applied to Internet from real end to end
(IP source to IP destination). It is insufficient to solve E2E
latency issue in Internet if only considering specific network
segments, such as wireless access network by 5G uRLLC [16]
or Ethernet network by TSN [13].

Figure 1. The New IP protocol stack for a computer or ECU.

Figure 2. The New IP protocol statck integrated with 5G New Radio (NR)
protocol stack for wireless device.
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To minimize the latency in Data Network, the in-band
signaling initiated from UE can pass through all network and
reach the IP destination. This mechanism provides a simpler
and more scalable control mechanism to provision a true endto-end guaranteed service for any IP based application. When
encountering a heterogeneous network (Ethernet, MPLS or
other types), the in-band signaling carried in IP packet can be
retrieved and used to interwork with other protocols, such as
SRP for TSN, RSVP-TE for MPLS, etc.
Figure 3 illustrates New IP enabled V2X architecture in
future Internet where IVN, 5G and wired data network in
Internet all need New IP enabled, with such architecture, the
true E2E deterministic service can be realized. It should be
noted, for the case of directly communication (DSRC or
Direct C-V2X), the architecture will only have IVN and V2X.

When more and more IP based applications come to IVN,
the disadvantage of above legacy protocols is obvious. Its cost
is normally higher than the TCP/IP plus Ethernet based
network, IP based application must re-write the interface with
new underlayer network if it is not Ethernet. AutoSAR [23]
has proposed all IP based interface for IVN, and IP based IVN
was proposed in [24][25].
However, without special technology, traditional TCP/IP
and Ethernet cannot satisfy the requirement of IVN in terms
of QoS. That is why IEEE TSN [13] was also proposed for
IVN [26].
B. Requirement for IVN
The most important requirement in terms of QoS for IVN
is the communication latency, jitter, and packet loss ratio.
The latency is crucial to the safety of vehicle and will
determine if a new technology can be used in IVN. So far,
there is no industry standard or requirement for the latency for
IVN. Below are some existing publications about the topic:

Figure 3. New IP enabled IVN architecture in future Internet.

Compared to the traditional V2X architecture which only
address the wireless technologies, the new architecture shown
in Figure 3 has New IP enabled networks including IVN, 5G
and Internet. Only after the integration of those new IP
enabled network, the true E2E service can be guaranteed for
new applications.
In above picture, how to use New IP for each segment of
network has many technical details. Due to the space limit, the
paper cannot go to details for each, but will only focus on the
case that New IP is used for IVN. We select IVN as an
example is because the traditional IVN did not use IP, it
normally uses some legacy protocols because of the stringent
latency and packet loss requirement. The paper will
demonstrate and prove that the New IP can provide the
satisfactory deterministic service that the traditional IP cannot
provide, and this service will satisfy the latency requirement
of IVN.
IV.

REVIEW OF CURRENT IVN TECHNOLOGIES

The section will brief the networking protocols used in
current IVN and analyze the latency requirement for IVN.
A. Network technologies in current IVN
Most of the current IVN uses the legacy protocols, such as
Local Interconnect Network (LIN) [20], Controller Area
Network (CAN) [21], FlexRay [22]. These are specifically L2
technologies, they use the special designed physical media,
signaling to manage strictly and timely for data to satisfy the
requirements for communications inside car.

• From the perspective of fastest human reaction time, the
IVN latency must not be slower than that. It is said the
fastest human reaction time is 250ms [27]. Some papers
gave lower values but not shorter than 100ms if human
brain is needed to process the input signal.
• The paper [26] mentioned the latency for control data must
be less than 10ms. The papers [24] and [28] said the
latency for control data must be less than 2.5ms.
Based on all available analysis, it is safe to assume that the
qualified IVN must support the E2E latency not bigger than
2.5ms. During this short time, a car with a speed of 200 km/s
will only move 0.138m.
There is no requirement for the jitter from current research.
Theatrically, jitter can be removed by buffering technology
when the maximum latency is within the target.
The zero-packet-loss is expected for control data. In a
packet network (Ethernet or IP), the packet loss is normally
caused by two factors: (1) the congestion in network (2)
physical failure, such as link, node, hardware. The 1st factor
has much higher occurrence probability and higher packet loss
ratio than the 2nd factor. Thus, it must be eliminated for control
data in New IP based IVN. The loss by 2nd factor can be
mitigated or eliminated by sending the same data to two or
multiple disjoined paths to reach the same destination, and/or,
sending the same data more than one time as long as the time
period is chosen below the upper bound of the latency.
V.

THE IVN ARCHITECTURE - INTRODUCTION

The new architecture of IVN is based on New IP
technologies and consists of Control plane and Data Plane.
This section will discuss some basics for architecture.
A. Topologies
The topologies of new IVN can be any type, but to reduce
the complexity and to provide a redundant protection, the
paper proposes to use two topologies, one is the Spine-Leaf
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topology, and another is Ring topology. They are shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

Figure 4. The Spine-Leaf IVN topology.

applications, since IP is more general technology that fits most
of existing application’s interfaces. In addition to that, IP
device is normally cheaper than legacy device especially in
higher speed.
C. Backward Compatibility
The legacy protocol LIN, CAN and FlexRay are still
supported in the new IVN architecture. As shown in Figures 4
and 5, legacy ECUs used for legacy protocols can still be
attached to the legacy bus. The New IP based network node
will have an interworking function to support the legacy
protocols. Figure 6 illustrates a Gateway board with two
interfaces: Ethernet and FlexRay, and another board only has
Ethernet interface. Two board can be connected by Ethernet
interface. The ECU attached to the FlexRay bus can
communicate with any application running in both boards on
top of New IP.

Figure 5. The Ring IVN Topology.

In the topologies illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, there are
always two disjointed physical paths between any network
devices. Also, the Ethernet Bus is supported. The advantages
of such design are:
• The protection of physical link. Any failure of any link
does not completely stop the communication.
• The higher reliability for zero packet loss. Multiple paths
of New IP can be used to transport critical packet to two
paths to compensate possible packet loss due to temporary
failure or fault in one physical transmission media.
• Ethernet Bus can make the plug-and-play possible for
most of sensors, ECU, computers, etc.
B. Network Device and Link
The network device can be either IP Router or Ethernet
Switch. IP router is more powerful to provide more features in
networking, such as more flexibility in routing and network
state changes, higher link utilization, secured communication,
etc.
When Ethernet Switch is selected, DPI (Deep Packet
Inspection) should be configured to check the IP level
information (address, port, protocol, DSCP values) for
admission control for IP flows.
The Physical Link and protocol can be any type of Layer
2 link, Normal Ethernet or IEEE802.1 with the speed higher
than 100 Mbps is minimum, and 1G ~10G is better to achieve
a shorter latency. There is no need to select any special
IEEE802.1Q serials, such as TSN. This is one of the
advantages of the new architecture compared with TSN and
other legacy protocols (LIN, CAN, FlexRay, etc). It not only
provides more flexibility in device development and
technology selection, but also save the cost for V2X

Figure 6. Interworking between Ethernet and FlexRay.

D. New Service
The new service provided by New IP based IVN is “E2E
flow level guaranteed service for bandwidth, latency, jitter and
packet loss”. Following is detail about the new service:
• The E2E is defined as “From Application(s) of one enduser device to other Application(s) of another end-user
device. For IVN, the end-user device is any device
connected to IVN that supports TCP/IP protocols, and
application is running on top of TCP/IP, such as TCP/IP
capable ECU, Embedded computer, Infotainment system,
Mobile device, etc.
• The Flow can be any granularity, for example, it can be an
IP flow defined by 5 tuples (source/destination address,
source/destination port number, protocol), or a group of
flows defined by less tuples, such as source/destination
address.
• The Guaranteed service means that the service provided
by system will go through some crucial steps like Service
Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation or provisioning,
admission control and user traffic conformity
enforcement, etc. After all procedures are accomplished,
the promised service will meet the negotiated bandwidth,
latency, jitter, and packet loss defined in SLA.
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• Different application may need different guaranteed
service. For example, critical sensor and control data may
need the guaranteed service for both bandwidth and
latency. The new service is like the service for Scheduled
traffic and Real-time traffic defined in FlexRay [22]. For
these types of traffic, the strictest service is needed to
achieve the minimum latency, jitter, and packet loss ratio.
almost all other type of data does not need any guaranteed
service, the best-effort service is good enough. For any
application, weather it needs the new service is case by
case and up to the application’s requirement from the
networking.
VI.

ARCHITECTURE- CONTROL PLANE

This section discusses the aspects of control plane for new
IVN architecture including the Control Plane Candidates, and
Control Plane Functions.
A. Control Plane Candidates
The control plane could select the following candidates:
• Central controller: such as SDN controller or network
management controller. For IVN, it is normally a
controller’s responsibility to provision some basic
function for IVN, such as address assignment, routing
protocol configuration (for dynamic routing) and static
routing table installation (for fast and simple system boot
up). Central controller can also be used for the static
provisioning for the guaranteed service, such as scheduled
and real-time traffic configuration on ECUs,
• In-band signaling protocol [7] is an alternative control
method distributed to all network nodes. It can be used for
connections between IVN and cloud for critical data in
V2X scenario, it can also be used in IVN for dynamic
service state report, network state OAM and network
problem diagnosis. In-band signaling is not mandatory for
communication within IVN.
B. Control Plane Functions
In addition to the static provisioning from a central
controller described in A, another key function for the control
plane to achieve the guaranteed service support is the
Admission Control. All flows requesting new service, except
the Best Effort, must obtain the approve for the admission
from central controller or from in-band signaling process. This
includes three steps:
• An application requesting new service specifies the
expectation of service type (BGS, LGS), the traffic pattern
(rate specification) and expected End-to-End latency.
• System (Central controller or the network device) will
process the request and try to reserve the resource for the
flow, and notify the application about the CIR (Committed
Information Rate), PIR (Peak Information Rate), bounded
end-to-end latency and jitter values, packet loss ratio, etc.
• The application agreed the offered service will send traffic
according to the system notification, i.e., send traffic no

more than CIR, and monitor the notification from network
to adjust the traffic pattern accordingly.
VII. ARCHITECTURE - DATA PLANE
This section discusses the aspects of data plane for new
IVN architecture including the Protocol Selection, Queuing
and Scheduling Algorithm, Traffic shaping, Latency
estimation.
A. Protocol Selection
As new IVN is IP based, IPv4 is proposed to be the basic
protocol for New IP, a protocol extension is needed if in-band
signaling is used [29]. All data process, such as forwarding,
traffic classification, traffic shaping, queuing, and scheduling,
are for IPv4 data. It is noted that New IP’s “Free address
choice” feature can provide address shorter than IPv4 that can
benefit the latency, but it is not discussed here.
B. Traffic Classification and Services
This paper will propose to classify all IVN traffic as four
types:
• Scheduled traffic (ST). This type of traffic has fixed data
size, exact time of when the data is starting and what is the
interval of the data. Normally, all sensor data report and
control data belong to this type. Typically, IVN can
configure the polling mechanism for all sensors to make
use of this type of traffic. The service associated with this
type of traffic will get LGS. This type of traffic is
classified as EF class in DSCP value defined in DiffServ.
• Real-Time Traffic (RT). This type of traffic has fixed data
size, but the time of the data starting, and the data rate is
unknow. Normally, all urgent sensor data report and
control data belong to this type. IVN can configure the
critical sensors to send data to controller in the situation of
emergency and the polling mechanism did not catch the
latest data changes. The service associated with this type
of traffic is also LGS. But the latency and jitter might be a
little bigger than for the ST depending on the algorithm
and burst of RT. This type of traffic is classified as AF4x
class in DSCP value.
• Bandwidth Guaranteed Traffic. This type of traffic has
special requirement from the network bandwidth, but not
the latency, jitter, and packer loss ratio. Normally, the IVN
software update from cloud, diagnosis data uploading to
cloud, on-line gaming and streaming for infotainment
system, etc., belong to this type. It can be classified as any
AFxy class (other than EF and AF4x) in DSCP value.
• Best-Effort Traffic. This is a default class of traffic, all
applications that do not require any special treatment from
network perspective can be classified as this type of traffic,
Best Effort Class is used.
There are four types of services in IVN corresponding to
the above four type of traffic. TABLE II shows QoS
Characters and Use Case for different type of services. Both
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Scheduled Traffic (ST), Real-Time Traffic (RT) are treated by
Latency Guaranteed Service (LGS) as described in [7]. The
traffic that only needs the bandwidth guarantee is treated by
Bandwidth Guaranteed Service (BGS). Other types of traffic
are treated by Best-Effort Service (BES)
TABLE II.

FOUR TYPE OF SERVICE AND QOS
CHARACTERS

Service
Type

QoS Characters

Use Case

LGS for
Scheduled
Traffic

Bandwidth: Network guarantees the
bandwidth is within (CIR, PIR)
Latency: Most precise. Network
guarantees E2E bounded latency
Jitter: Approximately zero
Packet Loss: Almost Zero
• Congestion-free
• Lossless queuing
• Multi-path to prevent drop from
physical failure
Bandwidth: Network guarantees the
bandwidth is within (CIR, PIR)
Latency: Minimized. Network
guarantees E2E bounded latency
Jitter: ½ of E2E bounded latency
Packet Loss: Minimized
• Congestion-free
• Lossless queuing
• Only drop when physical failure
Bandwidth: Network guarantees the
bandwidth is within (CIR, PIR)
Latency: Less important
Jitter: Less important
Packet Loss: Don’t care

Asynchronous
or Synchronous
communication:
Critical sensor
and control data

Don’t care

Other data

LGS for
Real Time
Traffic

BGS for
bandwidth
sensitive
traffic

BES for
other type
of traffic

Algorithm 1: Asynchronous Class Based Scheduler
Packet *pkt scheduler () {
//Scheduler function. The EFQ has the highest priority, AF4xQ and other Q
have lower priority and are served by DWRR
1. while EFQ.length() > 0 do
//serve the EF queue
2.
EFQ.dequeue(pkt)
3.
return(pkt)
4. while AF4xQ.length() > 0 do
//serve the AF4x queue
5.
W_AF4x -> W_AF4x’
//update weight W for AF4x
6.
if W_AF4x’ < WAF4x then //updated W < assigned W for AF4x
7.
AF4xQ.dequeue(pkt)
8.
return(pkt)
9.
else
10.
continue
11. while BEQ.length() > 0 do
//serve the BE queue
12.
BEQ.dequeue(pkt)
13.
return(pkt)
14.}
Figure 7. 1st Algorithm and psudo code: Asynchrous Solution.

Asynchronous
communication:
Critical sensor
and control data

Un-critical data

C. Queuing and Scheduling Algorithm
The paper proposes two types of algorithms illustrated in
Figures 7 and 8. One is for asynchronous environment that
there is no clock sync for network. Another is synchronous
environment that clock is synced with certain accuracy for
IVN including all devices. Below are details, also, the
experiment section is based on the two algorithms discussed
here.

Timer:
T_EF: The time when EF class is started to be served
T_AF4x: The time when AF4x class is started to be served
T_BE: The time when BE class is started to be served
Tc: Cycle time interval
Tgb: Time interval for Guard-band
T_BE_mgb = T_BE - Tgb
Tc_mgb = Tc – Tgb

Algorithm 2: Synchronous Class Based Scheduler
Void timerProcess (TIMER ExpiredTimer) {
//Timer process function, process events when a timer expired. When a timer
expired, the associated gate is open, then the scheduler can schedule the traffic
for the class. Example only shows three classes.
1. if ExpiredTimer == T_EF then
//Timer for T_EF is expired
2.
openGate = EF
//Open the gate for EF
3.
if isTimerRunning() != true then
4.
startTimer(T_AF4x)
//Start next timer for T_AF4x
5. else if ExpiredTimer == T_AF4x then //Timer for T_AF4x is expired
6.
openGate = AF4x
//Open the gate for AF4x
7.
isTimerRunning() != true then
8.
startTimer(T_BE_mgb)
//Start next timer for T_BE_mgb
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9. else if ExpiredTimer == T_BE_mgb then
10.
//Timer for T_BE_mgb is expired
11.
openGate == NONE
//Close the gate for all
12.
isTimerRunning() != true then
13.
startTimer(T_BE)
/
/Start next timer for T_BE
14. else if ExpiredTimer == T_BE then
//Timer for T_BE is expired
15.
openGate = BE
//Open the gate for BE
16.
isTimerRunning() != true then
17.
startTimer(Tc_mgb)
//Start next timer for Tc_mgb
18. else if ExpiredTimer == Tc_mgb then
19.
//Timer for Tc_mgb is expired
20.
openGate = NONE
//Close the gate for all
21.
isTimerRunning() != true then
22.
Increment all timer by Tc
//Increase all timer by one Tc
23.
startTimer(T_EF)
//Start next timer for T_EF
24.}
25.
26.Packet *pkt scheduler () {
//Scheduler function
27. while EFQ.length() > 0 and
28.
openGate == EF do
//serve the EF queue
29.
EFQ.dequeue(pkt)
30.
return(pkt)
31. while AF4xQ.length() > 0 and
32.
openGate == AF4x do
//serve the AF4x queue
33.
W_AF4x -> W_AF4x’
//update weight W for AF4x
34.
if W_AF4x’ < WAF4x then //updated W < assigned W for AF4x
35.
AF4xQ.dequeue(pkt)
36.
return(pkt)
37.
else
38.
continue
39. ….
//serve other queues
40. while BEQ.length() > 0 and
41.
openGate == BE do
15.
BEQ.dequeue(pkt)
//serve the BE queue
42.
return(pkt)
43.}
Figure 8. 2nd Algorithm and psudo code: Synchrous Solution.

• For asynchronous environment, Priority Queuing (PQ)
combined with Deficit Weighted Round Robin (DWRR)
or any type of Weighted Faired Queuing (WFQ) are used.
It is called the 1st Algorithm in the document thereafter.
Normally, the time sensitive flows, i.e., scheduled traffic
(EF class) and real-time traffic (AF4x class) are put into
the 1st and 2nd priority of the queue, and other classes of
traffic, BGS and Best Effort class of traffic, are put into
the lower priority queues. For admission control and
scheduler configuration, the total CIR for LGS class, and
the WEIGHT values of BGS class can be calculated from
the sum of CIR of all flows in the same class. This
algorithm has already deeply analyzed in [7].
• For synchronous environment, above asynchronous
PQ+DWRR algorithm is combined with Cyclic Queuing
(CQ). It is called the 2nd Algorithm in the document
thereafter. Each class of traffic has a dedicated time
window to be served by the scheduler. The service time is
associated with the sum of CIR of all flows in the same
service. The Scheduler will calculate and adjust the
serving time window for each class when a flow’s state is
changed, such as new flow is added, or old flow is
removed. The guard-band is added for lower priority
classes to guarantee the EF class traffic, when served, is
not blocked by lower priority traffic on wire. In another
word, when EF class is served, the wire is always available

for transmission. The guard-band timer interval can be
calculated as the required time to transmit one maximum
size of packet on wire speed.
D. Traffic Shaping
Traffic shaping is used to absorb the overflow and burst of
the traffic in the class and its objectives are: (1) the packet in
the class is never built up, thus reducing the latency (2) traffic
in lower priority class is never starved by higher priority
traffic. Existing Single Rate Three Color Marker [30] or Two
Rate Three Color Marker [31] could be used for traffic
shaping. Other type shaping like leaky bucket shaping can also
be used. Traffic shaping deployment is very flexible. It can be
configured in both ingress and egress interface. It can be per
flow based, or per class based.
Flow-level traffic shaping in ingress interface can also be
used as the policy enforcement module, it will check the user’s
traffic to see if it is allowed to pass or trigger some policy,
such as discard or put into lower priority to process.
VIII. LATENCY ANALYSIS AND ESTIMATION
To provide the Latency Guaranteed Service (LGS) for ST
and RT, the network must be able to estimate the latency for
a network path and offer to user in the provisioning stage.
This is the requirement for SLA negotiation. This section will
analyze all factors that can result in network latency and
discuss some basic formulas.
A. The Latency Analysis for IP Network
In this paper, the latency estimation is for E2E from the
perspective of user’s application. The latency must include all
delay occurred in network and hosts. This is illustrated in
Figure 9. The formula for the latency is as in (1) and (2). The
superscript “LGS” denotes LGS packet.
𝑛
𝐿𝐺𝑆
𝐷𝑒2𝑒

= 𝑃𝐷 +

𝑚

∑(𝑂𝐷𝑖𝐿𝐺𝑆
𝑖=1

+

𝑄𝐷𝑖𝐿𝐺𝑆 )

+ ∑ 𝑆𝐷𝑠𝐿𝐺𝑆 = 𝑡1 − 𝑡0
s=1

𝑆𝐷𝑆𝐿𝐺𝑆 = 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝑆 ∗ 8/𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡

(1)
(2)

o

t0: the time the 1st bit of a pack is leaving the application
process on the source host.

o

t1: the time the 1st bit of the pack is received by the
application process on the destination host.

o

𝑃𝐷: Propagation delay, this delay is limited by the speed
of signaling in a physical media. For example, it is
approximately 200k KM/s in optical fiber.

o

𝑂𝐷𝑖 : The other delays (pack process, deque, decapsulation, lookup, switch, L2-rewrite, encapsulation,
etc.) at the i-th hop and source host. This delay is related
to the Forwarding Chip and hardware, it is normally and
relatively steady for a specified router or switch and can
be easily measured. This delay is insignificant compared
with 𝑄𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝐷 described below.
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o

𝑄𝐷𝑖: The queuing delay at the i-th hop and source host.

o

𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
: the maximum queue depth for AF4x queue.

o

𝑆𝐷𝑠: The serialization delay at the s-th link segment, it
can be calculated by the formula (2). 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝑆 is the packet
length (byte) for the LGS flow. 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the link speed.

o

𝐸𝐹
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
: the maximum queueing time for EF queue.

o

𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
: the maximum queueing time for AF4x queue.

o

𝐸𝐹
𝑅𝑖𝑛
: the ingress rate for EF queue.

o

𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝑅𝑖𝑛
: the ingress rate for AF4x queue.

o

𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖𝐸𝐹 : the Committed Information Rate (cir) for the i-th
flow for EF queue.

o

𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖𝐴𝐹4𝑥 : the Committed Information Rate (cir) for the ith flow for AF4x queue.

o

𝑟𝐸𝐹 : the burst coefficient for the traffic of EF queue.

o

𝑟𝐴𝐹4𝑥 : the burst coefficient for the traffic of AF4x queue.

o

𝑇: the cycle time for the scheduler when CQ is used.

Figure 9. The End-to-End Latency for IP Applications.

B. Estimation for the Queuing Latency (QD)
The formulas for the queueing latency estimation (for the
same packet size) have been derived in [7] for the 1st
Algorithm. In this paper, different packet size for two class is
used, thus formulas are different as in [7]. The maximum
number of packet and queuing time for a queue (EF or AF4x)
under the worst scenario for a hop are shown in equations
from (3) to (8).
𝐸𝐹
𝐸𝐹
𝐸𝐹
⁄𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ (𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
= ⌈𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1) + 1⌉
𝐸𝐹
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥

=

𝐸𝐹
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐸𝐹

∗𝐿

(3)

∗ 8/𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡

(4)

𝐸𝐹
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐸𝐹
⁄𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ (𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
= ⌈𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1) + 1⌉ +
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
⁄𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ (𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊
⌈(𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1) + 1) ∗ (𝑅𝑖𝑛 ⁄𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 )⌉

(5)
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
∗ 𝐿𝐴𝐹4𝑥 ∗ 8/𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐸𝐹
𝑅𝑖𝑛

=

𝑚

𝑟𝐸𝐹 ∑𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖𝐸𝐹
𝑛

𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝑅𝑖𝑛
= 𝑟𝐴𝐹4𝑥 ∑𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖𝐴𝐹4𝑥

(6)
(7)
(8)

For the 2nd Algorithm, the packet in any queue is served
on a pre-allocated time window, and this will guarantee that
flows will not be interfered by any packets in other queues. So,
it is easy to estimate that the maximum number of packets in
a queue is as in (9), (10). The associated queuing time is the
same as in (4) and (6). However, for the worst scenario when
a packet is out of the allocated window for some reason, the
maximum latency will be as the (11).
𝐸𝐹
𝐸𝐹
⁄𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 1⌉
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
= ⌈𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
⁄𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 1⌉
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
= ⌈𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝐸𝐹
𝐴𝐹4𝑥
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
=𝑇

IX.

NETWORK MODELING AND EXPERIMENTS

To verify and analyze the New IP based IVN architecture
can meet the requirements of IVN, OMNeT++ [32] is used to
simulate the network, the detailed bandwidth, E2E latency,
pack loss, etc., can be retrieved from tests. OMNeT++ is very
popular to simulate time driven events and activities involved
in networking technologies, it can accurately calculate and
simulate the life of each individual packet traveling from
source to destination via different intermediate devices. So, its
results in QoS metrics are very close to the theoretical
estimations.
A. Network Topology
The network is illustrated in Figure 10. It is a ring topology
but with the cut of another ring link to focus on the latency
simulation under the worst scenario (longer latency). All links
speed is 100 Mbps. The network consists of ECU, computers,
and routers. ECU is to simulate the sensors with control
connected on Ethernet Bus. It has a full TCP/IP stack and is
responsible for the ST and RT generation and process. The ST
and RT are simulated by UDP packets. Computers are
simulating the generation and process of Best-Effort traffics
(TCP and UDP) that are used to interfere ST and RT between
ECUs.

(9)
(10)
(11)

The symbols and parameters in the formulas above are
described as below,
o

The symbol “ ⌈ ⌉” is the rounding up operator.

o

𝐸𝐹
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
: the maximum queue depth for EF queue.

Figure 10. Network Topology and traffic.
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The purpose of simulation is to illustrate the new
architecture can provide the E2E guaranteed service for ST
and RT flows when the network is severely congested and
interfered by the Best-Effort traffic. The E2E guaranteed
service includes three criteria: (1) bounded latency (2)
bounded jitter (3) congestion free and lossless. Moreover, the
tested latency and jitter for ST and RT should be close to the
estimated latency described in section VIII.
B. Network Devices
Each router consists of Ingress Modules, Switch Fabric
and Egress Modules that are illustrated in Figure 11. The
Ingress Modules simulate the traffic classification and ingress
traffic shaping functions; The Egress Modules simulate the
egress traffic shaping, queuing, and scheduling functions. The
Switch Fabric Modules simulate the IP lookup, switching and
L2 re-writing functions. Two types of schedulers are used.
Only class level traffic shaping is used for ST for ingess and
egress.

Figure 11. Router structure.

C. Traffic Configuration
To simulate the worst scenario, very heavy traffic for the
IVN simulation is configured as below:

Figure 12. The Cyclic Queueing Configuration.

o The cycle T for all router and hosts are 10ms.
o A guard-band of 1500 bytes or 120 us are configured for
both AF4x and BE classes. 120 us is the time to transmit 1500
bytes packet on 100M bps link.
o The time window size for EF and AF41 are 22% and 32%
of the cycle T respectively.
E. Experiment Results and Analysis for E2E Latency/Jitter
This sub-section will analyze the E2E latency/jitter for
different type of traffic, compare the experiment results with
the theoretical estimation made in Section VIII.
TABLE III shows the detailed calculation for the E2E
latency estimation. First, estimate the maximum number of
packets queued in each egress link of all routers on the path,
then calculate the maximum queuing delay. The minimum
E2E latency means there is no queueing latency in each hop,
so it is determined by the sum of all link segment’s
serialization latency on the path. Each 100M link will have
20.3 us serialization latency for 254 bytes ST or RT traffic.
The burst coefficient for each case is also shown in Table III.
Higher coefficients for router R0 and R1 are selected since
there are aggregation of the traffic for the routers. For other
routers, the coefficient is selected as 1, or no burst effect.
TABLE III.

THE E2E DELAY ESTIMATION OF ST AND RT
FLOWS

• There is total 100 ST flows and 100 RT flows using UDP,
each flow has the packet size 254 bytes (200 bytes data,
54 bytes of UDP and Ethernet header), the send interval is
10ms. So, each flow has a rate of 203.2 Kbps. Both rate
for ST flows and RT flows are 20.32Mbps, it means the
remained bandwidth for BGS, and BE is about 60Mbps.
• 50 ST flows and 50 RT flows are from ECU H01 and H02
to H31 and H32, these flows’ results are checked and
compared with the estimation. 50 ST flows and 50 RT
flows are from ECU H11 and H12 to H21, H22.
• There is total 250 interference flows configured between
other computers. The interference flows will cause all
links between routers congested, R1 link Eth[0] is the most
severely congested router and link. All flows packet size
are 200 bytes or 1500 bytes. Both TCP and UDP are
configured for interference flows.

TABLE IV shows the Min/Max E2E Delay for the worst
performed flow, and estimation values also compared. The
worst performed flow is defined as that the flow’s Max E2E
delay is the biggest in all flows in the same class.
Jitter is not shown in the table, but it can be easily
calculated by the variation of mean and Min/Max value, the
mean value can be simply calculated by the average of
Min/Max values.

D. Cyclic Queueing and Scheduler Configuration
For the 2nd algorithm, the detail of the cyclic queuing is
configured as in Figure 12.
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TABLE IV.

THE COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT RESULT
AND ESTIMATION

Figures 13-16 illustrate the E2E delay changes with time
for the worst performed flows shown in TABLE IV.

Figure 16. The 2nd Algo: The E2E Latency (min=169us, max=169us) for
the worst performed RT flow.

F. The Receiver’s Instantaneous Bandwidth and Packet
Loss Verification
This sub-section will verify there is no bandwidth loss for
every flow. “No bandwidth loss” is verified by checking if
receiver’s instantaneous rate or bandwidth is similar to the
sender’s rate for every flow.

Figure 13. The 1st Algo: The E2E Latency (min=108us, max=391us) for
the worst performed ST flow.

The receiver’s Instantaneous Bandwidth (B) is calculated
for each received packet at receiver side by the formulars (12)
to (13), there are three scenarios :
• When there is only one packet received:
𝐵=0

(12)

• When there are two packets received with different size in
byte. At t0, received a packet and its size is 𝐿𝑡0 . At t1,
received a packet and its size is 𝐿𝑡1 :
𝐵 = 0.5 ∗ (𝐿𝑡0 + 𝐿𝑡1 ) ∗ 8/(𝑡1 − 𝑡0)

Figure 14. The 1st Algo: The E2E Latency (min=278us, max=542us) for
the worst performed RT flow.

(13)

• When there are more than two packets received with
different size in byte. Three packets are sampled for
calculation: At t0, received a packet and its size is 𝐿𝑡0 . At
t1, received a packet and its size is 𝐿𝑡1 . At t2, received a
packet and its size is 𝐿𝑡2 :
𝐵 = (0.5 ∗ 𝐿𝑡0 + 𝐿𝑡1 + 0.5 ∗ 𝐿𝑡2 ) ∗ 8/(𝑡2 − 𝑡0) (14)
For the test for Algorithm 1, five ST flow’s sending rate
are set differently at source, two have constant rate and three
have variable rate.
For the test for Algorithm 2, five ST flow’s sending rate
are constant. It is hard to set the rate to be variable for
algorithm 2 since if a packet is not sending at its allocated time
window, there will be extra delay of time cycle. This will
impact the analysis for the instantaneous bandwidth.

Figure 15. The 2nd Algo: The E2E Latency (min=109us, max=152us) for
the worst performed ST flow.

The paper only demonstrates the bandwidth for ST flows.
The results for RT flows are similar.
Figures 17 to 20 illustrate the instantaneous rate or
bandwidth for the five ST flows for two algorithms
respectively. It is obvious that each flow for two algorithms
has almost same wave shape. It indicates that the receiver’s
instantaneous rate is almost the same as the sender’s rate, so
there is no bandwidth loss for the network.
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Figure 17. The 1st Algo: The Sender’s Instantaneous Bandwdith for 5 ST
flow.

Figure 21. The statistics for all Queues for two algorithms

Here is a summary from the test results:

Figure 18. The 1st Algo: The Receiver’s Instantaneous Bandwdith for 5 ST
flows.

Figure 19. The 2nd Algo: The Receiver’s Instantaneous Bandwdith for the
worst performed ST flow.

• The queuing latency of higher priority queues by PQ is
very short and is not impacted by the congestion of lower
priority class of traffic. E2E Maximum latency estimation
in Section VIII can be used as the rough prediction for
almost all traffic’s real maximum E2E latency.
• Lossless and congestion free can be achieved for ST and
RT flows if the admission control is done for the flows.
When the total rate for ST and RT flows are below the CIR
of service expectation has claimed, there will be no packet
drop caused by queue overflow.
• The E2E latency shown in the experiment does not include
“Other Delay” and “Propagation Delay” described in
Section VIII. “Propagation Delay” is very trivial in IVN,
but “Other Delay” should be considered and added up if
they are significant compared with the final queueing
latency. For most of forwarding chip, “Other Delay” is
very small and below hundred microseconds, but for x86
based virtual router, it might not be true depending on the
forwarding software design.
• The latency per hop is inversely proportional to the link
speed. For example, the experiment using 100M link with
4 hops network can achieve hundreds microsecond for
E2E latency. It is expected that the corresponding latency
for the same network is about tens of microsecond and
couple microseconds for 1G and 10G link, respectively.
Higher link rate will not only reduce latency, but also
provide more bandwidth for non-time-sensitive
applications. So, the paper proposes to use at least 1G link
for the IVN in the future.
X.

Figure 20. The 2nd Algo: The Receiver’s Instantaneous Bandwdith for the
worst performed RT flow.

This sub-section will also verify there is no packet drop
from queuing and congestion. To demonstrate the lossless and
congestion-free for ST and RT flows, Figure 21 shows the
statistics of all queues in R1 for two algorithms. No packet
dropped in EF and AF4x queues while there are packets
dropped in BE queue. This is as expected, congestion should
only happen for BE traffic, ST and RT flows are not impacted
and are lossless and congestion-free. R1 is the most severely
congested, other Router’s queues also have similar pattern. No
packet drops for EF and AF4x.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper has proposed a new architecture for future V2X
communication, that is based on the integration of New IP and
5G Technologies. Unlike the 5G uRLLC that is only limited
in wireless network for its end-to-end definition, The new
V2X architecture can provide a real end-to-end guaranteed
service for bandwidth, latency, jitter and packet loss. The “real
end-to-end” will cover all segments of network including user
end device (UE) associated with IP source, wireless access,
wireless core network, data network and to another user end
device or computer in Internet associated with IP destination.
The paper also analyzed the detailed requirements for the
In-Vehicle-Network in terms of QoS characters. The paper
proposed to use New IP for future IVN. Class based queueing
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and scheduling plus traffic shaping can provide per-hop LGS
and BGS. Combined with Central Controller or In-band
Signaling, the E2E guaranteed service for new IVN can be
achieved by enforcing the per-hop guaranteed service on all
network devices on the IP forwarding path. The solution is
backward compatible as the existing IP traffic and traditional
best effort service can coexist with the new classes of traffic
and new services.
To prove the concept, the paper also discussed in detail
about the experiments of network modelling on New IP based
IVN. The simulation has demonstrated that the New IP can
satisfy very stringent QoS requirements for IVN. The results
indicate the future IVN can obsolete diversified legacy
protocols and unify to one protocol: New IP. This will
dramatically reduce the cost of IVN.
The paper investigated two algorithms for scheduling,
asynchronous and asynchronous solutions. If the accurate
clock can be provided, the synchronous solution by using CQ
could improve the latency and jitter significantly. But it must
be noted that costs of synchronous solution are not trivial,
following tasks are mandatory:

• Simpler method than preemption is needed to eliminate
the extra latency and jitter for higher priority traffic caused
by a lower priority packet on hardware that is in
transmission. This unfinished packet is the root cause of
jitter for high priority traffic. Preemption is hard to realize
in hardware. Without preemption, the only way to
eliminate such effect is to use CQ, but CQ has to sacrifice
the link utilization.
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Abstract—Following the COVID-19 pandemic and the
subsequent vaccine related news, the information community
has seen the emergence of unique misinformation narratives in
a wide array of different online outlets, through social media,
blogs, videos, etc. Taking inspiration from previous COVID-19
and misinformation detection related works, we expanded our
topic modeling tool. We added filtering capabilities to the tool
to adapt to more chaotic social media datasets and create a
chronological representation of online text content. We curated a
corpus of 543 misinformation pieces whittled down to 243 unique
misinformation narratives, and collected two separate sets of
652,120 and 1,664,123 YouTube comments. From our corpus
of misinformation stories, this tool has shown to accurately
represent the ground truth of COVID misinformation stories.
This highlights some of the misinformation narratives unique
to the COVID-19 pandemic and provides a quick method to
monitor and assess misinformation diffusion, enabling policy
makers to identify themes to focus on for communication
campaigns. To expand previous publications and further
explore the potential of topic streams in understanding online
misinformation, we propose a framework used as a filter to help
whittle down big data corpora and identify latent misinformation
within. This could be scaled and applied to very large social
networks to highlight misinformation.
Keywords-misinformation; disinformation; topic models; topic
streams; COVID-19; misinfodemic; narratives.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Social media is characterized as a powerful online interaction and information exchange medium. However, it has
given rise to new forms of deviant behaviors, such as spreading fake news, misinformation, and disinformation. For this
reason, we began this research in our previous publication
[1] and are now introducing this extended version. Due to
afforded anonymity and perceived diminished personal risk of
connecting and acting online, deviant groups are becoming
increasingly common. Online deviant groups have grown in
parallel with Online Social Networks (OSNs), whether it is
black hat hackers using Twitter to recruit and arm attackers,
announce operational details, coordinate cyber-attacks [2], and
post instructional or recruitment videos on YouTube targeting
certain demographics; or state/non-state actors and extremist
groups (such as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) savvy
use of social communication platforms to conduct phishing
operations, such as viral retweeting of messages containing
harmful URLs leading to malware [3].

More recently, there is a surge in misinformation and scam
cases pertaining to COVID-19. The problem of misinformation
is actually worse than the pandemic itself. That is why it is
called infodemic or more specifically, misinfodemic. Like the
pandemic, misinformation cases are also rising exponentially.
These cases are more difficult to track than the epidemic, as
they can originate in the dark corners of the Internet. To make
matters worse, we cannot enforce lockdown on the Internet
to stop the spread of this infodemic. This is in part because,
during crises, the Internet is usually the first mode of communication and source of information. Although there are some
quarantine efforts, for instance form social media companies,
such as Facebook, YouTube, and retail companies like Amazon
are doing their best to block such content, by suspending
bad actors or scammers who are spreading misinformation to
further their political agenda or to try to profit off of this
adversity. But such cases are simply too many and growing
too fast. What makes this problem worse is the fact that the
information spreads like a wildfire on the Internet, especially
the false or misinformation. Many studies have concluded that
misinformation travels faster than its corrective information,
and the more questionable the misinformation is the faster it
travels. This is simply because on social media people usually
have a lot more virtual friends than they do in their real life.
So, if they share or retweet some misinformation, wittingly
or unwittingly, they expose all their virtual friends to the
misinformation.
There are similarities between misinformation about
COVID-19 and other misinformation cases that we have
studied for NATO, US, EU, Singapore, and Canada, etc.
Like in other cases, the motivation for spreading COVID-19
misinformation is monetization or to provoke hysteria. Bad
actors or scammers are spreading misinformation to further
their political agenda or simply trying to profit off of this
adversity. For instance, there exists many cases of scammers
selling fake masks, fake cures, using fake websites to ask
for private/sensitive information from people by posing as
government websites. However, there is a significant difference
between COVID-19 and other misinformation campaigns that
we have studied before. Being a global and rapidly evolving
crisis, the nature of misinformation is also extremely diverse
and super-fast. Other misinformation campaigns were specific to an entity, event, region, elections, military exercises.
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However, misinformation about COVID-19 has both global
as well as regional narratives. While fake masks, fake cures,
etc., affect a global audience, the regional narratives include
promoting medicines for bovine coronavirus as cure for human
coronavirus affecting rural/agriculturalist regions. Moreover,
the misinformation about COVID-19 ranges from health to
policy to religion to geopolitical affairs, i.e., highly topically
diverse. Given the volume, velocity, and variety of COVID19 related misinformation, research is warranted to study such
campaigns and their organization. As resources are stretched
too thin, government and other regulatory bodies cannot afford
to investigate all the misinformation campaigns and scams.
Such research could help prioritize investigation of misinformation campaigns and scams.
Therefore, we propose a study of the themes and chronological dynamics of the spreading of misinformation about
COVID-19. Our scope focuses on misinformation geographically relevant to us (Arkansas, USA), as well as some
global stories, with our main corpus is a collection of unique
misinformation stories manually curated by our team. In
collaboration with the Arkansas Attorney General, we have
shared our findings with their office and made all reports
and misinformation stories publicly available online [4]. In
addition, we have collected a variety of YouTube video titles
and comments. This allows us to compare a curated corpus
to a data set more chaotic and true to life. To highlight and
visualize these misinformation themes, we use topic modeling,
and introduce a tool to visualize the evolution of these themes
chronologically.
In addition, to expand our previous work [1], we introduce
a manual node-based design to filter very large datasets and
identify information of interest within, while avoiding the bais
that can come with artificial intelligence methods. This framework is tested with a set of 1,664,123 YouTube comments
and is built to introduce further feature detection, such as
commenting behavior, or even inorganic video engagement
behavior, tackling the issue of multimedia misinformation.
The rest of this study is structured as follows. First, we
will discuss the work done by other researchers in comparable
research in Section 2, describe our methodology in Section
3, including data collection, processing, and topic modeling
methodology. Then, in Section 4, we will discuss our results
and the subjective findings of our misinformation team with
the scientific topic streams visualizations that support them.
Finally, we briefly introduce our free online resource where
the misinformation stories used here can be found, before
presenting our conclusions in Section 5.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
In this section, we first argue of the importance of this
field as it can directly relate to public safety, followed by
the efforts of the research community to combat this issue.
We then introduce the significance of the YouTube platform
and argue our choice of using YouTube comments for this
study, finishing this section with the relevant literature on our
primary analysis technique: topic models.

A. The Significance of Misinformation
The information community has been tackling the issue of
misinformation surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic since
early in the outbreak. We base the claims found in this
paper on the findings that misinformation spreads in a viral
fashion and that consumers of misinformation tend to fail at
recognizing it as such [5]. In addition to this, we believe this
research is essential as rampant misinformation constitutes
a danger to public safety [6]. We also believe this research
is helpful in curbing misinformation since researchers have
found that simply recognizing the existence of misinformation
and improving our understanding of it can enhance the larger
public’s ability to recognize misinformation as such [5]. In
order to better understand the misinformation surrounding the
pandemic, we look at previous research that has leveraged
topic models to understand online discussions surrounding
this crisis. Research has shown the benefits of using this
technique to understand fluctuating Twitter narratives [7] over
time, and also in understanding the significance of media
outlets in health communications [8]. Studies on information
propagation [9] establish entire mathematical models around
the diffusion of misinformation and emphasize that early
detection is essential to allow a proper response.
B. Misinformation Detection
Because of the severity of the threat of misinformation
campaigns and the need to quickly discover such efforts, we
concern ourselves with detection models to help systematically
recognize inorganic or concerted information operations. Because misinformation spreads so quickly and deals long lasting
damage, we consider developing scalable models to quickly
identifying misinformation a critically important endeavor. Of
course, because of the severity of this public issue, there
are a great many efforts within the information community
striving to propose solutions. The state of the art in fake news
detection could be roughly described as being divided between
three main ideas. One is artificial intelligence models, where
researchers will use traditional machine learning techniques
[10, 11], multinomial Bayesian models [12, 13], or deeplearning [14, 15, 16]. Another school of thought in misinformation detection leveraging natural language processing
processing technique. Some researchers, for example, focus on
text features and experiment with natural language processing
techniques, such as sentiment analysis [17]. The authors of
this publication propose the use of this extra dimension as a
source of auxiliary features. Finally, an emerging technique is
the use of a combination of the previous two [18, 19].
While proponents of natural language processing point
out that deep learning models tend to produce inexplicable
black boxes that may lead to biased outputs [14], which is
sometimes echoed by proponents of machine learning [18],
the same researchers [18] rightfully point out that the bagof-words nature of topic models impedes such methods from
capturing features based on the sequential ordering of words.
This is a weakness of note and why topic models should
not be used alone when attempting to systematically detect
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misinformation, especially considering the more difficult to
detect subtle pieces of misinformation. The authors also classified misinformation detection methods as belonging to either
traditional machine learning models, topic models, or deep
learning models.
Researchers agree that the fake news detection problem is
a complex one and has not yet seen a perfectly appropriate
solution.
Some approaches attempt to model claims as binary true
or false and run into issues of representing further nuance
and complexity. For this reason, we will steer our research
to rely on a score and focus on detecting suspicious or
inorganic behavior rather than real or fake claims. Other
works [16] use multi-platform datasets and attempt to model
complex information structures by classifying claims between
specific categories (here: “fake news”, “news bias”, “rumors”,
and “clickbait”), and rely on annotations to build predictive
models based on headline linguistic features, achieving an
average effectiveness of 70.27%. Some researchers address the
issue with classifying “realness” by representing both certainty
and uncertainty [14] and accounting for user response and
engagement. The authors found promising results and, as many
other studies did [13], encouraged the use of wider arrays of
features when attempting to detect social media misinformation. Researchers [14] also correctly point out many challenges
of fake news detection. Such as multilingualism when relying
on textual approaches, which has some researchers relying
on meta-data or networking only approaches. Particularly
challenging and effective misinformation also includes items
which featured subtly inserted falsehood or half truths. The
Multimedia nature of misinformation is another challenge.
Others use wide and deep models [18], relying on memorizing and generalizing information, which somewhat inspired
our natural language processing based contribution, to advance
interpretability and reduce unknown bias. These researchers
also propose a framework model combining multiple design
principles and detection methods. Although this particular
study uses datasets of a slightly different nature: deceptive
reviews and fraudulent emails
Using a self-constructed twitter dataset of 1,300 entries,
researchers have been able to achieve an impressive near-real
time 93% accuracy in detecting misinformation [15]. Twitter
being a very prized source of data for such studies due to the
wide array of metadata available [20]. One concern however
is how scalability and ability to detect a very wide range
of misinformation may become a hurdle for this model as
it could detect merely dubious information. As opposed to
our approach, these researchers ignored textual content and
focused on networking and linguistic features. In contrast,
other authors [21] found 49.2% accuracy with a much larger
dataset of 34,918 claims. These claims were crawled from fact
checking websites and include metadata, such as the creator
of the misinformation, the checker, etc. This approach is more
suited to predict performances for fact checking websites.

C. The Role of YouTube
From third party public resource and web traffic reports
[22], we know that YouTube is the second most popular
website, ceding the first spot to Google, and accounts for
20.4% of all search traffic. According to official YouTube
sources [23], 1 billion hours of videos are watched each
day. Another study by Cha et al. [24] found that 60% of
YouTube videos are watched at least 10 times on the day
they are posted. The authors also highlight that if a video
does not attract viewership in the first few days after upload,
it is unlikely to attract viewership later on. YouTube provides
an overwhelming amount of streaming data: over 500 hours
of videos are uploaded every minute on average. A number
which was “only” 300 in 2013 [25]. In previous publications
[26, 27] we identified YouTube as a potential vehicle of
misinformation. We proposed the use of YouTube metadata for
understanding and visualizing these phenomena by observing
data trends. We also proposed the concept of movie barcodes
as a tool for video summarization clustering [28]. In this
publication, we present the movie barcode tool as a part of
VTracker, as well as new video characterization tools. Previous
research [29] has looked into engagement patterns of YouTube
videos and highlighted the related videos engagement trends,
later designated as the ”rabbit hole effect” where users will
be recommended increasingly relevant videos. In some cases,
where the subject matter is a very polarizing one, this effect
has been shown to be a contributing factor in user radicalization [30]. This last study takes the example of vaccine
misinformation, which has attracted much interest from the
information community. With some research highlighting that
while users turn to YouTube for health information, many of
the resources available failed to provide accurate information
[31, 32], and public institutions should increase their online
presence [33] to make reliable information more accessible.
Recent research on the same subject leverages advanced NLP
techniques on text entities, such as video comments [34] but
we could find little work available on the video content itself.
D. Topic Modeling
To implement topic modeling, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. Within the realm of Natural
Language Processing (NLP), topic modeling is a statistical
technique designed to categorize a set of documents within
a number of abstract “topics” [35]. A “topic” is defined as
a set of words outlining a general underlying theme. For
each document, which in this case, is an individual item of
misinformation in our data set, a probability is assigned that
designates its “belongingness” to a certain topic. In this study,
we use the popular LDA topic model due to its widespread use
and proved performances [36]. One point of debate within the
topic modeling community is the elimination of stop-words:
i.e., analysts should filter common words from their corpus
before training a model. Following recent research claiming
that the use of custom stop-words adds few benefits [37],
we followed the researchers’ recommendation and removed
common words after the model had been trained.
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Our model choice has seen use in previous research using
LDA for short texts, specifically for short social media texts,
such as tweets [38, 39, 40]. Some other social media research
using homogeneous social media sources, such as tweets or
blog posts use associated hashtags to provide further context
to topic models [41]. We expand this research on social media
corpora by focusing one of the largest information propagator
on the web: YouTube.
In this paper, we propose to leverage topic models to
understand the main underlying themes of misinformation and
their evolution over time using a manually curated corpus of
known fake narratives.
As a secondary goal, we observe the performances of
different topic models for understanding online discourse. To
accomplish this, we repeated our methodology on a secondary
data set using a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) model
[42]. For our purposes, the major difference between the two
models is that LDA models require a number of topics prior
to training and will actively attempt to fit that number to the
corpus, potentially leading to biased results. On the other hand,
the HDP model infers the number of topics present in the
corpus during training.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
This study uses a two-step methodology to produce relevant
topic streams. First, through a manual curating process, we
aggregate different misinformation narratives for later processing. We consider misinformation narratives, any narrative
pushed through a variety of outlets (social media, radio, physical mail, etc.) that has been or is later believably disproved by
a third party. This corpus constitutes our input data. Secondly,
we use this corpus to train an LDA topic model and to generate
subsequent topic streams for analysis. We describe these two
steps in more details in the next sections.
A. Collection of Misinformation Stories
This is the set referred to as Dataset-1. Initially, the
misinformation stories in our data set were obtained from a
publicly available database created by EUvsDisinfo in March
of 2020 [43]. EUvsDisinfo’s database, however, was primarily
focused on “pro-Kremlin disinformation efforts on the novel
coronavirus”. Most of these items represented false narratives
that were communicating political, military, and healthcare
conspiracy theories in an attempt to sow confusion, distrust,
and public discord. Subsequently, misinformation stories were
continually gleaned from publicly available aggregators, such
as POLITIFACT, Truth or Fiction, FactCheck.org, POLYGRAPH.info, Snopes, Full Fact, AP Fact Check, Poynter,
and Hoax-Slayer. The following data points were collected
for each misinformation item: title, summary, debunking date,
debunking source, misinformation source(s), theme, and dissemination platform(s). The time period of our data set is from
January 22, 2020 to July 22, 2020, which is the COVID19 breakout period. The data set is comprised of 543 total
stories and 243 unique misinformation narratives. For many
of the items, multiple platforms were used to spread the

misinformation. For example, oftentimes a misinformation
item will be posted on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and as
an article on a website. For our data set, the top platforms
used for spreading misinformation were websites, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram, respectively. All the stories
found by our team are made public through our partnership
with the Arkansas Attorney General Office and can be found
on our website.
B. Collection of YouTube Data
In order to observe results in uncontrolled, relevant social
media environments, we also gathered YouTube data. We
chose YouTube because it is a principal vector of information
and communication between users and is heavily understudied. Using the official YouTube API, we performed separate
searches for the following keywords on April 19th 2020:
“Coronavirus, Corona, Virus, COVID19, COVID, Outbreak”.
The result is a set of the most popular videos at that time,
as determined by YouTube’s algorithm. From this search, we
collected a total of 7,727 videos ranging mostly from January
1st to April 19th 2020. For this particular study, in order
to focus on the most relevant videos possible, we selected
only videos published between March 1st and March 31st
(included). Like the previous set, this is a key month of the
COVID-19 breakout period. This totals 444 videos, which
is comparable to the number of narratives studied. For the
purposes of this study, we will only look at the video titles.
After selecting this corpus, we used the same API to collect
comments posted in these videos and gathered a total of
652,120 comments. This is Dataset-2.
Based on a manual qualitative analysis of known alt-right
public figures active on social media, a set of specific actors
was identified and selected as seeds for preliminary data
collection. YouTube data for our set of key actors was collected
using the YouTube Data API according to the methodology
described by Kready et al. [44]. During post-processing, the
dataset was filtered to focus in on the two months prior and
post the January 6, 2021 U.S. Capitol riot event, resulting in a
timeframe of analysis of November 1, 2020 to March 1, 2021.
We chose this period because that is where most discussion
revolving around vaccines can be found. This is Dataset-3.
In order to comply with YouTube’s terms of service, this data
cannot be made public.
C. Topic Modeling
In order to derive lexical meaning from this corpus, we built
a pipeline executing the following steps. First, we processed
each document in our text corpus. All that is needed is a text
field identified by a date. Because in most cases of word of
mouth or social media it is impossible to pinpoint the exact
date the idea first emerged, we use the date of publication
of the corresponding third party “debunk piece”. We trained
our LDA model using the Python tool Gensim, with the
methodology and pre-processing best practices as described
by its author [45] as well as best stop words practices as
described earlier [37]. In this study, we found that generating
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20 different topics best matched the ground truth as reported
by the researchers curating the misinformation stories.
Still using Gensim, we also trained an alternative topic
model using HDP [42]. The process is the same except for
the number of topics. HDP infers the number of topics in a
corpus (with a default threshold of 150). Therefore, we only
select the first 20 topics, ordered by α, the weight of each
document to topic distribution.
Once the models have been trained, we ordered the documents by date and created a numpy matrix where each document is given a score for each topic produced by the model.
This score describes the probability that the given document is
categorized as being part of a topic, i.e., if a probability score is
high enough (more details below), the document is considered
to be part of the topic. Through manual observations, we
noticed that many documents retain ”noise probability”, giving
them a probability to be in every topic of around 1% to 5%. For
this reason, we set the probability threshold to a comfortable
10% and noticed consistent results. This allowed us to leverage
the Python Pandas library to plot a chronological graph for
each individual topic. We averaged topic distribution per day
and used a moving average window size of 20 unless otherwise
specified. This helped in highlighting the overarching patterns
of the different narratives. Note, however, that this process
hides some early and late data in our set as there are less data
points around that time.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we discuss the thoughts of our data collection
team and the ground truth as they were observed, and compare
these with the results obtained through our topic modeling
visualization tool.
A. Prominent Misinformation Themes Over Time
Although a variety of misinformation themes were identified, particular dominant themes stood out, changing over
time. These themes were considered as dominant based on
a simple sum of their frequency of occurrence in our data
set. During the month of March, the prominent misinformation theme was the promotion of remedies and techniques
to supposedly prevent, treat, or kill the novel coronavirus.
During the month of April, the prominent themes still included
the promotion of remedies and techniques, but additional
prominent themes began to stand out. For example, several
misinformation stories attempted to downplay the seriousness
of the novel coronavirus. Others discussed the anti-malaria
drug hydroxychloroquine. Others promoted the idea that the
virus was a hoax meant to defeat President Donald Trump.
Others consisted of various attempts to attribute false claims
to high-profile people, such as politicians and representatives
of health organizations. Also in April, although first signs
of these were seen in March, the idea that 5G caused the
novel coronavirus began to become more prevalent. During the
month of May, the prominent themes shifted to predominantly
false claims made by high-profile people, followed by attempts
to convince citizens that face masks are either more harmful

than not wearing one, or are ineffective at preventing COVID19, and how to avoid rules that required their use. The number
and variety of identity theft phishing scams also increased
during May. Misinformation items attempting to attribute
false claims to high-profile people continued throughout May.
Also becoming prominent in May were misinformation items
attempting to spread fear about a potential COVID-19 vaccine,
and items promoting the use of hydroxychloroquine. During
the month of June, the prominent theme shifted significantly to
attempts to convince citizens that face masks are either more
harmful than not wearing one, and how to avoid rules that
required their use. Phishing scams also remained prominent
during June. During the month of July, the dominant themes of
the misinformation items shifted back to attempts to downplay
the deadliness of the novel coronavirus. Another prominent
theme in July was the proliferation of attempts to convince
the public that COVID-19 testing is inflating the results.
B. Topic Streams
After using the tool described in Section III-C, we generated
the graphs and tables described and discussed in this section.
Our data for this step contained 243 unique misinformation
narratives spanning from January 2020 to June 2020, when
we stopped data collection. The data was curated by our research team through the process described in the methodology.
Each entry contains, among other fields, a “date” used as a
chronological identifier, a “title” describing the general idea
the misinformation is attempting to convey, and a “theme”
field putting the story in a concisely described category. For
example, a story given the title “US Department of Defense
has a secret biological laboratory in Georgia” is categorized
in the following theme: “Western countries are likely to
be purposeful creators of the new virus.” Each topic was
represented by an identification number up to 20 and a set of
10 words. We picked the three most relevant words that best
represented the general idea of each topic. Notably, obvious
words, such as covid or coronavirus were removed from the
topic descriptions since they are common for every topic.
In Tables I and II, we described some of the twenty topics
found by each of our LDA models. These topics were chosen
because they each described a precise narrative and have a
low topic distribution (or proportion within the corpus). A
low proportion is desirable because this indicates the detection
of a unique narrative within the corpus; as opposed to an
overarching topic including general words, such as “world”,
“outbreak”, or “pandemic”. Do note that topic inclusiveness
is not exclusive and documents can be part of multiple topics.
This becomes apparent in Table I: from our topic model,
we found a dominant topic encompassing 68% of narratives.
It includes words such as “Trump”, “outbreak”, “president”,
etc. Some other narratives also included words such as “flu”,
“news”, or “fake”. Because the evolution of these narratives
are consistent across the corpus and show little temporal
fluctuation, we chose not to report on them further. For these
reasons, the narratives we focused on below show a low
percentage of distribution (Tables I & II).
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TABLE I
M OST FREQUENT DOMINANT TOPICS FROM TITLES .
Topic ID
10
12
17
18

Word 1
china
scam
state
vaccine

Word 2
chinese
hydroxy...
donald
gates

Word 3
spread
health
trump
bill

Proportion
2%
2%
2%
5%

TABLE II
M OST FREQUENT DOMINANT TOPICS FROM THEMES .
Topic ID
3
9
16

Word 1
fear
predicted
phishing

Word 2
spread
pandemic
hydroxy...

Word 3
western
vaccine
vaccine

Proportion
2%
2%
2%

1) Using narrative titles as a corpus - Dataset-1: The
general narratives described by the topics were thus:
• Topic 10 described the narratives related to the Chinese
government and its responsibility in the spread of the
virus. These stories represented an estimated 2% of the
243 stories collected.
• Topic 12 described the narratives related to personal
health and scams or misinformation, such as the benefits of hydroxychloroquine. These stories represented an
estimated 2% of the 243 stories collected.
• Topic 17 described the narratives related to the response
of Donald Trump and his administration. These stories
represented an estimated 2% of the 243 stories collected.
• Topic 18 described the narratives related to the involvement of Bill Gates in various conspiracies, mostly linked
to vaccines. These stories represented an estimated 4%
of the 243 stories collected.
Related studies have found that finger-pointing narratives
usually lead to negative sentiment and toxicity in online
communities [38, 46, 39].

Fig. 1. Topic’s probability distribution of titles for topic 10 (keywords: china,
chinese, spread) over time (LDA model)

Figure 1 shows the evolution of Topic 10, the topic de-

scribing China-related narratives. It shows that these narratives
were already in full force from the beginning of our corpus
and slowly came to a near halt during the month of April. We
notice a short spike again towards the end of the corpus during
the month of June. This is consistent with the ground truth of
online narratives that focused on the provenance of the virus
during the early stages.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of Topic 12, the topic describing narratives related to health, home remedies, and general
hoaxes and scams stemming from the panic. We can see it was
consistent with the rise of cases in the United States and panic
increased as with the spread of the virus. It is interesting to
note that this figure roughly coincides with the daily number
of confirmed cases for this time period [47].

Fig. 2. Topic’s probability distribution of titles for topic 12 (keywords:
hydroxychloroquine, health, scam) over time (LDA model)

Figure 3 shows the evolution of Topic 17. This topic described stories related to Donald Trump and his administration.
These stories generally referred to claims that the virus was
manufactured as a political strategy, or claims that various
public figures were speaking out against the response of the
Trump administration.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of Topic 18. This topic
described stories such as Bill Gates and his perceived
involvement with a hypothetical vaccine, and other theories
describing the virus’ appearance and spread as an orchestrated
effort. As with Figure 1, these narratives were especially
strong early on (albeit this narrative remained active for a
slightly longer time), before coming to a near halt.
We notice that, as theories about the origins of the virus
slowed down, hoaxes and scams increased - as shown on
Figure 2. This includes attempts at identity theft, especially
toward senior citizens, and attempts to sell miracle cures and
miracle personal protection items.
2) Using narrative themes as a corpus: For this section, we
inputted narrative themes as the corpus. Note that the topic
IDs are independent from the previous set of topics using
titles. Similarly to Section IV-B1, we found a dominant topic
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fits of hydroxychloroquine. These stories represented an
estimated 2% of the 243 stories collected.

Fig. 3. Topic’s probability distribution of titles for topic 17 (keywords: donald,
trump, state) over time (LDA model)

Fig. 5. Topic’s probability distribution of themes for topic 3 (keywords: fear,
spread, western) over time (LDA model)

Fig. 4. Topic’s probability distribution of titles for topic 18 (keywords: bill,
gates, vaccine) over time (LDA model)

encompassing 68% of narratives as well. This time including
words such as “attempt”, “countries”, and “purposeful”. As
for section IV-B1, we chose not to report on that topic as well
as other smaller but general topics showing little fluctuation.
Therefore, the narratives we focused on below show a low
percentage of distribution. The general narratives described
by the topics are thus:
• Topic 3 described the narratives related to the speculations on the spread of the virus, especially in an
international relations context. These stories represented
an estimated 2% of the 243 stories collected.
• Topic 9 described the narratives related to stories claiming
the creation and propagation of the virus were either designed or predicted, along with voices claiming a vaccine
already exists. These stories represented an estimated 3%
of the 243 stories collected.
• Topic 16 described the narratives related to personal
health and scams or misinformation such as the bene-

Fig. 6. Topic’s probability distribution of themes for topic 9 (keywords:
predicted, pandemic, vaccine) over time (LDA model)

Figure 5 shows the evolution of Topic 3. It is linked to
early fear of the virus and presented narratives as opposing
the western block with the East, notably China. It matched
closely with Figure 1 and its China-related narratives. In both
cases, we see an early dominance of the topic followed by a
near halt as the virus touched the United States.
Figure 6 describes the evolution of narratives claiming the
virus was predicted or even designed. This figure is consistent
with the results shown by Figure 4 which shows claims
regarding Bill Gates, early vaccines, etc. They both showed
stories of early knowledge of the virus and peaked early,
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TABLE III
R ELEVANT TOPICS FROM VIDEO TITLES (LDA MODEL )
Topic ID
0
17
6

Word 1
news
outbreak
plandemic

Word 2
update
doctor
dempanic

Word 3
live
cases
dem

Proportion
12.4%
7.6%
2.7%

of the videos being published late in March, this has removed
some granularity towards early March from the plot. However,
we notice news topics staying fairly consistent while Topic 6
sees a decline, possibly as the number of covid cases makes
maintaining the “fake pandemic” narrative more difficult and
other misinformation narratives take over, such as various
scams and hoaxes as seen in section IV-B1.

Fig. 7. Topic’s probability distribution of themes for topic 16 (keywords:
hydroxychloroquine, vaccine, phishing) over time (LDA model)

appearing more or less sporadically as time goes on and as
cases increased.
Figure 7 is parallel to Figure 2. Both showed hoax stories
promoting scams and health-related misinformation. We noticed an early rise in Figure 7, most likely due to the inclusion
of the keyword “vaccines” in the topic, which caused some
overlap with Topic 9 as shown in Figure 6.
C. YouTube Data
In this section, we explore how different topic models affect
our YouTube data set. We focus on a subset of data published
during the month of March to limit the number of comments
to process.
1) YouTube videos - Dataset-2: The first observation for
this set is that our HDP model did not perform as well as the
LDA model. Our HDP model identified one dominant topic
present in 87% of videos, with seemingly unrelated identifying
keywords (“cases”, “hindi”, “nyc”, “italy”). While the rest
of the topics are present in around 1% of the videos. The
second most dominant topic (1.8% of documents) also features
contradicting words such as “plandemic” and “hospitals”. One
would expect language connected to the plandemic narrative
in this topic, such as mentions of “Bill Gates” like we saw
in the previous sets, but it is missing. There are two possible
explanations for this. One is that performance may be due to
the size of the set (more in the next section) as there were only
444 video titles processed. The other is that the set features
numerous multilingual titles, which may skew results.
Our LDA model, however, behaved as expected and was
able to identify major topics, mostly news videos (Topics
0 & 17), as well as what we suspect to be a vehicle of
misinformation (Topic 6). As described in Table III and
visualized in Figure 8. Figure 8 has been smoothed with a
moving average equal to 15% of the total data set size (67)
in order to improve legibility and reveal patterns. Due to most

Fig. 8. Topic’s probability distribution of topics 0, 17 & 6 over time (LDA
model)

2) YouTube comments - Dataset-2: Contrary to the previous
section, this is a much larger data set of 652,120 comments.
This led to better performances, but still inferior to the LDA
model. Our HDP model was able to identify non-English comments (11.4% German, 4.5% Spanish, 1.6% French). More
importantly, the HDP model identified a topic that could be
described as polarizing discourse, some of the most frequent
terms including “Trump”, “China’, and “virus”. This topic
accounts for 6.6% of the corpus. The evolution of this topic is
shown by Figure 9 where we notice that topic is on an upward
trend. A moving average equal to 3% of the set size is applied
to better identify patterns.
On this very large set, our HDP model somewhat outperformed LDA for our purposes as it was able to identify
a probable topic for misinformation. When applied to our
comments set, our LDA model mostly found general terms
while also successfully isolating non-English comments. The
model did identify a topic with some toxic language and some
that could be used in a hostile way or communicate sinophobic
sentiments (Topic 7 & 17). See Table IV. While discussion of
China has so far been on a downward trend since the start
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this study, we demonstrate what could be labelled as the data
filtering layer. As was suggested in our previous publication
[1], we are now using the more objective HDP model to divide
a corpus into topics and then identify which topic to filter and
send to our LDA model to identify latent narratives.

Fig. 9. Topic’s probability distribution of Topic 4 over time (HDP model)

of the pandemic, the mention of the term “virus” along with
“china” suggests toxic behavior. See Figure 10.
Fig. 11. Pipeline Framework
TABLE IV
R ELEVANT TOPICS FROM FROM DATASET-2 COMMENTS (LDA MODEL ).
Topic ID
7
17

Word 1
china
trump

Word 2
virus
dumb

Word 3
made
bats

Proportion
3.5%
3.3%

TABLE V
R ELEVANT TOPICS FROM FROM DATASET-3 COMMENTS (HDP MODEL ).
Topic ID
3
2
5

Word 1
gender
covid
trump

Word 2
women
vaccine
ben

Word 3
men
even
think

Word 4
man
know
biden

Proportion
8.2%
6%
3.1%

From Table V, which shows some of the most relevant
words from the 20 topics we retained (in order of prominence
within the dataset), we notice that Topic 2 is especially relevant
to our subject at hand. For this reason, the comments belonging (where “belongingness” is characterized by a probability
superior to 0.3 of belonging to a given topic) to that topic are
sent to the next node where our LDA model is then retrained
on these comments. The resulting main topics of interest and
their descriptive keywords are described in Table VI.
TABLE VI
R ELEVANT TOPICS FROM DATASET-3 COMMENTS (LDA MODEL )
Fig. 10. Topic’s probability distribution of Topic 7 & 17 over time (LDA
model)

3) YouTube comments - Dataset-3: This larger set of
1,664,123 comments comes from efforts relating to content
liked with the January 6, 2021 U.S. Capitol riot [48]. Due to
its larger size, this set is our test bed for our new Pipeline
Framework.
As is illustrated in Figure 11, this architecture is a nodebased system where the framework first reads raw data, then
have each node ingest filtered or annotated data from the
previous one. These nodes can be chained in any order but, in

Topic ID
15
8
1

Word 0
leftist
rumble
trump

Word 1
welcome
back
address

Word 2
tears
joined
back

Word 3
change
parler
party

Proportion
5%
4.3%
2.9%

Table VI and its temporal visualizations tell give us the
following insight: From the keywords described in Topic 15,
there seems to be a celebration of some event perceived as
a victory over the opposing party. This event is represented
within the graph in Figure 12 by a very obvious peak.
Topic 8 shown on Figure 13 aggregates keywords discussing
other apps focused on free speech and anonymity. Interestingly, this type of speech has seen a very big revival shortly
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Fig. 12. Topic’s probability distribution of Topic 15 over time (LDA model)

before the events on January 6th, and then another spike
directly after with periodic movement following. This may
suggest some level of organization or at least a desire to move
away from mainstream platforms that could have been a factor
in the Capitol riots.

Fig. 14. Topic’s probability distribution of Topic 1 over time (LDA model)

will further expand the pipeline to accept fully modular and
interchangeable nodes.
D. Future Works
As shown in Figure 11, our framework will be appended
with more nodes whose goal is to annotate and “detect”
misinformation by providing score based on commenting
behavior as well as engagement behavior in the source video
of the comment. This is one way to tackle multimedia misinformation as video misinformation has presented a significant
challenge, and threat, especially due to the popularity of such
video content. The design of the framework aims to allow
for chaining nodes in any order, and one other goal will be to
automate this process to obtain and measure the most accurate
results, but also to let researchers contribute their own nodes.
E. Public Website and Citizen Science

Fig. 13. Topic’s probability distribution of Topic 8 over time (LDA model)

Finally, Topic 1 shown on Figure 14 shows discourse surrounding Donald Trump and his appearances. Unsurprisingly,
the popularity of this topic has been on the decline since the
2020 presidential elections and then saw a revival around the
January 6th riots. We also notice some periodicity.
Chaining topic models to help filter larger data sets has
shown good results that are explainable by real world events
and is a promising start to further enrich our framework for
deviant behavior detection. Unlike deep learning networks,
every node and features is strictly defined, reducing risk for
bias. Of course, one limitation of such method becomes the
bias of human experts designing features and also the risk of
models becoming outdated. To address these weak points, we

We have put together a website with known cases of
misinformation about COVID-19. As of January 2021, we
have documented close to 600 cases that we identified from
numerous sources (social media - Facebook, YouTube, Twitter,
blogs, fake websites, robocalls, text/SMS, WhatsApp, Telegram, and an array of such apps) - see Figure 15 [4]. The
principal difference between our effort and other similar efforts
by Google and social media companies is that we are paying
special attention to cases of misinformation and scammers that
are affecting our region, while also including global cases. We
update the database periodically with newly detected cases.
Moreover, we have put together a list of over 50 tips on the
website for people to learn how to spot misinformation. We
have also provided a feature for people to report fake websites
or scams that are not currently in our database.
Our website uses a three-pronged approach:
• We identify new cases of fake websites, misinformation
content, and bad actors. We use social network analysis
and cyber forensic methodologies to identify such cases.
• We believe in educating people to be self-reliant because
we might not be able to detect all possible cases of
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Fig. 15. COVID-19 Website Front page - Showing the latest misinformation
stories

Fig. 16. COVID-19 Website Reports page - Showing all reports made to the
Arkansas Attorney General Office

misinformation. Therefore, we go through identified cases
and prepare a list of common telltale signs to detect
whether a piece of information is genuine or not.
• For the cases that are not in our database and people
cannot distinguish, we provide a way for people to submit
cases of misinformation that we have not captured in our
database.
The database of known misinformation cases and scams
is publicly available for the research community to use [4].
We envision a tremendous value of this research database
to various disciplines. The website is available for regulatory bodies (Arkansas Office of the Attorney General) and
any citizen, which serves as an invaluable resource to not
only educate people of the misinformation and scams about
COVID-19 but also assisting legal authorities in taking action
against malicious actors and groups. We are assisting the
Arkansas’ Attorney General’s office by providing reports on
cyber forensic evidence about scam/fake websites reported by
people - see Figure 16 . The study presented in this paper will
be developed into the system as a real-time campaign tracking
feature. We will continue to work with Arkansas’ Attorney
General’s office to assist in their effort to combat COVID-19
misinformation and scams to protect Arkansans.

better understanding of the evolution of individual stories. We
have seen that the tool is efficient to chronologically represent
actual narratives pushed to various outlets, as confirmed by
the ground truth observed by our misinformation curating
team and independent international organizations. Working
with the Arkansas Office of the Attorney General, this study
illustrates a relatively quick technique for allowing policy
makers to monitor and assess the diffusion of misinformation
on online social networks in real-time, which will enable them
to take a proactive approach in crafting important themebased communication campaigns to their respective citizen
constituents. We have made most of our findings available
online to support this effort.
In addition to these results, we have introduced much larget
datasets, one of 652,120 YouTube comments, and another
of 1,664,123 more comments. To accomodate these sets, we
introduce a new node-based framework which functions as a
pipeline where nodes can be intercheangeably used to filter
and annotate documents. At this current stage, the framework
supports topic model nodes based on the LDA and HDP
model. By feeding into our LDA model documents belonging
to specific topics as identified by our HDP model, we are able
to focus on specific communities of interest and reveal latent
patterns and events within those communities. The future of
this tool is in the addition of more nodes that will examine
wider features, such as commenting behavior and engagement
behavior with videos and channels where comments are posted
to detect suspicious behavior.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this study which expands our last publication [1], we
have highlighted some of the narratives that surfaced during
the COVID-19 pandemic. From January 2020 to July 2020, we
collected 243 unique misinformation narratives and proposed
a tool to observe their evolution. We have shown the potential
of using topic modeling visualization to get a bird’s eye view
of the fluctuating narratives and an ability to quickly gain a
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Abstract—In recent years, while TV dramas are being broadcast, many comments and discussions about the dramas are
posted on Twitter. These tweets are called “live tweets,” and after
watching a drama, users can search for live tweets about scenes
of interest to them, enjoy the impressions of other viewers, and
deepen their thinking from a different perspective. However, in
the current Twitter search function, even if the user searches
for a keyword of the target scene, the tweets including the
keyword are only presented in sequential order of posting. It
takes time for users to ﬁnd the live tweets of the scene they are
interested in. This paper proposes an interface that can efﬁciently
look back at dramas by visualizing the similarity distribution
of speciﬁc keywords by time for live tweets posted during the
drama. In this paper, we propose two Word2Vec-based methods
and one TF-IDF-based method to calculate the similarity between
keywords and live tweets posted during segments of the drama
for visualization. From the results of the evaluation experiments,
we found that TF-IDF-based method is the most suitable method
for calculating the similarity between keywords and situation
segments for visualization. In addition, the results of a usability
survey of subjects using the prototype system showed that the
proposed interface was able to capture the characteristics of TV
drama scenes and was an effective way to look back at TV
dramas.
Index Terms—Twitter; social viewing; live-tweeting; TV drama;
looking back.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, social networking services (SNSs) have
become widespread worldwide. In particular, Twitter is considered to be one of the most popular SNSs and is used on a daily
basis for a variety of purposes, including the dissemination of
opinions and communication.
In this context, social viewing, where people post live
tweets while watching a TV program, is becoming increasingly
popular. Live tweets are tweets posted while the poster is
watching a TV program and include real-time reactions to
the program, such as comments and opinions. By posting live
tweets, SNS users can discuss the same programs with other
users via Twitter, just as they normally do with their family
and friends while watching TV programs [1]–[4].
Social viewing is not only fun for users who post live tweets
but also for the users who only view the tweets rather than
posting them. This paper focuses on live tweet searching after
watching TV dramas, where viewers may want to know what
others thought about a scene that left a strong impression on
them or a scene that they have questions about. In such cases,
they can look at the live tweets of other viewers of the scene

and relate with the viewers that have similar opinions or gain
new knowledge by seeing tweets with a different perspective.
Viewing live tweets can allow viewers to review the content
of the drama and enjoy their reactions to the program more
deeply. However, many live tweets can be posted about TV
programs, and it is necessary to search through them to ﬁnd
the live tweets for the desired scene. This paper proposes a
interface for ﬁnding the live tweets of TV dramas [1]. The
term “TV drama review search” refers to the search for actual
tweets for a speciﬁc scene in order to look back on the content
of a drama after the initial viewing.
In the conventional Twitter search function, live tweets can
be retrieved using hashtags. Hashtags are tags that begin with
a “#” and classify posts by a speciﬁc topic. Many live tweets
are tagged with the title of the program or its abbreviation, and
hence people can search by hashtag to see live tweets posted
by other people. However, whereas this search function is ideal
for viewing real-time tweets about a scene being broadcast, it
poses some problems when viewing past tweets, such as when
the user wants to view tweets about an earlier scene after
watching a TV program or when the user wants to record a
TV program after it has aired. There are three problems users
encounter when browsing past live tweets.
1) The number of live tweets of TV programs is huge, and
it takes a lot of effort to check each result obtained by
the tweet search function and to go back to the tweets
of the scene that the user is interested in.
2) The contents of live tweets are often very brief. It can
be difﬁcult to tell from the tweet alone which scene the
comment is about.
3) Users can also narrow down the tweets by searching for
keywords that are characteristic of the target scene along
with the title of the program or abbreviated hashtag,
but only the tweets that match these keywords will be
displayed, and hence if the keywords are ambiguous,
users will not be able to obtain the tweets they want.
In this paper, we propose a tweet search interface that
enables the efﬁcient review of TV dramas to overcome these
problems. This interface helps users efﬁciently discover live
tweets of interest. In this system, the user inputs a tweet of
interest, and the number of live tweets related to that keyword
in the drama are visualized as a graph. Using this graph, the
user can efﬁciently discover the time interval related to the
interest and easily access the tweets of the scene the user is
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interested in.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) we propose a user interface suitable for viewing the
opinions of TV dramas posted on Twitter, and
2) we demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed interface through user experiments.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 positions this
research with respect to related studies. Section 3 gives an
overview of the system proposed in this paper, and Section
4 describes the details of the proposed method. Section 5
shows the results of the experiments, and Section 6 presents
a summary and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There have been many studies about TV programs and livetweeting on Twitter.
Nakazawa et al. [5] proposed a method for detecting important scenes from tweets related to TV programs, estimating the
main characters and events in each scene, and assigning them
with labels representing the scenes for the efﬁcient viewing
of recorded TV programs. Lanagan et al. [6] proposed a
method for identifying events of interest within the video of
live sports broadcasts. Ushijima et al. [7] focused on social
viewing of TV dramas using Twitter and characterized TV
dramas by “development pattern” by extracting the features
of scenes in the drama’s chronological order using live tweets
posted during the drama broadcast. Vranić et al. [8] proposed
a method for extracting drama patterns from viewer responses
about TV dramas posted on social networking sites.
In these studies, the features of the scene and the sentiment
of the tweets were extracted and visualized based on the live
tweets. In this study, we further extract the engagement for
keywords entered by the user and present them in chronological order.
Tsukuda et al. [9] proposed a method for estimating the
scenes in which characters in a video attract the attention of
viewers and estimating the degree of activity of each character
in each scene using comments posted on Nico Nico Douga.
In this method, the attention-grabbing scenes are estimated by
focusing only on the characters. In contrast, in the method
proposed in this paper, the attention-grabbing scenes are
estimated not only using the names of characters but also using
the keywords entered by users.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The purpose of this study is to develop an interface that
allows users to ﬁnd live tweets related to the desired scene
with simple operations in order to efﬁciently review TV drama
programs.
A. System overview
Live tweets of TV drama programs represent the real-time
responses of users who are watching the drama in question.
Live tweets are considered to strongly reﬂect the content of
the scene being broadcast at that time [7]. We assume that
the scenes associated with the keywords speciﬁed by the user

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed system.

have many live tweets with high similarity to the keywords.
The relevance of the keyword to the scene is then estimated
using the content of the live tweets associated with the scene.
Speciﬁcally, the timeline consisting of live tweets posted
during the drama broadcast time is divided into segments, and
the relevance between segments and keywords is determined
based on the similarity between the tweets and keywords
in each segment. Then, by visualizing the transition of the
relevance, users can easily ﬁnd the segment they are interested
in. When a user speciﬁes a segment of interest, the user can
then access the tweets contained in the segment.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed system, and
the procedure of the system is described as follows:
1) The system collects live tweets about TV drama programs using the Twitter application program interface
(Twitter API). Speciﬁcally, tweets that include the title of
the TV drama program hashtag posted during the broadcast time of the target TV drama program are collected
and stored in the tweet database (tweet DB). Retweets
and replies are excluded from the stored tweets.
2) The tweets of the TV drama program speciﬁed by the
user are retrieved from the tweet DB, and the timeline of
the collected tweets is divided into segments according
to time in order to obtain the characteristics of the tweets
over time.
3) Morphological analysis is performed on the tweets in
the segment.
4) The tweets and keywords in the segment are vectorized.
5) The cosine similarities of the vectors are calculated. The
similarity between each segment and the keyword is also
calculated.
6) The similarity of each segment is visualized and presented to the user.
B. Modeling situations of TV dramas
The aim of the proposed method is to estimate and visualize
the excitement related to keywords for each unit of time
according to the progress of the TV drama program. We divide
the timeline of collected live tweets into segments of a certain
time interval. The set of tweets in the segmented time interval
is called a situation segment, and each situation segment is
considered to strongly reﬂect the characteristics of the scene
broadcasted at that time.
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Figure 2. Relationship between scenes of a TV drama and situation segments
in a timeline.

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the scenes of a
TV drama and situation segments in a timeline.
We represent the timeline tl of live tweets as a series tl =
(tw1 , tw2 , · · · , twn ) using tweets twi . By denoting the time
of posting a tweet tw as time(tw), any two tweets twi , twj
in the timeline will satisfy time(twi ) < time(twj ) if i < j.
This study introduces the concept of situation segmentation
to describe the real-time content targeted by live tweets. A
situation segment is a time interval in the targeted real-time
content, which is deﬁned as s(tl, st, et). Here, tl represents
the target timeline, st represents the start time of the segment,
and et represents the end time.
In this study, we divide the targeted real-time content into
situation segments of equal length (unit situation segments)
using a time window and model the features as a unit. To
generate a unit situation segment, we apply a time window
of length m to the real-time content, move it by m/2 width,
and allow the windows to overlap halfway so that we can also
properly model the boundaries of the segment. When a unit
situation segment is deﬁned for the target real-time content, the
state of the real-time content can be represented as a series of
unit situation segments. Hereafter, unless otherwise speciﬁed,
the term “situation segment” refers to a unit situation segment.
For each situation segment s, we consider the corresponding
live tweet series TW(s), which represents a subseries of the
timeline targeted by the situation segment s.
C. Visualization
In this method, we provide a user interface that visualizes
and displays the obtained similarity of each segment as a
graph. The visualization approach is illustrated in Figure 3.
The user ﬁrst enters a keyword of interest q into the system.
The system then calculates the similarity sim(q, s) of the
entered query keyword q and the situation segment s in the
target timeline. A single situation segment is represented in
a bar graph with one horizontal bar, where the length of the
bar represents the similarity. By looking at the graph, the user
can determine the time the scene related to the keyword was

Figure 3. Visualization approach.

broadcasted, and by moving the mouse over the graph, the
user can view the live tweets posted at that time. The right
half of Figure 4 shows an example of timeline visualization.
To calculate the similarity sim(q, s) between a keyword q
and a situation segment s, several methods can be considered.
In this paper, in Section IV, we propose three methods for
computing the similarity and evaluate their performance in an
evaluation experiment.
D. User interface
The proposed system provides an interface that enables
users to view many tweets about scenes of interest using a
visualization based on the similarity between keywords and
situation segments. Figure 4 shows an example of the interface
provided by the proposed system. A generated bar graph is
shown on the left side of the interface. Users can click on any
part of the graph, and tweets posted at the time represented by
that location are displayed on the right side. The color of the
background of each tweet indicates how well it matches the
user’s query. The closer the background is to red, the more
similar the tweet is to the user’s query.
IV. C OMPUTATIONAL M ETHODS FOR Q UERIES AND
S ITUATION S EGMENTS
In the proposed system, the similarity between the user’s
query and the situation segment is calculated and used for
visualization. There are several possible methods to calculate
this similarity. In this section, we propose three similarity
calculation methods. The performance of each method is evaluated based on the experimental results presented in Section
V.
A. W2VE method
We propose the W2VE method as the ﬁrst similarity calculation method. This method is based on the Word2Vec
[10], which is a word vectorization method that uses a neural
network consisting of two layers for text processing. By
learning the weights of the neural network using a corpus,
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the user interface of the proposed system.

a vector representation of words can be obtained. To calculate
the similarity between a situation segment and a keyword,
Word2Vec is used to calculate the similarity between the query
and each keyword in the segment.
In this method, the tweets and keywords in the segment are
vectorized using the Word2Vec model learned by the above
method, the cosine similarity with respect to the keywords is
calculated for each tweet, and the average is used as the ﬁnal
similarity for the segment. The similarity of the W2VE method
is deﬁned as follows:
∑
1
W2VE(q, s) =
csim (w2v(q), w2v(i))
|TW(s)|
i∈TW(s)

(1)
where q is the query keyword, s is the situation segment,
w2v(q) is a function that vectorizes the query keyword q
based on the Word2Vec method, and csim(a, b) represents
the cosine similarity between vectors a and b.
B. W2VS method
We propose the W2VS method as the second similarity calculation method. The W2VS method is a calculation method
that also uses the Word2Vec method. In the ﬁrst method, the
average of the cosine similarities of vectorized queries and
tweets is obtained by Word2Vec. In contrast, in this method,
the vector of the situation segment is obtained by vectorizing
all the tweets in the target situation segment using Word2Vec
and calculating their average. Then, the cosine similarity

between the query vector and the vector of the situation
segments is calculated. The W2VS method is formally deﬁned
as follows:
W2VS(q, s) = csim (w2v(q), avg(s))
avg(s) =

1
|TW(s)|

∑

w2v(i)

(2)
(3)

i∈TW(s)

C. TFIDF method
The third similarity calculation method proposed in this
paper is the TFIDF method. The TF-IDF [11], [12] method
calculates the importance of a word in a document based
on the frequency of occurrence (TF) of the word in the
target document and the inverse document frequency (IDF)
of the word. The TF-IDF method has been proposed in the
ﬁeld of information retrieval and is currently used for various
purposes. In this paper, we propose a method that calculates
the importance of a word in each situation segment using
situation segments instead of documents in the general TFIDF method.
The TF value of t in s is deﬁned by the following equation,
where freq(t, S) is the frequency of occurrence of a word t
in the target situation segment s.
freq(t, s)
tf(t, s) = ∑
i freq(i, s)
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(
idf(t) = log

|S|
1 + |{s|freq(t, s) ≥ 1, s ∈ S}|

)
(5)

By multiplying the TF and IDF values calculated above, the
importance weight(t, s) of a word t in a situation segment s
is deﬁned by the following.
weight(t, s) = tf(t, s)idf(t)

(6)

Using the above weights, we deﬁne the similarity
TFIDF(q, s) between query keyword q and situation segment
s as follows:
TFIDF(q, s) = csim(h(q), w(s))

(7)

where h(q) represents the one-hot vector of the keyword q,
and w(s) represents the feature vector of the situation segment
s, which is constructed using the word weights weight(t, s).
V. E VALUATION
This section presents the experiments we conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method and its
results. We evaluated our method with respect to the following
two issues:
1) the performance of the three similarity calculation methods proposed in this paper, and
2) the usability of the proposed system.
A. Dataset, preprocessing, and prototype
The dataset used for the evaluation consists of live tweets
about TV dramas collected using the Twitter API. We collected
live tweets for 16 TV dramas (125 episodes) broadcasted
on Japanese TV stations from July to September 2019, and
a further 15 TV dramas (111 episodes) broadcasted from
October to December 2019. The hashtags of the respective
TV drama titles were used to collect the live tweets for the
TV dramas during the broadcast times of the target dramas.
Retweets and replies were excluded from these data. These
tweets were written in Japanese.
Figure 5 shows an overview of the preprocessing required
for this dataset. From the tweets included in the dataset,
the hashtags and URLs of TV drama titles used in the
collection were removed from the text because they could act
as noise when obtaining the characteristics of the tweets. The
other hashtags were not excluded because they can contain
information such as the names of the actors in the current
scene and thus become features of the scene.
All the tweets in the dataset were split into morphemes
by MeCab [13], a major Japanese morphological analysis
engine. For the MeCab dictionary, we used the mecab-ipadicNEologd dictionary [14], which covers a wide range of Eigen
expressions, collapsed notations commonly used on the web,
and new words. Of the segmented morphemes, only nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs were used, and for conjugated
words, the original form of the word was used.
We implemented a prototype of the proposed system for
the experiments. This system runs as a web application. PHP

Figure 5. Overview of the preprocessing.

and JavaScript were used for its development, Apache was
used as the webserver, and MySQL was used as the database
management system. The Gensim library [15] was used to
calculate Word2Vec, and the Twitter dataset described above
was used as the corpus for training the Word2Vec model.
B. Performance comparison of the similarity calculation
methods
1) Experimental method: In this paper, we proposed the
W2VE, W2VS, and TFIDF methods to determine the similarity between the query keywords given by the user and the
situation segments. We compared the performance of these
three methods through experiments. For live tweets related
to the target TV dramas, we determined the query keywords
related to those TV dramas and calculated the similarity between each keyword and the situation segment. The number of
target TV dramas was three. Ten query keywords were selected
from each of the adjectives and nouns frequently found in the
live tweets of each drama and used in the experiment. To
create the ground-truth data, subjects were asked to read the
tweets included in the target situation segment and give them
a score from 0 to 10 on how similar their contents were to the
keywords. The ground-truth data and the similarities derived
by each method were normalized so that the maximum value
was 1, and the error was calculated. The mean average error
(MAE) was used as the measure of error.
2) Results: As an example, the results of the experiment in
which the TFIDF method was used to calculate the similarity
for a TV drama are shown in Figure 6. In this ﬁgure, the
vertical axis represents the similarity and the horizontal axis
represents the elapsed time after the start of the drama. The
red line represents the calculated similarity, the green line
represents the ground truth, and the blue dashed line represents
the error.
The MAE values for each method are shown in Table I and
the distribution of MAE for each keyword is shown in Figure
7. These results reveal that the TFIDF method yields the lowest
MAE. We also analyzed whether there is a dominant difference
in the MAE of each method using t-test. As a result, there
was a signiﬁcant difference between the W2VE and TFIDF
results and between the W2VS and TFIDF results, whereas
there was no signiﬁcant difference between the W2VE and
W2VS results. This indicates that TFIDF obtained the best
performance.
C. Usability evaluation
1) Experimental method: To evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed method, we asked 20 male and 20 female users
in their 20s to use the interface of the proposed method
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Figure 6. Example of timeline visualization.

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF THE USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE PROPOSED
INTERFACE .
Question
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6

Average Score
4.18
4.36
3.81
4.09
4.18
4.00

following are the questions in the questionnaire.
Q1:

Q2:

Figure 7. MAEs for the three methods.

TABLE I
AVERAGE OF MAE.
W2VE
0.293

W2VS
0.287

TFIDF
0.229

(developed using the TFIDF method) and to answer a questionnaire. The subjects were asked to enter a number of
keywords for their favorite dramas, view live tweets, and
answer the questionnaire. Each subject responded to each
question on a ﬁve-point Likert scale from 1 to 5. 1 represents
strong disagreement, and 5 represents strong agreement. The

Q3:
Q4:
Q5:
Q6:

Were the graphs presented by the proposed interface
able to represent the characteristics of the TV drama
scenes?
Compared to browsing live tweets on a typical Twitter search interface, did you ﬁnd it easier to ﬁnd live
tweets for scenes you were interested in using the
proposed interface?
Was the proposed interface easy to use?
Was the visual appearance of the proposed interface
good?
Is the proposed interface useful for looking back on
TV dramas?
Would you like to use the proposed interface in the
future?

2) Results: The results of the above questionnaire administered to the subjects are shown in Table II. This table shows
the averages of the users’ responses to each question.
For questions Q1, Q2, Q4, Q5, and Q6, the mean values
were 4 or higher, which indicates that the proposed interface is
an effective way to review TV dramas. The score for question
Q3 is 3.81, which indicates that usability needs to be improved
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in the future.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we proposed an interface that allows users to
efﬁciently view live tweets for the desired scene in order to
review TV dramas. The interface divides the live tweets posted
during the broadcast of a TV drama into situation segments by
time interval and calculates the similarity between the tweets
and keywords in each segment to visualize the changes in
the excitement related to the keywords of the drama. In this
paper, we proposed the W2VE, W2VS, and TFIDF methods
to calculate the similarity between keywords and situation
segments for visualization.
From the results of evaluation experiments, we found that
TFIDF is the most suitable method for this task. In addition,
the results of a usability survey conducted by subjects using
the prototype system showed that the proposed interface was
able to capture the characteristics of TV drama scenes and was
an effective approach for looking back on TV dramas.
The following is a list of issues to be tackled in the future.
1) Sometimes, a time lag exists between when a user posts
a tweet and when it appears on the timeline. It will be
necessary to develop a function to compensate for the
user’s posting time.
2) Some live tweets may contain tweets that are not directly
related to the TV drama scene; we need to develop a
function to ﬁlter out tweets that are not related to the
TV drama content.
3) The proposed interface may be applicable to domains
other than TV drama reviews. We plan to extend the
interface so that it can be applied to other purposes,
such as viewing public opinion on the news.
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